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ABSTRACT

Open Government Data (OGD), spanning various government activities, has been
made publicly accessible through online portals in the aim of increasing trans-
parency and accountability. Although OGD offers myriad benefits, the full potential
is only realized when the data is effectively reused, a facet hindered by multiple
barriers. This thesis focuses on these challenges, targeting three specific barriers
to develop artifacts and practical solutions that aid OGD stakeholders, primarily
citizens, infomediaries, and OGD publishers.

The first barrier, concerning the lack of communication and collaboration among
OGD stakeholders, was addressed by exploring communication methods and socio-
collaborative needs. Following a literature review and an online survey, we devised
recommendations for effective communication channels. We also identified the
requirements for an application to raise user awareness about OGD, and then devel-
oped the application integrating those requirements. Through testing, we confirmed
that the application was successful in enhancing user awareness about OGD. Fur-
ther, to bridge the gap between stakeholders, we identified requirements for an
application that could address the socio-collaborative impediments, and upon its
development, we confirmed its effectiveness in ameliorating the technical issues
surrounding collaboration.

The second barrier tackled was the lack of (meta)data quality on OGD portals, a
problem that can severely affect the reliability of services developed based on these
data. We initiated our approach by identifying quality dimensions to assess data and
metadata quality. Subsequently, we developed a conversational agent integrating
these dimensions and user preferences, which was evaluated and confirmed to be
effective in providing a comprehensive assessment of (meta)data quality.

The third barrier confronted was the difficulty for users to turn data into stories,
a process crucial for making informed decisions. The approach to this challenge
involved three interactive methods. An analysis of the usage statistics of the Namur
OGD portal and an online survey informed us of user preferences in data types. Inter-
views gave us insights into the most suitable data visualization methods. Following
this, a literature review enabled us to identify key dashboard design principles and
the requirements for data storytelling tools. Eventually, we developed a prototype
integrating these requirements, which was evaluated to ascertain its usefulness in
aiding users to create engaging data narratives regardless of their technical profi-
ciency.

In summary, this thesis primarily focuses on tackling the challenges related to
the reuse of OGD by outlining recommendations and practical prerequisites for
feasible solutions. It further proposes effective and user-friendly solutions to these
challenges through the development of tools designed to facilitate communication
and collaboration, improve data quality, and promote data storytelling. These
contributions not only provide a robust theoretical foundation for future research
but also practical solutions that can be leveraged by OGD stakeholders to optimize
data reuse.

Keywords: open government data, reuse, collaboration, data quality, data story-
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RÉSUMÉ

Les données gouvernementales ouvertes (DGO), couvrant diverses activités gou-
vernementales, ont été rendues accessibles au public par le biais de portails en
ligne dans le but d’augmenter la transparence et la responsabilité gouvernementale.
Bien que les DGO offrent une myriade d’avantages, le plein potentiel n’est réalisé
que lorsque les données sont efficacement réutilisées, une facette entravée par de
multiples obstacles. Cette thèse se concentre sur ces défis, en ciblant trois obstacles
spécifiques pour développer des artefacts et des solutions pratiques qui aident les
parties prenantes des DGO, principalement les citoyens, les infomédiaires et les
éditeurs de DGO.

Le premier obstacle, concernant le manque de communication et de collabora-
tion entre les parties prenantes des DGO, a été abordé en explorant les méthodes
de communication et les besoins socio-collaboratifs. Suite à une revue de la littéra-
ture et à une enquête en ligne, nous avons élaboré des recommandations pour des
canaux de communication efficaces. Nous avons également identifié les exigences
pour une application visant à sensibiliser les utilisateurs aux DGO, puis nous avons
développé l’application en intégrant ces exigences. Par le biais de tests, nous avons
confirmé que l’application réussissait à améliorer la sensibilisation des utilisateurs
aux DGO. De plus, pour combler le fossé entre les parties prenantes, nous avons
identifié les exigences pour une application qui pourrait aborder les entraves socio-
collaboratives, et après son développement, nous avons confirmé son efficacité à
améliorer les problèmes techniques entourant la collaboration.

Le deuxième obstacle abordé était le manque de qualité des données sur les por-
tails DGO, un problème qui peut affecter sévèrement la fiabilité des services dévelop-
pés sur la base de ces données. Nous avons initié notre approche en identifiant les
dimensions de qualité pour évaluer la qualité des données et des métadonnées. Par
la suite, nous avons développé un agent conversationnel intégrant ces dimensions
et les préférences des utilisateurs, qui a été évalué et confirmé comme étant efficace
pour fournir une évaluation complète de la qualité des (méta)données.

Le troisième obstacle affronté était la difficulté pour les utilisateurs de trans-
former les données en tableaux de bord facilement compréhensibles, un processus
crucial pour prendre des décisions éclairées. L’approche de ce défi a impliqué trois
méthodes interactives. Une analyse des statistiques d’utilisation du portail DGO de
Namur et une enquête en ligne nous ont informés sur les préférences des utilisateurs
en matière de types de données. Les entretiens nous ont donné des informations
sur les méthodes de visualisation de données les plus appropriées. Suite à cela, une
revue de la littérature nous a permis d’identifier les principes clés de la conception
des tableaux de bord et les exigences pour les outils de narration de données. Fi-
nalement, nous avons développé un prototype intégrant ces exigences, qui a été
évalué pour vérifier son utilité à aider les utilisateurs à créer des récits de données
engageants, quelle que soit leur compétence technique.

En résumé, cette thèse se concentre principalement sur la résolution des défis
liés à la réutilisation des DGO en définissant des recommandations et des prérequis
pratiques pour des solutions réalisables. Elle propose également des solutions
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efficaces et conviviales à ces défis grâce au développement d’outils conçus pour
faciliter la communication et la collaboration, améliorer la qualité des données et
promouvoir la narration de données. Ces contributions fournissent non seulement
une base théorique solide pour les futures recherches, mais aussi des solutions
pratiques qui peuvent être utilisées par les parties prenantes des DGO pour optimiser
la réutilisation des données.

Mots clés : données gouvernementales ouvertes, réutilisation, collaboration,
qualité des données, narration de données
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INTRODUCTION

Aiming to increase transparency and accountability, many governments at different
levels, such as national, regional, and local, are providing public access to their
data through online portals. These data are referred to as Open Government Data
(OGD), covering a broad spectrum of government activities, including political
boundaries, education, health, finance, and mobility (Graves and Hendler, 2013).
Major cities like London in 2010, Paris and New York in 2011, and Namur (Belgium)
in 2018 have established online portals for sharing OGD. The benefits of OGD include
increased transparency and accountability of government operations, enhanced
citizen engagement and participation, improved decision-making, and economic
growth through innovation and entrepreneurship (Bertot et al., 2010; Davies, 2010;
Johnson and Robinson, 2014; Janssen et al., 2017; Purwanto et al., 2020).

One significant prerequisite to unlock the aforementioned benefits of OGD is its
reuse (Attard et al., 2015). By making government data accessible and usable, OGD
enables citizens, researchers, businesses, and organizations to leverage the data for
a wide range of purposes (Gonzalez-Zapata and Heeks, 2015; Safarov et al., 2017;
Graves and Hendler, 2014). For example, OGD can be used to develop new services
and applications that improve the efficiency of public services, address societal
challenges, and create new economic opportunities. Reusing OGD can also enhance
accountability and transparency by enabling citizens to monitor government actions
and hold officials accountable for their decisions. Moreover, the reuse of OGD can fa-
cilitate collaboration among stakeholders, including the public sector, private sector,
and civil society organizations, to address common challenges and achieve shared
objectives. By sharing data, stakeholders can build on each other’s expertise and
knowledge to create innovative solutions and generate new insights. Therefore, the
potential for reuse of OGD is a critical advantage that contributes to the broader goal
of promoting transparency, accountability, and citizen participation in government
operations.

Despite the availability of OGD and the potential benefits of their reuse, only
few people are using them (Toots et al., 2017; Abdelrahman, 2021). This can be
explained by the many barriers impeding the OGD reuse process. These barriers
can be classified into four categories: technical, social, legal, and economic (Janssen
et al., 2012; Crusoe and Melin, 2018; Crusoe et al., 2019; Zuiderwijk et al., 2012; Martin
et al., 2013). Technical barriers include difficulties in accessing and processing the
data, while social barriers are related to a lack of awareness or interest in using the
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

data. Legal barriers refer to restrictions on the reuse of OGD, such as copyright or
privacy concerns. Economic barriers arise from the cost of accessing or processing
the data. While all these barriers are important, this thesis focuses on technical and
social barriers, and more specifically on three main barriers. Therefore, this thesis
aims to develop artifacts and tools that can assist OGD stakeholders in overcoming
these barriers. The selection of three specific barriers was based on a literature
review and their relevance to the context of Wallonia (Belgium).

The first barrier is the lack of communication and collaboration among stake-
holders involved in OGD reuse. This thesis focus on three pivotal stakeholders
involved in the OGD reuse process: citizens, infomediaries, and OGD publishers.
Infomediaries, also known as OGD intermediaries, are a distinct category of OGD
users who manipulate data, extracting, aggregating, and transforming it into a for-
mat that is readily usable, beneficial, and of value to the general public (Shaharudin
et al., 2023; Johnson and Greene, 2017). OGD publishers are vital in this process
as they are responsible for releasing data to enable its reuse. Each of these stake-
holder groups plays a crucial role in maximizing the potential benefits of OGD. While
citizens can benefit from OGD, infomediaries leverage OGD to create innovative
services that deliver value to citizens, and OGD publishers release data to enable
infomediaries to create these services. The term “users” refers to both citizens and
infomediaries, as both may use OGD. However, these stakeholders often operate
in silos and lack effective communication and collaboration, leading to a lack of
awareness and understanding about the potential benefits of OGD (Toots et al., 2017;
Abdelrahman, 2021). For instance, citizens may not be aware of the availability of
OGD, while infomediaries may face challenges in accessing the necessary data or
processing it. Similarly, OGD publishers may not have a clear understanding of the
needs of users and may not provide data in useful formats, further hindering OGD
reuse.

To tackle the first barrier, the thesis explores two areas: communication methods
needs and socio-collaborative needs. Regarding communication methods needs,
the goal is to understand users’ preferences in terms of channels used to promote
OGD. A literature review and online survey were conducted to identify effective
communication methods, and the results were used to provide recommendations to
governments. The results indicated that users preferred practical applications, lead-
ing the researchers to identify the requirements for a mobile application to improve
user awareness of OGD. The application was developed and evaluated through user
testing, which confirmed its usefulness in enhancing user awareness of OGD. As for
the socio-collaborative needs, the objective is to identify impediments associated
with the lack of collaboration between OGD stakeholders and suggest technical
requirements and solution to mitigate these challenges. Initially, we identified the
requirements for an application that would address the technical aspects of the lack
of collaboration between stakeholders through literature review and stakeholder
interviews. After developing the application, we used it as a proxy to confirm the
usefulness of the proposed requirements in addressing the technical challenges of
the lack of collaboration between OGD stakeholders.

The second barrier is the insufficient (meta)data quality on OGD portals. Data
quality on OGD portals refers to the accuracy, completeness, consistency, timeliness,
and relevance of the data made available to the public (Reiche et al., 2014; Wang
and Strong, 1996). Poor data quality can have severe consequences for both OGD
users and publishers (Kubler et al., 2018). For OGD users, poor data quality can
lead to incorrect or incomplete analysis, decision-making, and research. For OGD
publishers, poor data quality can result in reputation damage, decreased public trust,
and decreased demand for data. Poor data quality can also lead to an increased
cost of data management, as organizations may need to spend more resources to
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correct and improve data quality. Moreover, poor data quality can also reduce the
potential benefits of open data, as poor data quality can limit the ability of data
users to derive insights, innovate, and create value from the data (Crusoe et al., 2019;
Kubler et al., 2018). Therefore, ensuring data quality is essential for achieving the
potential benefits of open data.

As the focus of this thesis is on reuse, we emphasize the importance of assessing
the data quality of individual datasets before using it in service development. To
achieve this, we first identified quality dimensions for assessing both data and meta-
data quality through a literature review. We then developed a conversational agent
that integrated these dimensions and allowed for user preferences to be included in
the quality assessment. A usability evaluation with users demonstrated the effective-
ness of this approach in obtaining overall and detailed (meta)data quality, as well as
its ease of use. By doing so, users can make informed decisions about the quality of
the data they intend to use.

The third barrier is the difficulty for users to turn data into stories. Once the
users are aware of the existence and the usefulness of OGD and informed about
the quality of these datasets, there remains the question of how they can turn these
datasets into stories. The ability to transform data into meaningful stories is crucial
for making informed decisions. This process is called data storytelling and consists
of using data visualizations, charts, and graphs, combined with text and images,
to communicate a story to an audience (Brolcháin et al., 2017). Data storytelling
can help users understand complex data sets by making them more accessible
and engaging. Moreover, data storytelling can help to promote transparency and
accountability by making it easier for users to understand and interpret government
data. When government data is presented in a clear and compelling way, it can help
to increase public trust in government and encourage citizen engagement. In this
way, data storytelling can help to support open government initiatives and promote
a more participatory democracy and yet it can be a difficult task for many users,
especially those who do not possess specialized technical skills, as it requires not
only an understanding of the data but also the ability to analyze it, identify patterns,
create visual representations, and weave a cohesive and compelling narrative (Graves
and Bustos-Jiménez, 2015; Aanderud et al., 2020; Brolcháin et al., 2017). The process
requires a combination of skills that span both the technical (e.g., data analysis,
statistics) and the creative (e.g., narrative construction, visual design), which may
not be within the skill set of all users. Consequently, many users might find the
process daunting and complex, limiting their ability to fully harness the potential of
the available data.

To address this third barrier, we have employed three interactive approaches.
Firstly, we conducted an analysis of the usage statistics of the Namur OGD portal,
coupled with an online survey to identify the specific requirements of users regard-
ing the data they would like to see published on portals. This enabled us to gather
valuable insights and generate recommendations for OGD publishers and infome-
diaries regarding the types of data that should be made available in their services.
Additionally, we conducted interviews to determine the most suitable visualization
methods for different categories of data, taking into account user ratings. This al-
lowed us to gain a deeper understanding of user preferences and needs in terms of
data presentation and visualization on portals. Secondly, we conducted a thorough
literature review to determine the key principles that should be incorporated into
dashboards to enhance their comprehensibility and usability. By implementing
these principles, we aimed to create user-friendly dashboards that facilitate data
understanding and exploration. Once we obtained insights from these initial two
steps, we proceeded to identify the requirements for data storytelling tools. These
requirements were gathered through a comprehensive literature review, focusing on
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the features and functionalities that would enable both technical and non-technical
users to effortlessly create engaging data stories. Subsequently, we developed a pro-
totype that integrated these requirements and conducted user testing to evaluate its
ease of use and usefulness in helping users, regardless of their technical skills, trans-
form data into compelling narratives. By following this approach, we aimed to bridge
the gap between raw data and meaningful stories, providing users with the tools
and capabilities to communicate their insights effectively. Through user-centered
design and iterative refinement, we strived to develop a data storytelling solution
that empowered users to harness the potential of OGD and share their findings with
others. The goal was to enable both technical experts and non-technical individuals
to leverage data to tell impactful stories that could drive informed decision-making,
foster transparency, and promote engagement with government initiatives. By fa-
cilitating the creation and dissemination of data-driven narratives, we sought to
enhance the accessibility and understanding of OGD, ultimately empowering users
to extract valuable insights.

1.1 Outline

The remainder of this thesis is divided into four parts to organize the content effec-
tively.

Part I focuses on the relevance of the research. Chapter 2 discusses the relevance
of the research to the field by providing an overview of the Open Government Data
concept, with a particular focus on its deployment in Wallonia, Belgium. Additionally,
it enumerates the different OGD stakeholders under consideration in this thesis and
elucidates how the three barriers were identified through a literature review.

Part II presents the research design used to address the barriers. In Chapter 3, the
identified barriers and research gaps from Part I are mapped to the research ques-
tions. Chapter 4 provides a detailed explanation of the overall research methodology
as well as its underlying methodologies.

Part III consists of dedicated chapters that present the contributions made for
each research question. Chapter 5 addresses the first barrier by investigating users’
preferred communication methods when accessing and utilizing OGD, leading to
recommendations for governments on effective OGD communication strategies.
Additionally, it identifies users’ requirements for application design to enhance OGD
awareness. Furthermore, Chapter 5 identifies and validates technical requirements
through user testing and interviews, aiming to mitigate challenges related to collabo-
ration among OGD stakeholders. In Chapter 6, the focus shifts to the second barrier,
where a literature review is conducted to identify dimensions and metrics that in-
fomediaries can employ to assess (meta)data quality on OGD portals at dataset
level. The chapter also outlines the requirements for tools that integrate these di-
mensions and allow for user preferences to be considered in the quality assessment.
Chapter 7 addresses the third barrier. Firstly, it explores users’ preferences for data
contents on portals and data visualizations when engaging with OGD, providing
recommendations to infomediaries regarding data needs and effective visualization
techniques for user understanding. Then, it discusses the design principles that
infomediaries should consider when developing data storytelling dashboards with
OGD. Lastly, Chapter 7 analyzes and validates the requirements of data storytelling
tools through user testing and interviews, ensuring the creation of engaging narra-
tives using OGD for both technical and non-technical users. Each chapter includes
specific methodological details that supplement Chapter 4.

Part IV reflects on the results presented in the previous part. Chapter 8 serves as
a comprehensive summary, discussing the contributions made, their implications
for research, and how they align with the research questions. The chapter further
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examines the practical impact of these contributions and acknowledges the general
limitations of the thesis. Moreover, it identifies future research directions based on
the identified limitations and presents additional avenues for future work, which
were not derived solely from the limitations. Chapter 9 closes this thesis with brief
concluding remarks.
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RESEARCH BACKGROUND

In this chapter, the origin and definition of open government data are initially
explored, along with its maturity in the Wallonia, Belgium context. The chapter
then delves into the core vision of this thesis, which is the reuse of OGD, particularly
examining its benefits, and the stakeholders involved. Furthermore, three barriers
that hinder OGD reuse are extensively discussed. These barriers include the absence
of effective communication and collaboration among stakeholders engaged in OGD
reuse, the insufficient (meta)data quality on OGD portals, and the challenges faced
by users in transforming data into meaningful narratives. These three barriers serve
as the foundation for the problem statement addressed in this thesis.

2.1 Open Government Data (OGD)

Open data is a core principle that centers on the idea of providing data to the public
in a machine-readable format, free from constraints on usage or redistribution
(Attard et al., 2015). The goal of open data initiatives is to unleash the full potential
of data by eliminating barriers such as restrictive licenses or limited accessibility.
This facilitates its broad utilization for societal, economic, and research objectives.

The concept of open data government emerged as an expansion of the broader
open data movement, aiming to proactively disclose government-held data and
make it accessible to the public. These datasets encompass a wide range of govern-
ment activities, spanning areas such as political boundaries, education, health, envi-
ronment, demographics, finance, transportation, and more (Graves and Hendler,
2013). The origins of open data government initiatives can be traced back to the
early 2000s when visionary pioneers recognized the value of opening up government
data for public scrutiny and active engagement. A significant catalyst for this move-
ment was the introduction of the Open Government Directive by President Barack
Obama in 2009, followed by the memorandum on Open Data Policy in 2013. These
directives placed a strong emphasis on the foundational principles of transparency,
participation, and collaboration in the context of an open government. They laid
the groundwork for governments worldwide to proactively release and share their
data with the public, fostering increased accountability and citizen involvement.
As a result, open data government initiatives have flourished globally, with numer-
ous countries and regions acknowledging the value and potential benefits of open
data, leading to the establishment of online portals for sharing open government
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Figure 2.1: Screenshot of the Open Data Wallonia Portal

data. Major cities like London in 2010, Paris and New York in 2011, and Namur
(Belgium) in 2018 have exemplified this trend by implementing dedicated platforms
for the publication of open government data. Furthermore, out of the 27 European
countries, only two countries lack local portals, as indicated by (Carsaniga et al.,
2022).

Open government data reuse refers to the practice of utilizing and repurposing
data made available by governments for various purposes. As part of the broader
open government movement, the reuse of government data aims to maximize the
value and impact of public information by allowing individuals, organizations, and
communities to access, analyze, and leverage this data in innovative ways. The ben-
efits of open government data reuse are manifold. First and foremost, it promotes
transparency and accountability by providing citizens with access to information
about government activities, policies, and outcomes. This enables citizens to hold
governments accountable for their actions and decisions. Additionally, open govern-
ment data reuse fosters innovation and economic growth by creating opportunities
for entrepreneurs, startups, and businesses to develop new products, services, and
solutions. It also facilitates evidence-based decision-making, as policymakers and
researchers can draw insights from comprehensive and up-to-date data to inform
policy development, planning, and evaluation.

In the specific context of Wallonia, Belgium, the maturity of open data govern-
ment has been steadily progressing, although advancements in certain areas remain
modest, particularly among smaller municipalities (FuturoCité, 2022). This can be
attributed to a lack of political awareness and limited allocation of human and finan-
cial resources to the field, as highlighted by Futurocite’s 2022 open data barometer.
The barometer reveals that only 15% of the 96 surveyed municipalities actually ad-
here to open data principles when publishing their data, indicating a slight increase
compared to previous years. Furthermore, there has been a positive development in
terms of data format, with a majority of the published open data now being available
in non-proprietary structured formats, signifying progress compared to previous
assessments. However, it is crucial to acknowledge that although local authorities
possess a wealth of valuable data for their operations and communications, this data
remains largely underutilized. Surprisingly, over 50% of the surveyed municipalities
are not effectively harnessing their data, with only 10% implementing visualization
solutions and a mere 2% leveraging analytics and artificial intelligence to derive
insights from their data, as reported by Futurocite in 2022.

In order to enhance the publication and reuse of open data in the Wallonia
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region, the government of Wallonia has implemented significant measures. These
include the establishment of standardized data formats and the creation of dedi-
cated open data portals, such as the Wallonia Open Data portal. This portal offers
a diverse range of datasets spanning various domains, including transportation,
environment, demographics, and more (refer to Figure 2.1). Additionally, the region
actively engages with the open data community through the organization of events,
hackathons, and collaborative initiatives, fostering a culture of innovation and en-
couraging the reuse of data. The government has also introduced specific Calls
for Projects that facilitate the initiatives utilizing administrative data to enhance
public policies. Notable examples include the Intelligent Territory Call for Projects1,
Start IA2, and Tremplin IA3. Furthermore, the recent adoption of the Decree on the
dissemination and re-use of public sector information (PSI/OD Directive) by the
Wallon region in November 2022 demonstrates a firm commitment to open data and
its reusability. This decree aligns with Directive (EU) 2019/10244 of the European
Parliament and of the Council, reinforcing the region’s dedication to advancing the
maturity of open data government in Wallonia and harnessing the potential of open
data to drive positive societal and economic outcomes.

2.2 OGD Stakeholders

Previous research (Gonzalez-Zapata and Heeks, 2015; Graves and Hendler, 2013;
Safarov et al., 2017; Lassinantti et al., 2019) has identified a wide array of user types,
including developers, open data researchers, large corporations, students, city man-
agers, NGOs, civic tech communities, journalists, startups, entrepreneurs, media
industry professionals, civil society organizations, citizens, and researchers, as key
stakeholders in the use and propagation of open data. Drawing upon user cat-
egory terminologies already defined in the literature (Graves and Hendler, 2013;
Shaharudin et al., 2023; Johnson and Greene, 2017) and interviews with some stake-
holders involved in the OGD reuse during our research study (Chokki et al., 2022c),
we consolidated the aforementioned user types into three categories based on their
roles in the context of OGD reuse: citizens (Graves and Hendler, 2013), infomediaries
(Shaharudin et al., 2023; Johnson and Greene, 2017), and publishers (Graves and
Hendler, 2013). Figure 2.2 summarizes the retained stakeholders and the interaction
between them.

Figure 2.2: OGD Stakeholders. The green link illustrates that citizens can occasionally
use open data directly without requiring the involvement of infomediaries.

Citizens: Citizens are key stakeholders in the OGD ecosystem and describe a group
of people that are not directly interested in OGD, although they may consume it via
applications, visualizations or dashboards (Graves and Hendler, 2013). They are the
end-users and beneficiaries of open data, utilizing it to make informed decisions,
engage with government activities, and participate in public affairs. Nevertheless, it’s
worth pointing out that a subset of these citizens, endowed with technical expertise,

1https://www.digitalwallonia.be/fr/programmes/smart-region/
2https://www.digitalwallonia.be/fr/publications/start-ia/
3https://www.digitalwallonia.be/fr/publications/tremplin-ia/
4https://eur-lex.europa.eu/eli/dir/2019/1024/
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are keenly interested in OGD. These people transcend the typical citizen role and
are referred to as infomediaries in this thesis.

Infomediaries: Infomediaries, also referred to as OGD intermediaries, serve as a
bridge connecting the government and its citizens (Shaharudin et al., 2023; Johnson
and Greene, 2017). They are specific categories of open data users who extract,
aggregate, and transform data (i.e., unstructured or structured data), altering it into
a format that is seen as valuable, beneficial, and, most importantly, usable to the
general public (i.e., data in user-friendly format for example excel format, visualiza-
tion, dashboard, service, application) (Shaharudin et al., 2023; Johnson and Greene,
2017). They play a crucial role in bridging the gap between the supply and demand
of open data. These stakeholders include developers, startups, researchers, stu-
dents, civil society organizations, media industry professionals, non-governmental
organizations, large corporations, civic tech communities, journalists, and data
intermediaries. Infomediaries analyze, interpret, and visualize open data to make it
more accessible, understandable, and relevant to citizens. They play an essential
role in providing feedback on data quality, identifying data gaps, and suggesting
areas for improvement. They work to promote data literacy, engage citizens with
open data, and advocate for the use of open data for social impact.

Publishers: Publishers are primarily government entities responsible for collecting,
managing, and releasing open data (Graves and Hendler, 2013). They play a central
role in the OGD ecosystem as data custodians and providers. Government agencies,
city managers and departments at various levels generate a wide range of datasets
that are made available to the public. Publishers should ensure open data is accessi-
ble, usable, and of high quality. Additionally, they should set policies, standards, and
guidelines for data publication while putting in place measures for data privacy and
security.

These three stakeholder categories work in synergy to foster the growth and im-
pact of OGD. Citizens benefit from the availability of open data, infomediaries help
bridge the gap between data and citizens’ understanding, and publishers facilitate
the release and management of OGD. It’s important to recognize that citizens might
sometimes source data directly from the publishers without involving infomediaries,
especially when the data is neatly organized and accompanied by clear metadata
(as indicated by the green link in figure 2.2). Collaboration and engagement among
these stakeholders are essential for promoting transparency, accountability, and
innovation within the OGD ecosystem.

2.3 Barriers to OGD Reuse

The reuse of open government data is not without its challenges, and several barriers
hinder its effective utilization. These barriers can be classified into four categories:
technical, social, legal, and economic (Janssen et al., 2012; Crusoe and Melin, 2018;
Crusoe et al., 2019; Zuiderwijk et al., 2012; Martin et al., 2013). Technical barriers
include difficulties in accessing and processing the data, while social barriers are
related to a lack of awareness or interest in using the data. Legal barriers refer to
restrictions on the reuse of OGD, such as copyright or privacy concerns. Economic
barriers arise from the cost of accessing or processing the data. While all these
barriers are important, this thesis focuses on technical and social barriers, and
more specifically on three main barriers. Three specific barriers were identified
based on semi-structured discussions with at least three individuals from each OGD
stakeholder group in Wallonia (Belgium) during our research study (Chokki et al.,
2022c). The following sections will present more about each barrier and their related
research gaps.
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2.3.1 Lack of communication and collaboration between OGD
stakeholders

In order for open government data to be effectively reused, it is crucial that users
are aware of its existence and understand its value. However, despite the availability
of a vast amount of data, only a small number of users are aware of OGD and its
potential benefits (Toots et al., 2017; Abdelrahman, 2021). This highlights the need
to examine appropriate communication methods that can raise citizen awareness
about the existence and usefulness of OGD. While several studies have explored
specific methods such as social media applications (Gunawong, 2015), training
programs (Gascó-Hernández et al., 2018), OGD portals, hackathons, and newspapers
(Berends et al., 2020; Simperl and Walker, 2020; European Environment Agency,
2019; Michael et al., 2014), none of them have comprehensively evaluated multiple
methods with users to recommend suitable approaches for increasing awareness and
usefulness of OGD to citizens. Therefore, Research Gap 1a (RG1a) can be identified
as follows.

RG1a: Limited understanding of effective communication methods with users to
determine the most suitable approaches for OGD awareness.

Based on these previous studies (Michael et al., 2014; European Environment
Agency, 2019; OECD, 2019; Berends et al., 2020; Chokki et al., 2022f), it appears that
the use of applications could be an appropriate method to aware citizens of OGD.
However, existing applications aimed at raising citizen awareness about OGD have
certain limitations.For example, many OGD portals, which are primarily used to
raise citizen awareness, focus more on publishing data than presenting the potential
reuses of such data, which are more relevant to citizens, rather than the raw data.
Moreover, when the OGD are used in some reuses (e.g., applications or services),
there is no highlighting of the use of OGD in the reuse or any information about the
OGD used. In addition, to the best of our knowledge, there are no studies addressing
the requirements and impact of an application on citizen awareness of OGD. Hence,
Research Gap 1b (RG1b) emerges as follows.

RG1b: Limited understanding of the necessary requirements to design a tool that
effectively raises user awareness of OGD.

While raising awareness is an essential step, it does not guarantee extensive us-
age of OGD. The limited utilization of OGD can be partially attributed to the current
publication process, which lacks effective collaboration and communication among
stakeholders (Beno et al., 2017). Publishers control the release of data without ade-
quately considering user needs, while infomediaries develop applications without
aligning them with citizen requirements. Various methods and platforms have been
proposed in the literature, such as hackathons, to promote communication and
collaboration, but they often exclude citizens from the process (Gebka et al., 2019).
Existing OGD portals also do not provide a shared space for stakeholders to col-
laborate, report issues, and co-create new services (Janssen et al., 2012; Zuiderwijk
et al., 2012; Beno et al., 2017). Despite these proposed methods, none of them fully
satisfies the requirements for effective communication and collaboration among
OGD stakeholders. Research Gap 1c (RG1c) is formulated as follows.

RG1c: Limited understanding of the essential requirements for designing a tool
that facilitates communication and collaboration between OGD stakeholders.
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2.3.2 Insufficient (meta)data quality on OGD portals

Once users are aware of open government data, they can utilize it for various pur-
poses. However, it is crucial to assess the quality of the data before using it, as
inadequate metadata or data quality can result in inaccurate or incomplete analyses,
decision-making, and research (Crusoe et al., 2019; Kubler et al., 2018). Previous
studies have proposed methods to evaluate the quality of metadata, data, or both.
However, these methods have several limitations. Firstly, most of the methods
(Bhandari et al., 2021; Chokki et al., 2022a; Neumaier et al., 2016) focus on evaluating
the overall quality of portals rather than individual datasets, making it challenging
to apply them to assess a single dataset. Secondly, some methods (Li et al., 2018;
Nogueras-Iso et al., 2021; Vetrò et al., 2016; Wenige et al., 2021) rely on manual
assessment, which is time-consuming and costly to perform, to evaluate quality
dimensions. Thirdly, certain methods (Raca et al., 2022; Reiche et al., 2014; Wenige
et al., 2021) can only evaluate either metadata or data, consider a limited number of
dimensions, or combine metadata and data dimensions, making it difficult for users
to identify specific data quality issues (Raca et al., 2022; Reiche et al., 2014; Wenige
et al., 2021). Lastly, most of the methods (Bhandari et al., 2021; Chokki et al., 2022a;
Chu and Tseng, 2016; Raca et al., 2022) do not take into account user needs in the
assessment, despite the fact that the acceptance of data can vary among users based
on the context of data reuse (Even and Shankaranarayanan, 2007). Furthermore, to
the best of our knowledge, no study has explicitly presented a comprehensive list
of dimensions that are applicable separately to OGD and its metadata. Therefore,
Research Gap 2 (RG2) can be identified as:

RG2: Limited understanding of comprehensive dimensions tailored individually
to OGD and its metadata, and the need to incorporate user needs.

2.3.3 Difficulty to turn data into stories

Once users have become aware of the existence and usefulness of OGD and have
gained knowledge about the quality of these datasets, the challenge remains in
effectively transforming this data into compelling narratives.

Before delving into the task of creating data-driven stories, it is crucial to identify
the data that will be of interest to a wide range of users. Previous studies show that
user engagement with OGD depends on how relevant the content of OGD portals
is to them (Wirtz et al., 2018; Jurisch et al., 2015). However, despite the numerous
datasets published on OGD portals, only a few of them are utilized. A reason for
the lack of reuse by users is that many datasets available on portals do not meet the
information expectations of end-users (Crusoe et al., 2020). Prior research, such as
those by (EUROPEAN COMMISSION, 2020; Nikiforova, 2022b), has enumerated high-
value datasets deemed as core or specific to certain regions. However, this thesis
narrows its focus to the Wallonia context to deeply comprehend the requirements
of Wallonia’s users. This focus aims to curate use cases for the user testing sessions
of our developed applications. Moreover, as (Nikiforova et al., 2023) highlighted, a
region or country’s distinctiveness—be it geographical, socio-economic, cultural, or
market-driven—can dictate which datasets are deemed of high value. In addition, to
our knowledge, there is currently no study that has specifically identified datasets of
interest to users using a methodology that actively involves them and incorporates
portal usage statistics in the Wallonia context. As a result, Research Gap 3a (RG3a)
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can be identified as follows:

RG3a: Insufficient insights into datasets that captivate users’ interest, especially
when emphasizing methodologies that engage them and lean on portal usage
statistics, within the Wallonia context.

Another potential reason for the lack of data reuse is the inadequacy of visual-
izations used to represent datasets and the manner in which they are presented.
Existing studies related to OGD have explored only a limited set of visualization
types (Ornig et al., 2017) or proposed general interactivity methods (Khan and Shah
Khan, 2011) without focusing on users’ expectations with different types of datasets.
Hence, Research Gap 3b (RG3b) can be formulated as:

RG3b: Limited understanding of users’ visualization expectations for diverse
dataset types within the OGD context.

Acknowledging that individual visualizations may not offer a comprehensive
representation of dataset content, we propose the adoption of dashboards as a
means of aggregating and presenting multiple indicators through a unified graphical
interface (Kitchin et al., 2015). Dashboards have been extensively used in the private
sector, facilitated by various tools such as business intelligence (BI) platforms (e.g.,
Google Data Studio, Tableau, Power BI). Recently, they have found applications
in the public sector through city dashboards, such as those employed in Dublin5,
London6, and New York7. These city dashboards offer an innovative way to present
several indicators using multiple city open and private (i.e., collected from private or-
ganizations and whose reuse requires a license) data to users. However, despite their
potential benefits, dashboard systems in the public sector have faced criticism, as
they often fail to meet the essential requirements for improving citizen engagement
due to various challenges (Kitchin and Mcardle, 2016; Few, 2006a). Notable issues
identified in dashboards, such as London City Dashboard and Boston’s City Score,
include difficulties in understanding and utilizing the provided information due to
the lack of comprehensive details on the tracked tasks, insufficient interpretation of
visualizations with confusing terminologies and abbreviations, inadequate informa-
tion about data quality and veracity, and the absence of mechanisms for collecting
citizen feedback. To address these challenges, the deployment of dashboards should
adhere to best practices, as highlighted by (Matheus et al., 2020). Properly designed
dashboards have the potential to foster transparency, accountability, and enhanced
citizen engagement. Nevertheless, there is currently no study that presents dash-
board principles tailored to ensure user understanding in the context of OGD and
evaluates the impact of applying these design principles on citizen engagement with
OGD. Therefore, Research Gap 3c (RG3c) can be identified as follows:

RG3c: Insufficient insights about essential dashboard principles in the OGD con-
text that promote user understanding and their influence on citizen engagement
with OGD.

After addressing the previously mentioned research gaps, our subsequent ob-
jective is to delineate the prerequisites for data storytelling tools that would facil-
itate user-driven narrative creation. One example of such tools lies in business
intelligence software (e.g., Tableau, Power BI) primarily tailored for businesses to
monitor their performance, yet they can be adapted for open data utilization as well.
Nonetheless, these tools necessitate users to download the data prior to use, and
their operation entails a steep learning curve (Graves and Hendler, 2013). On the

5https://dublindashboard.ie/
6https://citydashboard.org/london/
7https://datausa.io/profile/geo/new-york-ny
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other hand, there exist web-based alternatives (e.g., Datawrapper, Google Studio
Data, The Gamma (Petricek, 2017)), which offer a more user-friendly experience.
Nevertheless, similar to their predecessors, these tools do not permit direct connec-
tions with open data portals or facilitate the collection of feedback on the produced
narratives. Additionally, there are generic tools intended for open data utilization,
such as OpenDataVis (Graves and Hendler, 2013), SPOD (Cordasco et al., 2017),
ChartViz (Pirozzi and Scarano, 2016), and YDS (Brolcháin et al., 2017), allowing inte-
gration with open data. However, they possess limited functionalities (e.g., SPOD
lacks data processing capabilities, such as obtaining quick overviews of columns or
data quality, or combining datasets), compelling users to rely on multiple tools to
complete their tasks. In essence, although numerous data storytelling tools have
been proposed, none have fully encompassed the essential features required to han-
dle open data throughout the entire storytelling process (i.e., from data collection
to deployment and feedback stages). Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge,
no studies have been conducted to propose a comprehensive list of features for
the design of a generic and end-to-end data storytelling tool tailored to open data.
Consequently, Research Gap 3d (RG3d) can be identified as follows:

RG3d: Limited understanding of the essential features needed for the design of a
generic and end-to-end data storytelling tool tailored for OGD.
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The primary aim of this thesis is to explore strategies to support stakeholders in
the reuse of open government data. Due to the broad scope of this objective, we
narrowed our research focus to three specific barriers, which were identified through
an extensive analysis of existing literature (as discussed in Section 2.3). For each
of these selected barriers, we have associated corresponding research gaps and
formulated research questions to address them.

Barrier 1 pertains to the "lack of communication and collaboration among stake-
holders involved in the reuse of open government data." This barrier is connected to
Research Gaps 1a, 1b, and 1c. The corresponding research question that addresses
Barrier 1 is formulated as follows:sRQ1: What facilitates effective communication and collaboration among OGD

stakeholders in data reuse?

This research question serves as an overarching inquiry that will be further
elaborated into three sub-research questions, each addressing Research Gaps 1a,
1b, and 1c respectively. The first sub-question directly focuses on RG1a and aims
to identify appropriate communication methods to enhance user awareness of the
existence and usefulness of OGD. The second sub-question addresses RG1b and
seeks to identify the requirements for designing a tool that raises user awareness of
OGD. The third sub-question tackles RG1c and aims to identify the requirements
for designing a tool that promotes communication and collaboration among OGD
stakeholders. Therefore, RQ1 is refined into the following sub-research questions:sRQ1a: What communication methods effectively raise user awareness about

the existence and utility of OGD?sRQ1b: What are the key design considerations for a tool that promotes OGD
awareness among users?sRQ1c: What elements are crucial for a tool that enhances communication and
collaboration among OGD stakeholders?

Once users are aware of OGD, they can then utilize it. However, a significant
number of datasets on OGD portals lack good quality, making it crucial to provide
users with an overview of the data and metadata quality before utilizing them. Thus,
Barrier 2 centers on assessing the quality of individual open government datasets
and is associated with Research Gap 2. The research question addressing Barrier 2 is
as follows:
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sRQ2: What supports automated OGD quality assessment in a way that distin-
guishes data and metadata and incorporates user needs?

Subsequently, after users have acquired awareness of OGD and are familiar with
their quality, they require suitable applications to transform their data into engaging
narratives. Thus, Barrier 3 centers on data storytelling tools and is associated with
Research Gaps 3a, 3b, 3c, and 3d. The research question that addresses Barrier 3 is
as follows:sRQ3: What facilitates the transformation of OGD into stories?

This research question constitutes an umbrella question that will be refined into
5 sub-research questions regarding their implication on addressing the Research
Gaps 3a, 3b, 3c and 3d. The first sub-question directly addresses RG3a and aims to
identify the data that users are interested in. The second sub-question tackles RG3b
and focuses on identifying the appropriate visualization types for different data
categories. The third sub-question addresses part of RG3c by identifying the design
principles for effective dashboards in the context of OGD. The fourth sub-question
explores the impact of applying the identified dashboard design principles on citizen
engagement with OGD. The fifth and final sub-question addresses RG3d and seeks
to identify the essential features for designing a comprehensive end-to-end data
storytelling tool in the context of OGD. Therefore, RQ3 is refined into the following
research sub-questions:sRQ3a: What datasets are of primary interest to users in the Wallonia context?sRQ3b: What visualization optimization approaches are most effective for

specific type of datasets?sRQ3c: What are the design principles for effective dashboards in the context
of OGD?sRQ3d: In what ways do well-structured dashboards, incorporating best dash-
board design principles, enhance citizen engagement with OGD compared to
individual visualizations?sRQ3e: What essential features should be incorporated in a comprehensive,
end-to-end data storytelling tool tailored for open data?

Table 3.1 provides a summary of the mapping between the formulated research
questions, the research gaps and the barriers.

Table 3.1: Mapping between Research Questions, Research Gaps and
Barriers.

RQ
Research Gaps Barriers
RG1a RG1b RG1c RG2 RG3a RG3b RG3c RG3d B1 B2 B3

RQ1 X X X X
RQ1a X X
RQ1b X X
RQ1c X X
RQ2 X X
RQ3 X X X X X
RQ3a X X
RQ3b X X
RQ3c X X
RQ3d X X
RQ3e X X
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METHODOLOGY

This chapter outlines the research methodology utilized to investigate the research
questions introduced in Chapter 3. In Section 4.1, a concise overview of the com-
prehensive methodology applied consistently across all three research questions
is presented. Further details about the specific methodologies employed for each
research question can be found in their respective sections within the Part III. Addi-
tionally, Section 4.2 provides a description of the underlying research methodologies
that support this overall approach.

4.1 Overall Methodology

Given the objective of this thesis, which involves the development of tools to address
various research questions, we have chosen to employ the Design Science Research
(DSR) approach (Hevner et al., 2004). This well-established methodology allows for
the creation of relevant tools (the "Design Cycle") that align with the knowledge
base (the "Rigor Cycle") and the environment (the "Relevance Cycle"). Figure 4.1
illustrates the visual representation of the DSR methodology. For each research
question, we predominantly applied the DSR approach, which consists of three
main stages: information or requirements collection (Rigor Cycle), prototyping
(Design Cycle), and evaluation (Relevance Cycle).

In the information or requirements collection stage (Inf/Req Collection), we
gathered the necessary specifications for the tool or information corresponding to
address the research question. This involved conducting a literature review (LR),
exploratory study (ES), administering questionnaires (Q), conducting interviews
(I) and analyzing the consultation statistics of Namur portal (CS). Subsequently, in
the prototyping stage (Proto), we implemented the identified requirements into a
functional and user-friendly tool. Finally, in the evaluation stage (Eval), we utilized
the implemented prototype as a proxy to validate the requirements. This validation
process involved user testing (UT) along with questionnaires to gather valuable
feedback and ensure the tool’s effectiveness and usability.

Table 4.1 offers a concise overview of how the formulated research questions
were mapped to the research methods employed at each stage of the Design Science
Research (DSR) approach. It is essential to mention that for research questions RQ1a,
RQ3a, and RQ3b, a full DSR was not applied, as these questions required specific
information collection on certain aspects of the study.
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Figure 4.1: Design Science Research Methodology (Hevner et al., 2004).

Table 4.1: Mapping between Research Questions and Research Meth-
ods.

Inf/Req Collection (Rigor) Proto
(Design)

Eval
(Relevance)

RQ LR Q I ES CS UT Q

RQ1a X X
RQ1b X X X X
RQ1c X X X X X
RQ2 X X X X
RQ3a X X
RQ3b X
RQ3c X
RQ3d X X X
RQ3e X X X X X

4.2 Underlying Research Methods

With the primary objective and methodology at the forefront, our intention was to
maintain a harmonious and cohesive approach throughout the research journey. To
ensure this coherence, we will utilize the research "onion" framework, as presented
by Saunders et al., 2009. This framework, depicted in Figure 4.2, emphasizes the
importance of making informed decisions across various layers of the research
process before proceeding with data collection. By employing this framework, we
strive to establish a consistent and well-grounded research methodology that aligns
with our overall goals. The subsequent sections provide a detailed overview of each
layer of the research onion.

4.2.1 Philosophy

The research philosophy constitutes the outer layer of the research onion, shaping
the researcher’s perspective and beliefs concerning the nature of knowledge and
reality (Saunders et al., 2009). Considering our primary aim of offering practical
solutions for OGD reuse, adopting the pragmatic approach appears fitting. This
choice is also supported by our utilization of a blend of quantitative and qualitative
methods, aligning with the pragmatic approach’s typical research methods.
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4.2.2 Approaches

This layer of the research onion pertains to the overarching strategy or methodology
employed in conducting the research (Saunders et al., 2009). It encompasses two
primary research approaches: the deductive approach and the inductive approach.
However, for this thesis, we have chosen the abductive approach, which blends
elements from both deductive and inductive approaches. In adopting the abductive
approach, we utilize existing theories from the literature review and observations
from user testing and questionnaires to generate plausible explanations for the
observed phenomena. This approach allows us to iteratively reason and develop
new insights, combining existing knowledge with empirical data to address our
research questions effectively.

Figure 4.2: Research Onion adapted from (Saunders et al., 2009). The blue ellipses
denote our selections for each layer within the research onion.

4.2.3 Strategies

The research strategies focus on how the research objectives will be achieved (Saun-
ders et al., 2009). Therefore, in this thesis, five research strategies are used and each
of them is used based on the research questions and the type of data to be collected.

Surveys: This research strategy involves the collection of quantitative data through
structured questionnaires or surveys from a large number of participants. Surveys
are utilized primarily during the evaluation of the developed tools, but they also
serve to gather users’ preferences, as demonstrated in Table 4.1. For instance, in ad-
dressing RQ1a, which centers on identifying appropriate communication channels
for OGD awareness, surveys are employed to collect users’ preferred communication
channels.

Interviews: This research strategy entails conducting one-on-one or group discus-
sions with participants to obtain in-depth qualitative data (Saunders et al., 2009).
In this thesis, interviews are primarily utilized to gather requirements for the tools
and to collect users’ opinions on specific topics. For instance, when addressing
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RQ3b, which focuses on identifying appropriate visualization types for specific data
categories, interviews are employed as a means of data collection.
Observation: This research strategy involves observing and recording behaviors
or events in their natural settings to gather qualitative data (Saunders et al., 2009).
In this thesis, observation is primarily utilized during the evaluation of the tools,
particularly during user testing, to assess the ease of use of the implemented tools.
Content Analysis: Content analysis is a research strategy that involves analyzing
written or visual materials, such as documents, articles, or media, to derive insights
(Saunders et al., 2009). In this thesis, content analysis is primarily used to extract
requirements needed for the development of the tools from the existing literature.
Action Research: Action research is a collaborative approach where researchers work
closely with practitioners to address real-world problems and implement solutions
(Saunders et al., 2009). In line with this approach, we have actively engaged and
collaborated with various OGD stakeholders throughout the research process. For
example, we have involved stakeholders in the development of a tool that facilitates
collaboration among them, ensuring that the solutions are tailored to their needs
and effectively address the challenges they face.

4.2.4 Choices

According to Saunders et al., 2009, there are two main research choices: the mono-
method and the multi-method. The mono-method involves using either quantitative
or qualitative data collection and analysis. Quantitative methods generate or uti-
lize numerical data, while qualitative methods use non-numerical data, collected
through techniques like interviews or analyzed through categorization. On the other
hand, the multi-method approach involves using more than one data collection
technique and analysis procedure. It allows researchers to gather a broader range of
insights and perspectives.

In this thesis, we adopted the multi-method approach. For example, in eval-
uating the tools, we used surveys that included both qualitative and quantitative
questions. The qualitative questions aimed to gather users’ overall opinions on the
tools, while the quantitative questions were based on established questionnaires
like System Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaire (Brooke, 1986) and Technology Ac-
ceptance Model (TAM) questionnaire (Davis, 1989; Moreno Cegarra et al., 2014),
providing a more comprehensive assessment.

4.2.5 Time horizons

Time horizons in research refer to the timeframe within which a study is conducted.
According to (Saunders et al., 2009), there are two classifications: cross-sectional and
longitudinal. In a cross-sectional study, the investigation focuses on a specific time
period, aiming to provide a snapshot of a particular situation. On the other hand,
longitudinal research extends over an extended period, observing and examining
changes and developments in a given topic.

For this thesis, the chosen time horizon was cross-sectional. Both qualitative and
quantitative data collection took place at specific points in time, as the investigation
needed to be completed within a limited period of four years. Therefore, the research
aimed to gain insights within a particular timeframe rather than tracking changes
over an extended duration.

4.2.6 Techniques and Procedures

Table 4.1 provides an overview of the primary data collection techniques utilized
in this thesis, including interviews, surveys, literature reviews, and focus groups.
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Specific information regarding the data collection and analysis for each research
contribution can be found in their respective sections in the Part III. In relation
to the focus groups, as outlined in Section 2.2, our focus was on engaging OGD
stakeholders, particularly citizens, infomediairies, and publishers.
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TACKLING BARRIER 1: IMPROVING

COMMUNICATION AND COLLABORATION AMONG

OGD STAKEHOLDERS

5.1 General Introduction

This chapter presents the contributions developed to address the first barrier, that is,
the lack of communication and collaboration among stakeholders involved in the
reuse of open government data. In order for OGD to be effectively reused, users need
to be aware of its existence (awareness) and know their added value (usefulness)
(Zuiderwijk et al., 2015). Yet, even though a lot of data are published, only a few users
are aware of its existence and usefulness (Abdelrahman, 2021; Toots et al., 2017),
which hinders achieving the goal of OGD initiatives. To tackle this issue, the research
question (RQ1a) is formulated: "What communication methods effectively raise
user awareness about the existence and utility of OGD?" A literature review and
online survey were conducted to identify effective communication methods, and
recommendations were provided to OGD publishers based on the findings. The re-
sults revealed that users preferred practical applications, leading to the formulation
of another research question (RQ1b): "What are the key design considerations for
a tool that promotes OGD awareness among users?". This question was addressed
through a literature review to gather requirements for an awareness-raising tool,
which were subsequently validated through user testing and interviews.

In addition, it is essential to recognize that awareness alone does not ensure the
utilization of open government data. Although raising awareness is a critical first
step in the data reuse process, it does not automatically result in extensive usage.
This is evident from the limited actual utilization of OGD, even when users are aware
of its existence and benefits. One possible explanation for this is the current publica-
tion process, which is controlled by publishers who have the authority to determine
which data is made available. In this thesis, the approach is reversed, suggesting that
data should be published in response to user requests, with infomediaries develop-
ing applications and services based on citizen needs. To facilitate this interaction
between stakeholders, the research question (RQ1c) is posed: "What elements are
crucial for a tool that enhances communication and collaboration among OGD
stakeholders?" This question was addressed through a literature review to gather
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requirements for a tool that promotes communication and collaboration among
OGD stakeholders, which were validated through user testing and interviews.

5.1.1 Publications

The content of this chapter is based on the following peer-reviewed scientific publi-
cations:
Abiola Paterne Chokki, Anthony Simonofski, Benoît Frénay, and Benoît Vanderose.
Increasing Awareness and Usefulness of Open Government Data: An Empirical Anal-
ysis of Communication Methods. In 16th International Conference on Research
Challenges in Information Science, 2022fsThis paper examines the preferences of users regarding the channels utilized

for promoting OGD. Through a combination of a literature review and an
online survey, effective communication methods were identified and the
results were aggregated to offer recommendations to governments.

Abiola Paterne Chokki, Anthony Simonofski, Benoît Frénay, and Benoît Vanderose.
Open government data awareness: eliciting citizens’ requirements for application
design. Transforming Government: People, Process and Policy, 2022e. doi: https:
//doi.org/10.1108/TG-04-2022-0057sBuilding upon the previous paper (Chokki et al., 2022f), this study expands

its scope by identifying and validating the 11 requirements for infomediaries
to develop a functional tool aimed at increasing citizen awareness of open
government data. This is achieved through a comprehensive approach that
includes a literature review, interviews, and user testing.

Abiola Paterne Chokki, Anthony Simonofski, Antoine Clarinval, Benoît Frénay, and
Benoît Vanderose. Fostering Interaction between Open Government Data Stakehold-
ers: An Exchange Platform for Citizens, Developers and Publishers. In Electronic
Government, 2022cs In this paper, a set of 16 requirements is identified for the development of a

tool that enhances communication and collaboration among stakeholders
involved in OGD. Additionally, practical contributions are made by present-
ing a use case diagram that outlines the necessary features to fulfill these
requirements, along with the implementation of a functional tool that incor-
porates them. These outcomes are the result of a thorough investigation that
encompasses a literature review, interviews, and user testing.

5.1.2 Outline

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 presents the communication meth-
ods to enhance OGD awareness. Section 5.3 discusses the requirements for designing
a tool that raises user awareness of OGD. Section 5.4 outlines the requirements for
a tool that facilitates communication and collaboration among OGD stakeholders.
Finally, Section 5.5 concludes the chapter by summarizing its contributions.

5.2 Users’ Preferences for Communication Methods about OGD
Awareness

Previous studies (Gunawong, 2015; Gascó-Hernández et al., 2018; Simperl and
Walker, 2020) have made efforts to investigate the suitability of specific methods or
provide recommendations to increase awareness and usefulness of open govern-
ment data to users. However, these studies have not thoroughly evaluated multiple
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methods with users to effectively recommend appropriate approaches for govern-
ments to enhance awareness and usefulness of OGD. This section aims to bridge
this gap by identifying suitable methods to raise awareness and usefulness of OGD
among users and providing recommendations to governments regarding the most
appropriate methods to promote OGD to users.

The remainder of this section is divided into four subsections. In Section 5.2.1,
we outline the research methodology employed in this study. Section 5.2.2 examines
existing methods for raising user awareness of the existence and usefulness of OGD
and provides an overview of the survey results. Finally, Section 5.2.3 summarizes
the contributions made in this section, highlights the limitations of the study, and
suggests potential directions for future research.

5.2.1 Research Methodology

To address the research question of this study (RQ1a) "What communication meth-
ods effectively raise user awareness about the existence and utility of OGD?", we
combined two methods: literature review and questionnaires.

First, from September to October 2021, we conducted a literature review, on
methods used to raise user awareness of the existence and usefulness of OGD. The
literature review was conducted using the databases “Scopus” and “Science Direct”
with the keywords (“open government data” OR “open data”) AND (“citizen” OR
“user”) AND (“promote” OR “raise”) AND (“awareness” OR “usefulness” OR “existence”
OR “utility”). In our research, we expanded our scope to include grey literature and
policy reports, recognizing that scientific publications have addressed the topic
only minimally. Interestingly, grey literature and policy reports provide a broader
perspective, discussing multiple communication channels. This contrasts with the
narrower focus often found in scientific publications, which tend to concentrate on
a singular communication channel. By tapping into these alternative resources, we
hoped to gain a more comprehensive understanding of the various communication
channels being employed. Most of the publications found dated from 2011-2021.
From these publications, an additional selection was made based on their relevance
to our research, leaving altogether 15 academic articles, web pages and policy reports
which were looked at more thoroughly. The retained articles were then used to collect
appropriate methods for raising user awareness of the existence and usefulness of
OGD.

Second, we created an online survey to collect users’ preferred methods. The
survey was pretested with two users and later shared via the following communica-
tion channels: UNAMUR mailbox, Facebook and Twitter to recruit users. Appendix
A presents the questions contained in the survey. After collecting users’ ratings,
the median was used to identify the most appropriate methods. In total, 30 par-
ticipants completed the survey. The literature review along with the user feedback
were used to improve the current knowledge base and provide recommendations to
governments.

5.2.2 Results

In this section, we first describe previous work on methods used to raise user aware-
ness of the existence and usefulness of OGD. Then, we present the survey results.

5.2.2.1 Communication Methods Identified

By performing a literature review described above, we were able to identify a set
of eight methods that could be used to raise user awareness of the existence and
usefulness of OGD. These methods were drawn from studies such as Berends et al.,
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2020; Simperl and Walker, 2020; Michael et al., 2014; European Environment Agency,
2019. The following paragraphs explain each of these methods in more detail.

Social Media. According to (Mergel, 2011), social media applications are new types
of information and sharing tools, used in digital environments. They have been
adopted by a few governments with different purposes: sharing information, inter-
acting with citizens, promoting citizen participation in public issues or improving
transparency (Gunawong, 2015; Mergel, 2011). The most commonly used social
media in the public sector are: blogs, collaborative projects (e.g., wikis, online fo-
rums), social networking sites (e.g., Facebook, Twitter) and content communities
(e.g., YouTube) (Gunawong, 2015; Mergel, 2011). Although social media applications
offer many benefits, they can only reach specific citizens. For example, in the case of
social networking sites, only the citizens who have an account and who fall within
the criteria used for campaigns can be reached.

Public outreach campaigns. Apart from social media, a few governments have used
methods such as radio, television, newspapers, newsletters and poster campaigns to
inform citizens, especially of some applications built on the basis of OGD (European
Environment Agency, 2019; Michael et al., 2014). The problem with these methods
is that the content of the advertisement focuses on the implemented application
without telling citizens that the application was implemented using open data.
Therefore, citizens may use the service without knowing that it was built using open
data.

Workshops and Conferences. These types of events aim to bring together various
open data stakeholders to discuss the adoption and use of open data (Berends et al.,
2020; European Environment Agency, 2019; Ojo and Janssen, 2014). Two well-known
examples of these types of events are the Open Government Data Camp and Open
Data Day. The main advantage of these types of communication is that they help
governments to have a direct discussion with citizens and also gather their feedback
(e.g., needs, barriers) for improvement (Cook and Jurkat, 2011). However, there are
limitations, such as the potential restriction in participant numbers due to these
communication methods. Some participants might be keen to attend the conference
or workshop but might be unavailable at the designated event time.

Hackathons. Like the previous method, this method is an event that allows de-
velopers to design, implement and present services for a specific issue (Johnson
and Robinson, 2014; Berends et al., 2020; European Environment Agency, 2019;
Simonofski et al., 2020). This method allows for the promotion OGD to participants
and the development of some services that can be published later to help a wider
range of citizens. However, this method faces the following problems. It primarily
target developers, though recently, citizens with limited technical skills have begun
participating in these events (Purwanto et al., 2019; Nikiforova, 2022a). However,
many outcomes from hackathons are not implemented or made available online
post-event, influencing awareness mainly among developers rather than the broader
citizenry (Simperl and Walker, 2020; Gebka et al., 2019).

Training and Education. This method consists of bringing together different stake-
holders to inform or instruct them on a certain task with the aim of improving their
performance or knowledge (Berends et al., 2020). In (Berends et al., 2020; European
Environment Agency, 2019), they suggested enabling the creation of a “culture for
Open Data” to students by integrating the use of open data (e.g. building apps) into
academic programs. This method has been experimented in (Gascó-Hernández
et al., 2018) and by Thessaloniki’s Digital Strategy (Berends et al., 2020) but this
method only attracts a specific and limited part of digitally literate users.

Public Displays. These are mainly outdoor displays, as well as indoor displays in
public spaces, which offer different benefits to users (refer to “passersby”): collecting
feedback such as voting system, displaying information or accessing services (Clar-
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inval et al., 2021). The main advantage of public displays is that they help citizens
to interact directly with services in real life and can be easily accessible (visible)
to “passersby”. However, public displays face the following problems: difficulty of
interaction by a certain range of users and limited access (only available to a specific
location) (Coenen et al., 2019).

Applications. These include platforms developed to help users to easily access
government data and also tangible examples of what can be done with published
data (Berends et al., 2020; European Environment Agency, 2019). For example, some
OGD portals have offered visualizations, dashboards and success stories built from
the data in addition to raw data, raising awareness of the benefits of Open Data and
showing what can be done with particular datasets (Berends et al., 2020). Apart from
these features, some OGD portals have also proposed News and Events sections
in their portals, which helps to increase traffic to the portal (Berends et al., 2020).
Another way to raise awareness among citizens is the development of practical
applications and services accessible mainly on the web or mobile that use the data
provided by governments and facilitate the daily life of citizens (e.g., the mobility
application which helps Namur citizens to see the location of available parking in a
specific area1). These practical applications are mainly developed either for a specific
purpose or as federative applications to promote existing applications developed
from open data (e.g., Datafruit2 which summarizes in a mobile application the
reuses of open datasets on the French portal). The problem with this method is
that without awareness campaigns like the ones presented above, these applications
cannot be acknowledged by citizens. Another problem is that each government or
developer promotes their applications separately, which increases the funds used to
promote the different applications and the need for citizens to go through (or install)
different applications in order to use them.

Word of mouth. This method involves citizens talking to their friends, family and
other people with whom they have close relationships about a topic of open data
(HAYES, 2021; Chen and Yuan, 2020). This method was less discussed in the literature
of open data awareness but was proven to be one of the most powerful forms of
awareness in general (e.g., e-commerce) as 92% of citizens trust their friends over
traditional media (HAYES, 2021).

Figure 5.1 presents an overview of the methods that can be used to raise user
awareness of OGD.

5.2.2.2 Survey Results

Through questionnaires that participants completed, we were able to gather their
opinions related to the research question (RQ1a) “What communication methods
effectively raise user awareness about the existence and utility of OGD?” In total,
30 participants (22 are aware of OGD and 8 are not) responded to the survey. All
participants are between the ages of 18 and 50 and have at least a high school degree.

After collecting the participants’ responses on the channels through which they
have been informed or wish to be informed of the existence and usefulness of OGD,
we associated each participant response with one of the methods presented in
Section 3.1, where possible. Some participants’ responses were ambiguous (e.g.,
Google search or from municipality) and therefore were not considered. Figure
5.2 summarizes the percentage of participants’ responses on the channels through
which they have been informed (A1) or wish to be informed of the existence and
usefulness of OGD (A2).

1https://sti.namur.be/
2http://opendatatales.com/%f0%9f%a5%a5-datafruit-un-argumentaire-de-poche-de-lopen-data/
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Figure 5.1: Communication methods to raise awareness of OGD.

Figure 5.2: Percent of respondents for each method of awareness and usefulness of
OGD applied in the practice (A1) and preference by citizens (A2).

Regarding the methods used in practice to raise awareness and usefulness of
OGD, Figure 5.2 (ref. A1) shows that the “word of mouth” channel (mainly through
friends or colleagues), is the channel through which most citizens have been in-
formed about OGD. This channel is followed by “training and education”, especially
“education”, as many users indicate that they have heard about OGD in their classes.
After this method comes public outreach campaigns, and after applications, work-
shops and conferences and hackathons. The methods “social media” and “public
displays” were not mentioned by users. Regarding users' preferred methods, Figure
5.2 (ref. A2) shows that users' preferred channel is "public outreach campaigns",
followed by applications (suggested by citizens: OGD portals and OGD-based appli-
cations), training and education, and social media.
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5.2.3 Conclusion

The purpose of this study was to identify the appropriate methods for raising aware-
ness and usefulness of OGD to users. To achieve this objective, we first conducted a
literature review to identify methods used to raise citizen awareness of OGD. Then,
we used an online survey completed by 30 users to compare the results of the litera-
ture review with the citizens’ perception.

This study contributes to the knowledge base in the following aspects. First, this
study provides an inventory of communication methods that have been used in
the literature to promote OGD to users. Second, unlike these previous studies that
examine whether a specific method was appropriate (Gunawong, 2015) or suggest
methods to increase awareness and usefulness of OGD to users (Berends et al., 2020;
Simperl and Walker, 2020; European Environment Agency, 2019; Michael et al., 2014)
without providing an evaluation, this study presents the benefits and challenges of
each of the methods used in the literature and evaluates each through an online
survey completed by users. Third, based on the survey results, this study highlights
the discrepancies between the channels used in practice and those preferred by
users to raise awareness of OGD (See Figure 5.2). Fourth, based on Figure 5.2, we
recommend for governments to use public outreach campaigns and applications to
inform users about the existence and the usefulness of OGD. The “word of mouth”
method appears to be the most effective method used in practice for spreading
awareness of OGD. Governments should therefore use the methods suggested above
and encourage users to disseminate them to those around them.

However, a key limitation of this study pertains to the representativeness of the
participants in the questionnaires. To address this limitation and enhance represen-
tativeness, we propose utilizing alternative communication channels or collecting
data in-person at universities or public spaces. Unfortunately, in this study, such
approaches were not feasible due to the constraints imposed by the COVID-19 pan-
demic. Another limitation is the lack of consideration for user profiles in this study.
Future work will focus on assessing user awareness among specific user profiles,
including citizens and infomediaries, and exploring whether there are notable dis-
parities between the communication channels commonly used in practice and the
channels preferred by these user profiles. A potential avenue for future research
involves delving deeper into the content of the identified communication methods.
While the current study focused primarily on identifying these communication chan-
nels, a comprehensive exploration of their content would be valuable. This deeper
analysis would enable the creation of a detailed procedure for governments, offering
guidance on how to optimally implement these communication methods to achieve
the best outcomes. By understanding the content nuances, governments can re-
fine their approach to effectively raise awareness and drive engagement. Given
that applications have emerged as a preferred method for promoting OGD, and
considering the limited number of studies investigating the requirements for a us-
able tool to enhance OGD promotion, our forthcoming research will aim to fill this
gap by developing and evaluating a usable tool and assessing its impact on citizen
awareness.

5.3 OGD Awareness: Eliciting Users’ Requirements for Application
Design

Numerous communications methods (e.g., social media, public outreach campaigns,
workshops and conferences, hackathons, training and education, public displays,
applications, and word of mouth) have been proposed in previous studies to make
users aware of OGD (Michael et al., 2014; Amugongo et al., 2015; Gunawong, 2015;
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European Environment Agency, 2019; Clarinval et al., 2021; Chokki et al., 2022f).
In this study, we will primarily emphasize the applicative aspect, driven by the
following motivations. First, based on the results on previous section 5.2, the use of
practical applications is one of the best way to aware users of OGD. Second, existing
applications to make users aware of OGD have limited features. For example, many
OGD portals, which are primarily used to raise user awareness, focus more on
publishing data than presenting the potential reuses of such data, which are more
relevant to users, rather than the raw data. Furthermore, when the OGD are used
in some reuses (e.g., applications or services), there is no highlighting of the use of
OGD in the reuse or any information about the OGD used. Third, to the best of our
knowledge, there are no studies in the literature addressing the requirements and
the impact of an application on the awareness of OGD to users. This study aims to
address these gaps by identifying the list of requirements needed in the design of
an application to raise user awareness of OGD, implementing these requirements
into a usable tool called CitizenApps and used it as proxy to evaluate the identified
requirements.

The remainder of this section is divided into five main subsections. Section
5.3.1 explains the methodology used to address the research question. Section 5.3.2
presents the results of the tasks performed during research method. In Section 5.3.3,
we present the contributions of this study and limitations of this study, and then
propose some avenues for future work.

5.3.1 Research Methodology

To address the research question of this study (RQ1b): "What are the key design con-
siderations for a tool that promotes OGD awareness among users?", we followed
the Design Research Science (DSR) methodology (Hevner et al., 2004; Peffers et al.,
2007; Vaishnavi and Kuechler, 2007; Baskerville, 2008; Dresch et al., 2015; Hivon and
Titah, 2017). This research paradigm aims to develop solutions (artefacts) that meet
defined objectives, contribute to the scientific knowledge base (rigor) and provide
utility in the environment (relevance). The following paragraphs will explain the
different tasks performed for each cycle of the DSR: rigor, design and relevance
cycles.

In the design cycle, we recruited 10 students and researchers of different de-
partments at the University of Namur in order to collect the users’ requirements for
the application. An incremental approach based on the agile methodology (Fowler
and Highsmith, 2001) was later used to validate the requirements and progressively
collect features, which is described as follows. First, we collected basic features
from two users and then implemented them in the application. The developed
application was then presented to another user for feedback and additional features.
This process was repeated several times, with different users each time, until no
additional features were suggested by the users (Guest et al., 2006; Lallemand and
Gronier, 2015). Starting with the seventh user, we found that no additional features
were suggested, but there were more user comments to improve the user interface
design.

In the relevance cycle, we evaluated the final prototype version obtained af-
ter implementing the requirements of the 10 users during the design cycle. The
evaluation was conducted through a user testing followed by an online survey to
assess the effectiveness of CitizenApps for promoting OGD to users and to gather
additional features for future versions. Appendix B presents the questions contained
in the survey. Apart from the survey, we asked users to give their opinion about their
perception of the awareness of open data. This question was asked before and after
the presentation of CitizenApps to users to assess whether the use of CitizenApps
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has an impact on their perception of the awareness of open data. We also asked
users four additional questions to get their overall opinion of the implemented fea-
tures: what features should be kept, improved, removed, or added in CitizenApps to
raise user awareness of OGD? Using a convenience sampling method, 25 users were
recruited through the following communication channels: UNAMUR mailbox and
social media (Robinson, 2014; Emerson, 2015). This sampling method was chosen
for two reasons. First, due to the COVID situation, it was impossible to recruit partic-
ipants in public places. Therefore, participants were selected based on ease of access
and proximity to the researchers. Second, given that the number of respondents
was small, there were no exclusion criteria for participation in the survey, so all
subjects were invited to participate in the process. Prior to filling out the survey,
the participants were asked to install the application on their android phones and
review the various features. The survey was pretested with two users to ensure that
all kinds of errors associated with survey research were reduced (Grimm, 2010) and
later shared on Facebook and Twitter to recruit the users. The survey included three
types of questions: questions with a 7-point Likert scale (from “Strongly Disagree” to
“Strongly Agree”) based on the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) (Davis, 1989;
Moreno Cegarra et al., 2014) to assess four aspects: attitude, perceived usefulness,
perceived ease of use and behavioral intention; free text questions to collect general
opinions and suggestions for additional features for future versions and to justify
previous ratings; and 4 additional questions to collect demographic data. After
collecting user feedback, the median, mean and standard deviation (SD) were cal-
culated for the questions with a 7-point Likert scale to evaluate the four aspects.
These statistical measures were chosen because they are the most appropriate for
analyzing Likert data and for having a central tendency measure (Boone and Boone,
2012). Verbal thoughts and responses collected from the free text questions were
coded using short sentences to retain context and conceptual relations.

In the rigor cycle, the requirements collected from the design and relevance
cycles will be used to improve the current knowledge base.

5.3.2 Results

In this section, we present the results of the tasks performed during the three phases
of DSR described above. First, we present the requirements that need to be imple-
ment in a usable tool to raise awareness of OGD among users and also present how
the requirements were implemented in a mobile application called “CitizenApps”
and evaluate its effectiveness to raise awareness of OGD among users.

5.3.2.1 Requirements Identification and Prototype Description

Based on the results of the interviews with users during the design cycle and the user
feedback gathered during the design and relevance cycles, we are able to identify 11
requirements that need to be implemented in an application to raise user awareness
of OGD. We are aware of the social, emotional, and motivational aspects of the
adoption of OGD by users. However, it is important to note that in this study we
focus more of the technical aspect of the problem. Table 5.1 presents the 11 identified
requirements.

The requirements identified were implemented in a mobile application that we
called “CitizenApps”3 (available on Google Play Store). We chose to implement the
prototype as a mobile application for the following reasons. First, according to a
report from Eurostat4 (2019), 92% young people were using their smartphones to

3https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.ogd.citizenapps
4https://rb.gy/ahkzzj/
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access the internet outside of their homes or workplaces, compared to 52% who
were using a laptop in this way. Second, with smartphones, it is easier to access a
user’s location in order to automatically offer them appropriate OGD reuses (i.e., the
applications or services developed using OGD) in their area (R2). Third, with cell
phones, it will be easier to send notification to users about new OGD reuses without
running additional campaigns (R10). Fourth, a mobile application is a great visual
support on pocket to show everywhere (e.g., meeting room, bus, train) what can be
done with open data without having to go into a browser and type in a link with the
problem of forgetting the access link.
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Table 5.1: List of requirements to design a tool that can raise awareness
of OGD among users. OGD reuse refers to the application or service
developed using OGD.

Requirement Requirement description Implementation in CitizenApps
Added value compared to existing
applications mentioned in section 5.2.2.1

R1. List of OGD reuses Possibility to see OGD reuses with
information about their title,
description, associated topic (e.g.,
transport, finance, etc.).

OGD reuses were collected from “reuses”
section of some government portals (e.g.,
Belgium portal5, French portal6, portal for
European data7) and from reuses posted by
developers and citizens on ODEON (Open Data
Exchange solutiON) platform, which will be
further explored in Section 5.4.3.2.

Compared to OGD portals or other
applications (e.g., Datafruit, WallonieEnPoche
and SNCB) that only focus on specific regions
or topics or offer a specific service,
CitizenApps is designed to aggregate OGD
reuses for different topics and countries.

R2. Categorize OGD
reuses

Possibility to categorize OGD
reuses or to search for OGD
reuses.

Ability to search for OGD reuses based on the
following criteria: country, state, topic and
keywords. In addition, since many participants
were interested in OGD reuses in their region or
by a specific topic, we provided quick access to
OGD reuses by country or topic.

CitizenApps differs from other applications in
that it allows searching by country and state
which is not available in other applications
since they focus on a specific country or topic.

5https://data.gov.be/
6https://www.data.gouv.fr/
7https://data.europa.eu/
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Table 5.1: List of requirements to design a tool that can raise awareness
of OGD among users. OGD reuse refers to the application or service
developed using OGD.

Requirement Requirement description Implementation in CitizenApps
Added value compared to existing
applications mentioned in section 5.2.2.1

R3. List of success stories
of OGD reuses

Possibility to present users a list of
OGD reuses that have an impact
in the daily life of the users.

Attract more users by presenting them with the
list of OGD reuses they have commonly used in
the daily life or bookmarked in CitizenApps.
The list of success stories is by default defined
by us based on applications used in the daily life
of the users like SNCB which is for example an
application for train route schedules in
Belgium.

This requirement to highlight key success
stories in a specific area does not exist in the
existing applications.

R4. List of latest OGD
reuses

Possibility to view recently added
OGD reuses to the application.

Ability to list recently added OGD reuses in the
ODEON platform to users.

-

R5. See details about a
specific OGD reuse

Possibility to view details of a
specific OGD reuse.

Ability to view details of OGD reuse such as:
title, description, associated topic, associated
country/state, contact information, list of
datasets used and list of user comments.

Details such as the associated country/state,
list of datasets used and user comments
provide added value over existing applications.

R6. Execute OGD reuse Possibility to access or execute
OGD reuse.

Possibility to access or execute OGD reuse
without leaving CitizenApps if it is hosted
online.

This requirement is more user-friendly within
CitizenApps since the user does not need to
exit CitizenApps before running the
application thanks to the webview feature of
the mobile application.
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Table 5.1: List of requirements to design a tool that can raise awareness
of OGD among users. OGD reuse refers to the application or service
developed using OGD.

Requirement Requirement description Implementation in CitizenApps
Added value compared to existing
applications mentioned in section 5.2.2.1

R7. Give feedback on
OGD reuse

Possibility to provide feedback to
the OGD reuse’s developer in
order to improve the OGD reuse.

Possibility to rate and let comments on OGD
reuse.

This feature does not exist in the existing
applications.

R8. Share OGD reuse Possibility to inform friends about
the existence of a specific OGD
reuse.

Possibility to share by email a specific OGD
reuse.

This feature does not exist in the existing
applications.

R9. Quick access to
favorite OGD reuses

Possibility to facilitate access to
the favorite OGD reuses of the
user.

In order to achieve this requirement,
CitizenApps first allows users to create a free
account. Then once logged in, users can then
add an OGD reuse to their favorites, so they will
not need to go through a search every time
before running their favorite reuses.

This feature does not exist in the existing
applications.

R10. Receive notification Possibility to receive notification
when new OGD reuses are
published.

Ability to receive notification when new OGD
reuses are added in ODEON platform.

This feature does not exist in the existing
applications.

R11. Easy to use and
intuitive

Facilitate the use by users even
with low technical skills.

Organize the functionalities into a pleasing
layout after collecting feedback of users and an
UX expert.

-
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Figure 5.3: Architecture of CitizenApps. OGD reuses collected from governmental
portals or reuse submissions are first stored in ODEON Database. Then, when the
user launches “CitizenApps”, the system first calls the mobile API to retrieve the
necessary information.

The mobile application was built using the following technologies: Java (Pro-
gramming language) and OneSignal8 (notification plugin). Figure 5.3 presents the
architecture of CitizenApps. The mobile application was supported by an API built
on top of the ODEON platform (which will be discussed further in Section 5.4.3.2), a
web application that aggregates several OGD reuses from different countries and
also allows developers to register their OGD reuses themselves. Thus, once the OGD
reuse is added to ODEON, it will also appear directly in the mobile application and
a notification will be sent to users to inform them of the newly added OGD reuse.
To date, the mobile application has 30 reuses from 4 countries: Belgium, France,
Austria and Bulgaria. These reuses were selected based on data of proven interest to
users in (Chokki et al., 2021), such as data on transport, finance and health to name
a few. However, it is important to note that other countries and reuses can be added
into CitizenApps through ODEON. Screenshots of the prototype are shown in Figure
5.4.

5.3.2.2 Evaluation Results

Through the surveys that participants filled out after exploring the mobile "Citi-
zenApps" application, we were able to gather their opinions. A total of 25 partici-
pants completed the surveys. All participants are between the ages of 18 and 50 and
have at least a high school degree.

Table 5.2: Median, mean and standard deviation (SD) of survey scores.

Attitude
Perceived
usefulness

Perceived
ease of use

Behavioral
intention

Median 6 5 6 5
Mean (SD) 5.93 (0.59) 5.47 (0.74) 5.93 (0.59) 4.9 (1.19)

8https://onesignal.com/
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Figure 5.4: Screenshots of CitizenApps. (1) shows the homepage where we list the most important topics and some popular applications; (2) shows the details of an
application when the user clicks for example on “NBDash – Namur Budget Dashboard” from the homepage; (3) shows the live application when the user clicks on the
“Access” button.43
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Table 5.2 presents the median, mean and standard deviation of the questions
with a 7-point Likert scale regarding the 4 aspects (attitude, perceived usefulness,
perceived ease of use, behavioral intention) evaluated for the prototype. The follow-
ing conclusions can be drawn from the results of Table 5.2. Users’ attitude towards
the use of CitizenApps is favorable in general as evidenced by the median & mean
attitude ≥ 5 and the standard deviation is low (SD = 0.59) showing that users’ scores
tend to be close to the mean of users’ scores. Citizens also agree that CitizenApps
is useful to them in better understanding the existence of OGD and its usefulness
(median & mean ≥ 5 for perceived usefulness and users’ scores tend to be close
to the mean of users’ scores (SD = 0.74)). This is also reinforced by the fact that
before showing CitizenApps to users, we asked them “what was their perception of
the usefulness of OGD to the public?” Only two participants were able to give us a
clear example of how OGD can be used in real life. However, after the CitizenApps
presentation, all participants agree on their usefulness and some were surprised by
the fact they are already using them without knowing it. Users also find CitizenApps
easy to use (median & mean ≥ 5 for perceived ease of use and users’ scores tend to
be close to the mean of users’ scores (SD = 0.59)). This is justified by the fact that
many users think that CitizenApps was well designed and user-friendly. However,
users' intention to use CitizenApps was somewhat lower than previous aspects but
was acceptable (median & mean ≥ 4 and SD = 1.19 for behavioral intention). This
may be due to the fact that some users see only a few applications that interest them
in CitizenApps, as only 30 applications have been added so far for testing purposes.

Regarding the feedback on implemented features in CitizenApps, all participants
agreed that the features implemented should be kept. However, 4 participants
suggested removing the login feature that was required to address R9 (quick access
to favorite OGD reuses), as its added value is only to help users to add certain
applications to their favorites. Apart from that, participants did not suggest any
additional features, as many of them think that the existing features are already
sufficient and it is better not to add any more to avoid making the application
difficult to use. In terms of features that could be improved, participants suggested
adding more applications to CitizenApps to increase the interest of the CitizenApps
for users.

5.3.3 Conclusion

The purpose of this study was to identify the requirements for an application that
raises awareness of OGD to users. To achieve this objective, we conducted inter-
views with 10 users to collect requirements that need to be implemented in such an
application. Next, we implemented the requirements in an application we called
“CitizenApps”. Finally, we examined whether the identified requirements can raise
awareness of OGD through an evaluation conducted with 25 users using the imple-
mented application as proxy.

This study contributes to theory in the following aspects. First, we contribute to
the identification of users’ requirements for the design of an application to improve
OGD awareness. A total of 11 requirements (see Table I) are identified. To the best
of our knowledge, this study is the first study to identify users’ requirements for the
design of an application to improve OGD awareness. These identified requirements
can be used by developers or practitioners to implement a usable tool to raise user
awareness or used by researchers to evaluate applications whose objective is to raise
user awareness. Second, the identified requirements are formulated in a generic
manner and thus can be implemented in a variety of ways. Third, the findings of the
evaluation provide preliminary evidence that the use of an application implement-
ing the identified requirements can improve user awareness of the existence and
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usefulness of OGD.
This study also contributes to practice in the following aspects. First, we present

through a concrete tool (CitizenApps) how to implement the different requirements
(see Table 5.1). Thus, the implemented mobile application as well as the descrip-
tion of the implementation of each requirement can be a source of inspiration for
developers or OGD managers on how they can implement the requirements in their
existing or new platforms in order to improve OGD awareness. Second, since Cit-
izenApps is a federated application that can include OGD reuses (collected from
developers or external platforms such as OGD portals), the implemented mobile
application can be used by developers to showcase or promote their OGD reuses or
by researchers to explain to users the usefulness of OGD with real-world examples.
Third, CitizenApps addresses the shortcomings of OGD portals and topic-based
applications (e.g., Datafruit, WallonieEnPoche9) by integrating the following require-
ments: R2. Categorize OGD reuses (especially by country), R5. See details about
OGD reuse (especially the list of datasets used in each OGD reuse), R7. Provide
feedback on OGD reuse, R10. Receive notification (especially when there is a new
OGD reuses in the user area) (see Table 5.1).

This study has some limitations that will need to be addressed in future work.
The first limitation concerns the representativeness of the participants in the both
surveys. From a statistical point of view, we note that there are limits to the conclu-
sion validity. The number of participants may be small, especially for the evaluation
survey, but referring to previous studies (Nielsen, 2000; Faulkner, 2003), the use of at
least 5 participants for usability tests is a good baseline. However, to increase this
representativeness, we suggest using other communication channels or collecting
data on-site in universities or public places. In this study, this was not feasible due to
the COVID-19 situation. The second limitation is the use of convenience sampling
method to recruit participants, this may have a bias on the validity of these findings
however we tried to reduce that bias by also recruiting participants through social
media. Future work will be to improve the validity of the identified requirements
with a large number of participants from different backgrounds by using a random
sampling method, which was not possible in our case due to the small number
of participants responding to the survey. The third limitation is that this research
focuses only on the technical aspects of the issue related to the user awareness of
OGD. Other researchers can extend this work by integrating the social, motivational
and emotional aspects of the issue, which will be necessary to address the previous
limitation.

5.4 Improving Communication and Collaboration between OGD
stakeholders

While raising awareness is an essential step in the data reuse process, it does not
guarantee extensive usage. In this section, we will address another potential reason
for this lack of utilization, which is the lack of communication and collaboration
among different stakeholders involved in open government data (i.e., citizens, de-
velopers acting as infomediaries, and publishers), with a focus on the technical
aspect of this gap. In this study, "communication and collaboration" refers to the
interaction between OGD stakeholders in order to create innovative OGD-based
services for citizens.

Various methods and platforms have been used in the literature (Gebka et al.,
2019; Crusoe et al., 2020; Gil et al., 2022) to address the technical challenges of
bridging the gap. However, none of them offer a complete set of functionalities

9https://wallonie.enpoche.be/
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required to achieve this objective. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, no
study has been conducted to provide a comprehensive list of requirements for
designing a usable tool that facilitates communication and collaboration between
OGD stakeholders. This section aims to fill these gaps by initially proposing a list of
requirements for designing a usable tool that enables effective communication and
collaboration among OGD stakeholders, followed by the implementation of these
requirements in a tool and its subsequent evaluation.

The remainder of this section is organized as follows: Section 5.4.1 provides back-
ground information on the barriers to OGD use and publication, as well as existing
methods and platforms for communication and collaboration among OGD stake-
holders. Section 5.4.2 outlines the design science research approach adopted in this
study. The developed tool and its evaluation are presented in Section 5.4.3. Finally,
Section 5.4.4 summarizes the contributions of this study, highlights its limitations,
and suggests future research directions.

5.4.1 Background

In this section, we start by examining earlier research that emphasizes the difficulties
stemming from insufficient communication and collaboration among stakeholders
involved in open government data. These challenges were subsequently employed
to formulate the necessary requirements for developing an effective tool that fosters
communication and collaboration among these stakeholders. Following that, we in-
vestigate different methods and platforms proposed in existing literature to improve
the communication and collaboration among these stakeholders.

5.4.1.1 Impediments to OGD Use and Publication

Several studies (Janssen et al., 2012; Gebka et al., 2020; Crusoe et al., 2019; Zuiderwijk
et al., 2012; Beno et al., 2017; Polleres et al., 2017) have focused on the impediments
to OGD use and publication. Below, we present the impediments resulting from the
technical aspects of the lack of communication and collaboration between OGD
stakeholders that demotivate them to use and to publish OGD.
From the citizens’ perspective, we identified two main impediments. First, (IC1)
many citizens are not aware of the existence and usefulness of OGD and the services
that use them (Janssen et al., 2012; Gebka et al., 2019). Second, (IC2) the services
developed with OGD are not used by citizens due to either unawareness of the
services or mismatch between the services and their needs. Indeed, most of the time,
they are not involved in the service design (Gebka et al., 2019; Crusoe et al., 2019).
From the developers’ perspective, we identified six main impediments. First, (ID1)
developers are not able to come up with a service idea that may be interesting for
citizens due to a lack of knowledge of citizens’ needs (Crusoe et al., 2019; Zuiderwijk
et al., 2012; Martin et al., 2013; Beno et al., 2017; Polleres et al., 2017). Second, (ID2)
developers are not able to find examples of use case or success stories of OGD use
to build on to propose services that may be interesting to citizens (Crusoe et al.,
2019). Third, (ID3) once developers have an idea of the service to implement, one of
the issues is the low quality of the datasets required for the service’s realization and
the difficulty to communicate with the publisher to solve this issue (Janssen et al.,
2012; Crusoe et al., 2019; Zuiderwijk et al., 2012; Martin et al., 2013; Beno et al., 2017;
Polleres et al., 2017). Fourth, (ID4) developers are sometimes unable to find the
datasets needed to create the service due to the non-publication of these datasets by
OGD providers and also the lack of discussion between the two parties to request
the necessary datasets (Janssen et al., 2012; Crusoe et al., 2019; Zuiderwijk et al.,
2012; Chokki et al., 2021). Fifth, (ID5) developers often do not receive feedback
from publishers after requesting datasets or asking some questions (Janssen et al.,
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2012; Beno et al., 2017). Sixth, (ID6) developers often have no information about the
datasets used in a specific project in order to replicate or improve it (Matheus et al.,
2020; Sarikaya et al., 2019; Kitchin and Mcardle, 2016).
From the publishers’ perspective, we identified three main impediments. First,
(IP1) publishers are not motivated to publish data because most published datasets
are not used, making the added value and economic impact of their publication
efforts uncertain (Polleres et al., 2017). Second, (IP2) publishers are unaware of the
datasets that they need to prioritize during the publication process (Gebka et al.,
2019, 2020). Third, (IP3) publishers do not know which projects are using their
published datasets, as many users do not report their reuses (Polleres et al., 2017).

The impediments, repeatedly reported in the literature, highlight the need for
increased communication and collaboration among OGD stakeholders.

5.4.1.2 Methods and Platforms of Communication and Collaboration between
OGD Stakeholders

Many methods and platforms have been proposed in the literature to facilitate the
communication and collaboration between OGD stakeholders (Simonofski et al.,
2020). Reviewing each of them would be beyond the scope of this study. Here, we
focused on these popular (i.e. most cited or used in an OGD context) methods and
platforms: hackathons, interviews, workshops, OGD portals and citizen participa-
tion platforms. Many existing platforms such as ADEQUATE (Neumaier et al., 2018),
Github, Gitlab, Stack Overflow, gFoge, Jira, Redmine, Wiki, etc. can enable communi-
cation and collaboration between users. However, in this study, we only reviewed
platforms that are related to our research question i.e., that have already been used
in previous studies to facilitate communication and collaboration between users in
the context of the OGD process and that clearly distinguish the role of each user in
this process. Table 5.3 presents the methods and platforms reviewed, their strengths,
and weaknesses.

All the gaps mentioned in the existing methods show that there is currently no
method or tool that supports collaboration between OGD stakeholders adequately.
This justifies the need to identify the necessary requirements such a tool should
satisfy and to implement one fulfilling them. Therefore, we implemented ODEON,
which differs from the methods and platforms reviewed in that it addresses each
of their shortcomings. It is important to note that ODEON does not aim to replace
existing OGD portals but rather proposes complementary communication features.
Similarly, ODEON complements citizen participation platforms by allowing to link
each service idea to some datasets available on OGD portals that can help to imple-
ment the idea.

5.4.2 Research Methodology

The Design Science Research (DSR) method (Hevner et al., 2004; Dresch et al., 2015)
was used to address the research question of this section (RQ1c): "What elements
are crucial for a tool that enhances communication and collaboration among
OGD stakeholders?". It aims to develop solutions (design cycle) that meet defined
objectives, contribute to the scientific knowledge base (rigor cycle) and provide
utility in the environment (relevance cycle).

In the rigor cycle, from July to September 2021, we conducted a literature review
to access existing knowledge on the impediments resulting from the technical as-
pects of the lack of communication and collaboration between OGD stakeholders.
These impediments were extracted from 12 articles returned by a search performed
on the databases “Scopus” and “Science Direct” with the keywords (“open govern-
ment data” OR “open data”) AND (“feature” OR “impediment” OR “barrier”) AND
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(“reuse” OR “use” OR “re-use” OR “publication” OR “communication” OR “collabora-
tion”). The results of the literature review are presented in Section 5.4.1.1. Once this
step was completed, we used the identified impediments to formulate general re-
quirements that should be implemented in a usable tool to solve these impediments.
Next, interviews were conducted with 9 stakeholders (1 publisher, 4 developers and
4 citizens) to validate the suggested requirements and gather additional ones, if any.
The interviews were handled in four steps. First, we briefly introduced participants to
the utility of OGD with a concrete case of the use of OGD by the city of Namur, which
developed an Intelligent Transportation System10 based on the OGD it published.
Second, we explained the context of our project by presenting the benefits and prob-
lems related to the lack of communication between OGD stakeholders. Third, we
asked participants to suggest some requirements that can address these mentioned
problems. Fourth, we showed participants the requirements we extracted from our
literature review and asked them, on a scale of 1 (Totally irrelevant) to 5 (Totally
relevant), how relevant they were and to justify their choice. Appendix C.1 summa-
rizes the questions asked during the interviews. We took note of the participants’
feedback and recorded the discussion with their agreement for transcription and
later review. The interviews were later coded using short sentences to retain context
and conceptual relations. Finally, we used the results of these interviews to provide
a list of requirements that need to be incorporated into a usable tool to facilitate
communication and collaboration among OGD stakeholders.

In the design cycle, we used the validated requirements to propose a list of fea-
tures that were then implemented in a tool called ODEON (Open Data Exchange
solutiON). Once the features were implemented, we presented the tool to two stake-
holders (a developer and a citizen) to get their feedback and integrate it before the
evaluation phase.

10https://sti.namur.be/
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Table 5.3: Strengths and weaknesses of methods and platforms of com-
munication and collaboration between OGD stakeholders.

Methods/Platforms Strengths Weaknesses

Hackathons (Gebka et al., 2019;
Simonofski et al., 2020)

(1) enable developers to design, implement and
present services for a specific issue, beyond the
“product idea” level (2) physically reunite developers
and publishers for several hours to several days,
creating many opportunities for discussion (3)
usually very focused on technological output,
developers tend to oversee other aspects than code
due to competition under tight schedule

(1) little or no consideration of citizens' needs (2) access limited
to a certain type and number of participants (3) communication
and collaboration between these stakeholders is ephemeral (e.g.,
after the event, there is no possibility to report issues with the
datasets or to request datasets) (4) no archiving option that allows,
for example, other citizens or developers to know which reuses
were implemented during the event (5) impossible to get
feedback from participants who were not at the event on the
solutions implemented

Interviews and workshops (Gebka
et al., 2019, 2020; Chokki et al., 2021;
Crusoe et al., 2020; Barbosa Tavares
et al., 2011)

allows different OGD stakeholders to physically
discuss to collect their needs or feedback

(1) access limited to a certain type and number of participants (2)
communication and collaboration between these stakeholders is
ephemeral

OGD Portals (Janssen et al., 2012; Beno
et al., 2017)

(1) help local governments to publish and manage
open data on the web (2) allow developers to submit
their reuses or to see existing reuses

(1) can only handle reuses and datasets from the specific portal
(2) citizens’ needs are not considered (3) no common space to
facilitate discussion among stakeholders (4) no archiving of the
data issues and their status (5) developers are not able to collect
feedback about the reuses they have submitted (6) publishers are
not able to know which datasets to prioritize for publication
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Table 5.3: Strengths and weaknesses of methods and platforms of com-
munication and collaboration between OGD stakeholders.

Methods/Platforms Strengths Weaknesses

Citizen participation platforms (e.g.,
Citizenlab11, Leuven make it
happen12) (Gil et al., 2022)

(1) allow local governments to interact with the public
(2) allow stakeholders to propose project ideas (3)
allow stakeholders to vote on projects they are
interested in (4) allow stakeholders to track the status
of their projects (e.g., rejected or not)

(1) not focused on promoting the use of open data (2) unable to
integrate publishers and developers into the project process (3)
unable to track project progress after approval (4) unable to
record existing reuses of open datasets (5) unable to link open
datasets to projects (6) unable to request data to publishers (7)
unable to report issues on open datasets (8) unable for publishers
to know which datasets have priority for publication

11https://www.citizenlab.co/
12https://leuvenmaakhetmee.be/
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In the relevance cycle, we evaluated the prototype through a user test with 22
stakeholders (5 publishers, 8 developers and 9 citizens) to assess its ease of use
and usefulness in addressing the identified impediments, and to gather additional
features for future versions. The publishers were recruited through contact forms
available on their OGD portals. As for the developers and citizens, they were re-
cruited through the following communication channels: UNamur mailbox and
social media. The interviews were handled in four steps. The first two steps are
identical to those of the rigor cycle interviews. In the third stage we briefly presented
the prototype’s features to the participants in 10 minutes, and then gave them 20
minutes to perform scenarios related to their profile with ODEON. Citizens were
invited to (1) explore existing projects, (2) suggest a new project with the content
of their choosing, and (3) provide feedback on two projects of their choosing. De-
velopers were asked to (1) explore existing projects, (2) suggest a new project with
the content of their choosing, (3) request a dataset of their choosing they would be
needed to develop the project they suggested in the second scenario, (4) report an
issue with an existing dataset of their choosing, and (5) provide feedback on two
other projects and two other datasets of their choosing. Finally, publishers were
asked to (1) explore existing projects and (2) provide feedback on two projects and
two dataset issues of their choosing. We encouraged them to perform think-aloud
as they explored to gather qualitative data on their overall feeling and expectations.
They were also given the opportunity to ask the interviewer questions if necessary.
However, in accordance with user testing guidelines (Lallemand and Gronier, 2015),
the sequence of actions to perform the scenarios was not given to participants. Next,
we collected participants’ feedback through a questionnaire consisting of three
types of questions: questions with a 7-point Likert scale (from “Strongly Disagree” to
“Strongly Agree”) based on the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) (Davis, 1989) to
assess the ease of use of prototype functionalities, the ease of use and usefulness
of the prototype in solving the identified impediments, open-ended questions to
gather general opinions and suggestions for additional features for future versions
and to explain quantitative ratings, and questions on the respondent’s profile. The
questionnaire was pretested with two people to ensure that all kinds of errors that
are associated with survey research are reduced [29]. Appendix C.2 presents the
questions contained in the questionnaire according to the stakeholder roles. After
collecting participants’ feedback, the median, mean and standard deviation were
calculated for the Likert questions to evaluate the following aspects: (A1) ease of
use of each prototype feature, (A2) overall ease of use of the prototype, (A3) use-
fulness of each prototype feature and (A4) overall usefulness of the prototype for
facilitating communication and collaboration between OGD stakeholders. The A1
(respectively A3) questions were used as a reference to understand the answers to
the A2 (respectively A4) questions. These statistical measures were chosen because
they are the most appropriate for analyzing Likert data and for having a central ten-
dency measure (Boone and Boone, 2012). Verbal thoughts and responses collected
from the free text questions were coded using short sentences to retain context and
conceptual relations.

5.4.3 Results

In this section, we first present the requirements that need to be incorporated into a
usable tool to facilitate communication and collaboration among OGD stakeholders.
Next, we describe how the ODEON prototype was implemented to meet these
requirements. Finally, we present the results of the evaluation of ODEON.
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5.4.3.1 Requirements Identification for Communication and Collaboration
between OGD Stakeholders

Based on the identified impediments, we derived several requirements that were
confronted with the participants during the rigor cycle interviews. Table 5.4 presents
the requirements along with insights from the literature and interviewees.

Table 5.4: List of requirements to design a tool that can facilitate
the communication and collaboration between the OGD stakehold-
ers along with insights from the literature and interviewees. “All” means
that all participants were agreed that the requirement is relevant.

Requirements
(C = citizens, D = developers, P = publishers)

Insights from
Literature # Participants

RC1. Inform citizens of existing projects based
on OGD

IC1 All

RC2. Allow citizens to be involved in the service
development process

IC2 All

RC3. Allow citizens to propose project ideas IC2, ID1 All
RC4. Allow citizens to register existing projects / 1
RC5. Allow citizens to define which requested
projects should be prioritized

/ 4

RD1. Allow developers to register existing
projects

ID2 All

RD2. Inform developers about existing projects
based on OGD

ID2 All

RD3. Allow developers to report issues related to
the use of published datasets

ID3 All

RD4. Allow developers to request datasets that
do not exist on the portals

ID4 All

RD5. Allow developers to provide feedback on
projects and datasets

ID5 All

RD6. Inform developers about the datasets used
in projects

ID6 All

RD7. Allow developers to propose project ideas / 1
RD8. Allow developers to define which
requested projects and data should be
prioritized

/ 4

RP1. Inform publishers about existing projects
based on OGD

IP1 All

RP2. Inform publishers of priority data to be
published

IP2 All

RP3. Inform publishers of projects using their
datasets

IP3 All

5.4.3.2 ODEON System Description

We designed features that could meet the collected requirements and then imple-
mented them in the prototype ODEON (source code available13). The following
paragraphs explain how the implemented features meet the different requirements.

13https://github.com/chokkipaterne/odeon
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Provide a form to register a project (RC4 and RD1). It allows developers and citizens
to register an existing project in two steps. First, they fill in the following information:
country, city, domain, title, access link, description, image and contact information.
Then, they can add the datasets used in the project in three ways: by searching and
selecting datasets directly from the OGD portals, by uploading files, or by using
external links. To avoid duplicate entries, an auto-completion feature for the title
field was added, as suggested by an interviewee. Regarding the addition of datasets
related to a project from the OGD portals, ODEON provides a search option that
allows users to search and select the desired dataset directly from any CKAN or
OpenDataSoft portal using the APIs provided by these two systems.

Provide a form to suggest a project (RC3 and RD7). The form to be filled in is similar
to the project registration form, except that the access link is not requested, and
developers and citizens can also skip the step of adding or requesting datasets for
the project.

Display the list of projects (RC1, RD2 and RP1). It displays all registered (existing
and requested) projects.

Search projects (RC1, RD2 and RP1). It allows stakeholders to search for specific
projects among the registered projects based on the following criteria: keywords,
domain, project type (requested or existing), country and city.

Display details of a specific project (RD6). It allows stakeholders to see all infor-
mation about a specific project: general information (title, description, country,
comments, etc.) and data used or requested in the project.

Display details of a specific dataset (RP3). It allows stakeholders to see all infor-
mation about a specific dataset: general information (title, description, country,
comments, etc.) and projects that use the dataset.

Provide a form to request data (RD4). It allows developers and citizens to request
data by filling in the following information: country, city, title, description and
contact information.

Provide a form to comment a specific project (RC2 and RD5). It provides two
options. The first option allows any user to provide general feedback on the project
or respond to an existing comment. The second option allows developers to inform
citizens of the progress of the project development.

Provide a form to comment a specific data (RD3). It provides two options. The first
option allows any user to provide general feedback on the data or respond to an
existing comment. The second option allows stakeholders to report data issues. The
form has the following fields: comment type (general comment or report data issue),
name, comment and attachment.

Display and search requested data (RP2). It lists all the requested data. There is also
a search option that allows filtering the display using the following options: country,
state and keywords.

Display and search data issues (RD3). It lists all data issues reported by stakeholders.
There is also a search option that allows filtering the display using the following
options: country, state and keywords.

Add a voting option for requested projects and data (RC5 and RD8). It consists of
adding a “Like” button for each requested project or data so that any user can click
on the button to indicate that the requested project or data is relevant.

ODEON is a web application built using the Django framework. Figure 5.5 shows
two pages of the prototype. (A) represents a portion of the homepage where the
stakeholders can make a quick search of project or can access other features of the
prototype based on their profile (citizen, developer or publisher) and (B) represents
a portion of the project list page with available search options (keywords, topic,
project type and location).
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Figure 5.5: Two pages of ODEON. (A) represents a portion of the homepage and (B)
represents a portion of the project list page with available search options.

5.4.3.3 Evaluation

In total, 22 participants (9 citizens, 8 developers and 5 publishers) participated in
the evaluation of ODEON and completed the questionnaire. Table 5.5 presents the
median, mean and standard deviation (SD) for the Likert questions regarding the
ease of use and the usefulness of the prototype. The following conclusions can be
drawn from the results of Table Table 5.5, for the different stakeholders:

Citizens. Most of the citizens agreed that the proposed prototype was easy to use
(median and mean ≥ 5 for A2 with a low standard deviation around 1) and useful for
facilitating the communication and collaboration between OGD stakeholders (me-
dian and mean ≥ 5 for A4 with a low standard deviation around 1). More specifically,
many citizens found that the prototype met their expectations and was user-friendly
for the features such as discovering existing projects, registering and suggesting
projects, but had a more mixed opinion about the monitoring project development
and reporting data issue features. Indeed, the means of participants' scores on the
ease of use (A1) and usefulness (A3) questions ranged between 3 and 5 for these
features.

Developers. Most of the developers also found that the proposed prototype was
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easy to use (median and mean ≥ 5 for A2 with a low standard deviation around
1) and useful for facilitating the communication and collaboration between OGD
stakeholders (median and mean ≥ 5 for A4 with a low standard deviation around
1). However, like the citizens, they found it more difficult to use for some features
such as updating the status of the project and reporting data issue. The means of
participants’ scores for these features were less than 5.
Publishers. The publishers were quite satisfied with the proposed prototype and
found it easy to use (median and mean ≥ 5 for A2 with a low standard deviation
around 1) and useful for facilitating the communication and collaboration between
OGD stakeholders (median and mean ≥ 5 for A4 with a low standard deviation
around 1). Compared to the other two OGD stakeholders, the publishers are con-
cerned by only three features of ODEON and all these features were easy to use and
useful for them (median and mean ≥ 5 for A1 & A3 questions). However, they were
concerned that the comments would pile up and that they would get lost in them.

Table 5.5: Median, mean and standard deviation (SD) of ease of use and
usefulness questions.

Citizens (N = 9) Developers (N = 8) Publishers (N = 5)

Median
Mean
(SD) Median

Mean
(SD) Median

Mean
(SD)

A2. Ease of use of
the prototype

5 5.19
(1.13)

5.5 5.25
(1.18)

6 5.7
(0.82)

A4. Usefulness of
the prototype

5 5.36
(1.27)

5 5.67
(1.14)

6 6
(1.41)

In addition to these findings, some new features and suggestions for improving
the UI design were gathered from the verbal thoughts and answers to the open-
ended questions provided by the participants. The new features are as follows. First,
citizens and developers suggested having a feature that helps them to subscribe to a
dataset or project to get weekly updates on the data or projects they have subscribed
to. Second, publishers suggested having a monthly summary of requested datasets
or data issues directly in their inbox. Third, for the discovery functionality of existing
and requested projects, participants suggested moving the project type and location
filters close to the search field to make them more visible. Fourth, participants
suggested adding a status attribute for projects to help to identify the current status
of each project: requirements analysis, under development, development complete
and abandoned project.

5.4.4 Conclusion

The aim of this study was to address the technical aspects of the lack of commu-
nication and collaboration between OGD stakeholders (citizens, developers and
publishers). To achieve that goal, we first identified the impediments resulting from
the technical aspects of the lack of communication and collaboration between OGD
stakeholders that demotivate them to use and to publish OGD through a literature
review. Then, through interviews with 9 stakeholders, we deducted and validated,
the requirements that should be satisfied by a usable tool that addresses these im-
pediments. Next, we implemented the ODEON prototype based on the collected
requirements and used it as proxy to measure the extent to which the requirements
were easy to use and useful to facilitate the communication and collaboration be-
tween OGD stakeholders through an evaluation conducted with 22 stakeholders
from the three different profiles.
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This study contributes to theory in the following aspects. First, it extends pre-
vious studies related to impediments (Janssen et al., 2012; Gebka et al., 2019, 2020;
Crusoe and Melin, 2018; Crusoe et al., 2019; Zuiderwijk et al., 2012; Martin et al.,
2013; Beno et al., 2017; Polleres et al., 2017), building on the previously identified
impediments to propose a list of 16 requirements that should be implemented
in a usable tool to facilitate the communication and collaboration between OGD
stakeholders. These identified requirements can also be used as reference by open
data publishers or developers of citizen participation platforms to help them to
know what features need to be added to their existing platforms to fully facilitate
communication and collaboration between OGD stakeholders. They can also be
used by researchers to evaluate applications whose objective is to facilitate com-
munication and collaboration between OGD stakeholders. Second, unlike previous
studies (Janssen et al., 2012; Gebka et al., 2019, 2020; Crusoe and Melin, 2018; Crusoe
et al., 2019; Zuiderwijk et al., 2012; Martin et al., 2013; Beno et al., 2017; Polleres et al.,
2017) that focused only on a specific user profile or only on impediments, this study
validates the identified impediments as well as the requirements through interviews
with three different stakeholder roles. Third, the results obtained from the evalua-
tion show that ODEON and the implemented features were easy to use and useful
to address the technical aspects of the lack of communication and collaboration
between OGD stakeholders.

This study also contributes to practice in the following aspects. First, unlike
previous studies (Janssen et al., 2012; Gebka et al., 2019, 2020; Crusoe and Melin,
2018; Crusoe et al., 2019; Zuiderwijk et al., 2012; Martin et al., 2013; Beno et al., 2017;
Polleres et al., 2017) that identified impediments without providing a list of features
of a usable tool to address them, we derived a list of features from the requirements
for each OGD stakeholder, and we present it as the use case diagram shown in
Figure 5.6. In this diagram, features are subdivided into data features and project
features. The data features address the following impediments: data quality and lack
of awareness of which data should be released first. The project features resolve other
identified impediments, such as unawareness of the existing projects based on OGD,
difficulty finding a project idea, lack of citizen involvement in project development,
etc. Second, we provide access to the source code of ODEON13. This can be used
as a starting point by developers to create their own online tool for facilitating the
collaboration between OGD stakeholders or to improve the prototype. The use case
diagram can be used as starting point as well.

However, this study has some limitations that will need to be addressed in future
work. The first limitation concerns the representativeness of the participants in
the evaluation. The number of participants may be small, but referring to previous
studies (Faulkner, 2003; Nielsen, 2000) 5 participants is a good baseline for usabil-
ity tests and we also observed that our findings were reaching saturation at that
point. However, to increase representativeness, we suggest using other communica-
tion channels or collecting data on-site in administrations, universities, workshops,
hackathons or public places to recruit participants for the evaluation of the future
prototype version. In this study, this was not feasible due to the COVID-19 situation.
The second limitation is that we did not consider the discovery step of ODEON.
Indeed, a multi-stakeholder collaboration platforms relies heavily on a community
that needs to be attracted on the platform. One approach to address this issue will be
to communicate about this prototype using social networks and by presenting it at
open data workshops and hackathons. The third limitation is the non-generalization
of the proposed requirements to other areas. Other researchers can start by inves-
tigating whether the existent platforms (e.g., Github, Wiki) can be adapted to the
context of open data or whether the proposed requirements can be used or extend to
other areas such as open data ecosystems, open government ecosystems, and open
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source software ecosystems. Future work will also include an implementation of the
suggested new features and a field evaluation of ODEON, for example, by offering
hackathon organizers to use it as meeting point between the stakeholders involved
in the event.
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Figure 5.6: Use case diagram of ODEON. The features are subdivided into two groups: the features related to the project (project features) and the features related to
the data (data features).
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5.5 Wrap up

In this chapter, we investigated various aspects related to raising awareness and
enhancing communication and collaboration among OGD stakeholders. We made
significant contributions in three sections, each addressing a specific aspect of the
overall objective.

In Section 5.2, we focused on identifying effective methods for raising awareness
and highlighting the usefulness of OGD to citizens. Through a literature review and
an online survey involving 30 citizens, we compared existing methods with citizens’
perceptions. The survey results, combined with the literature review, enabled us
to provide recommendations for governments. We suggested the use of public
outreach campaigns, applications, and leveraging the power of word-of-mouth to
inform citizens about the existence and benefits of OGD. We recognized applications
as a preferred method and identified a research gap regarding the requirements for
a usable tool to promote OGD, which we plan to address in Section 5.3.

In Section 5.3, our objective was to identify the specific requirements for an ap-
plication that raises awareness of OGD to citizens. To accomplish this, we conducted
in-depth interviews with 10 citizens to gather their valuable insights and perspec-
tives. These interviews allowed us to iteratively refine and validate a comprehensive
list of 11 key requirements, which we subsequently implemented in an application
we named "CitizenApps." Through an evaluation involving 25 citizens, we assessed
the efficacy of the implemented requirements in raising awareness of OGD. Notable
requirements that emerged include categorizing OGD reuses, providing detailed
information on OGD reuse, enabling feedback mechanisms, and facilitating no-
tifications. The findings from this section serve as a fundamental foundation for
developers and governments to construct effective tools that enhance citizen aware-
ness of OGD. Additionally, researchers and application reviewers can employ these
findings as a framework for evaluating similar applications in the future.

Section 5.4 delved into the technical aspects of addressing the lack of commu-
nication and collaboration between OGD stakeholders, namely citizens, develop-
ers, and publishers. Through an extensive literature review and interviews with 9
stakeholders, we identified the obstacles and challenges resulting from this com-
munication gap. By meticulously analyzing these impediments, we derived a set
of requirements that a usable tool should meet to effectively address these chal-
lenges. Building upon these requirements, we developed the ODEON prototype
and conducted evaluations involving 22 stakeholders from different profiles. The
evaluation results allowed us to propose and validate a comprehensive list of 16 re-
quirements, accompanied by a detailed use case diagram outlining the features that
should be integrated into a usable tool. These features encompass both data-related
functionalities, such as reporting data issues and responding to data requests, as
well as project-related functionalities, such as suggesting and monitoring project de-
velopment. The evaluation outcomes highlighted that publishers expressed higher
satisfaction with the prototype compared to citizens and developers. However,
valuable feedback from all stakeholders contributed to future improvement plans,
ensuring the continuous enhancement of the tool’s usability and effectiveness in
facilitating communication and collaboration among OGD stakeholders.

Overall, this chapter provides a comprehensive understanding of the methods
for raising awareness, the requirements for an awareness-raising application, and
the technical aspects of communication and collaboration in OGD initiatives. The
recommendations, requirements, and prototype developed in this chapter con-
tribute to the advancement of OGD initiatives and provide guidance for developers,
governments, and researchers alike.
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TACKLING BARRIER 2: ASSESSING (META)DATA

QUALITY OF OGD

6.1 General Introduction

This chapter presents the research conducted to address the second barrier, which
pertains to the insufficient (meta)data quality on OGD portals. Indeed, in order to
effectively utilize OGD, it is crucial to have access to information regarding their
quality. This is because inadequate (meta)data quality can lead to inaccurate or
incomplete analyses, decision-making, and research on the part of users (Crusoe
et al., 2019; Kubler et al., 2018). Therefore, we emphasize the importance of assessing
(meta)data quality of individual datasets before using it in service development.

Many previous works (Bhandari et al., 2021; Chokki et al., 2022a; Neumaier et al.,
2016; Li et al., 2018; Nogueras-Iso et al., 2021; Vetrò et al., 2016; Wenige et al., 2021;
Raca et al., 2022; Reiche et al., 2014) suggest methods to evaluate the quality of meta-
data, data, or both. This study focuses specifically on those related to OGD to address
several of their shortcomings. To our knowledge no study has explicitly presented
a complete list of dimensions applicable separately to OGD and its metadata. The
aim of this study is to address this gap by (1) identifying a list of quality dimensions
for evaluating metadata and data separately, (2) integrating these dimensions into
QualityOGD, a tool that incorporates user preferences, and (3) evaluating the tool’s
effectiveness. Our research question is (RQ2) “What supports automated OGD
quality assessment in a way that distinguishes data and metadata and incorpo-
rates user needs?”. To answer this question, a literature review was conducted to
identify an exhaustive set of quality dimensions for evaluating both metadata and
data, which were then incorporated into a novel goal-oriented conversational agent
(referred to as “prototype” in this study), meaning that the agent has a programmed
structure for the conversation. To evaluate the ease of use and the usefulness of the
prototype, we conducted user testing with 14 participants.

6.1.1 Publications

The content of this chapter is based on the following peer-reviewed scientific publi-
cations:
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Abiola Paterne Chokki, Charalampos Alexopoulos, Stuti Saxena, Benoît Frénay,
Benoît Vanderose, and Mohsan Ali. Metadata quality matters in Open Govern-
ment Data (OGD) evaluation! An empirical investigation of OGD portals of the GCC
constituents. Transforming Government: People, Process and Policy, pages 1–21,
2022a. doi: 10.1108/TG-09-2022-0118sThis paper undertakes an evaluation of the metadata quality within the GCC

countries, aiming to identify the best-performing metric for each country
while also investigating potential disparities in metadata quality across the
region. To accomplish this, we adopt a quantitative research approach com-
prising a series of steps: defining the metrics for assessing metadata quality,
gathering datasets from the portals of GCC countries, calculating the metadata
quality of these portals, and conducting a comparative analysis of metadata
quality among the GCC countries.

Abiola Paterne Chokki, Anthony Simonofski, Antoine Clarinval, and Benoît Van-
derose. Evaluating a Conversational Agent for Open Government Data Quality
Assessment. In 29th Americas Conference on Information Systems, pages 1–10,
2023sThis paper presents a comprehensive compilation of dimensions and metrics

(sub-dimensions) that are essential for evaluating the quality of metadata and
data content independently for each open government dataset. Furthermore,
it offers a collection of features that are necessary for the development of a
quality assessment tool for (meta)data. These findings are the outcome of an
extensive investigation that encompasses a literature review and user testing.

6.1.2 Outline

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. We discuss the existing meth-
ods for OGD quality assessment and their limitations (Section 6.2). Then, we explain
our research methodology (Section 6.3), and present in the results section the list of
quality dimensions, our conventional agent and its evaluation (Section 6.4). Contri-
butions, limitations, and future avenues are discussed in Section 6.5.

6.2 Background

Within this section, we begin by explaining the key concepts employed in this study.
Subsequently, we provide an overview of existing quality assessment studies, con-
cluding with pertinent information concerning conversational agents designed for
OGD.

6.2.1 Relevance of Metadata and Data Quality for Open Government Data

OGD are mainly published on online portals and consist of two parts: the data itself
and its metadata. Data refers to the resource or distribution available for access
or download in various formats (e.g., CSV, PDF, Microsoft Excel spreadsheet, etc.)
(Neumaier et al., 2016). On the other hand, metadata refers to data that describes
other data (Duval, 2001), making it easier to retrieve, use, or manage the data (Milic
et al., 2021). In the OGD context, it typically includes information such as the
title, description, related topic, keywords, source, license, publisher, contact details,
creation, and modification date, among others (Milic et al., 2021; Neumaier et al.,
2016). One goal of OGD is to drive the creation of social and economic value through
the development of OGD-based innovative products and services. This reuse of
OGD is a process that can be structured as four steps (Crusoe et al., 2019). One of
these steps is the search and evaluation of data. In this step, good (meta)data quality
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is necessary since it can facilitate easier discovery of the desired information by
users (Attard et al., 2015). Later in the reuse process, data is acquired, processed, and
transformed into a product or service. In this step, poor data quality can obstruct
the efficient reuse of the data, escalate the costs associated with accessing and
interpreting the data, and potentially result in incorrect conclusions being drawn
(Zhang and Xiao, 2020).

As such, data of good quality can be defined as data that is “fit for use by data
consumers [i.e., users]” (Wang and Strong 1996). In other words, it is a measurement
of the ability of data to meet the specific needs of users. As for the metadata quality,
it can be defined as the fitness to describe the data, supporting the tasks of finding,
identifying, selecting, and eventually obtaining the data (Reiche et al., 2014). Previ-
ous studies (Kubler et al., 2018; Vetrò et al., 2016) have evaluated (meta)data quality
by combining the values of various (meta)data quality dimensions, which are sets of
attributes that represent specific aspects of data quality (Batini et al., 2009; Wang and
Strong, 1996). Examples of data quality dimensions include completeness, accuracy,
consistency, and timeliness (Bhandari et al., 2021). Each dimension is described by
one or more metrics (also called sub-dimensions) such as the percentage of com-
plete cells (i.e., cells that are not null nor empty) for the completeness dimension
(Vetrò et al., 2016). These metrics aim to offer users insights into the potential root
causes of (meta)data quality issues, whether they are high-level or more nuanced in
certain cases.

6.2.2 Existing Quality Assessment Studies

Many studies have investigated the assessment of the quality of (meta)data, but
this study focuses specifically on those related to OGD, excluding linked open data
(Zaveri et al., 2012). We focused on OGD in tabular format for two reasons. First,
many users, are more familiar with tabular data than the RDF format which is used
in LOD. Second, most of the datasets available on OGD portals are published in plain
text (CSV). To make a fair comparison between these studies, the criteria established
by Zhang and Xiao, 2020 have been utilized and supplemented with additional
criteria (see those underlined). The considered key criteria are: indicator (which
quality dimensions were taken into consideration), data type (whether the focus
was on metadata, data, or both), clarity of distinction (whether there was a clear
separation between dimensions for data and metadata), application (which portals
or datasets the study has been applied to), operation (whether the assessment was
automated or manual), and user needs (whether user can setup the dimensions,
metrics, or data attributes to be taken into account in the quality assessment). Table
6.1 presents the previous studies described by the mentioned criteria.

Based on Table 6.1, we can note that no study was able to fully cover all the criteria
mentioned. For example, Raca et al., 2022 considered the coverage of metadata
and data metrics as well as automation, but their work is applicable to the portal
rather than the dataset, there is no clear distinction between the metrics to be used
on metadata or data, and there is no option for users to define their preferences.
This study aims to provide a data quality assessment that can cover all the listed
criteria. It therefore differs from previous studies in several aspects. It defines a
list of dimensions that distinguishes between data and metadata and focuses on
the dataset level rather than the portal level. It provides a tool that supports fully
automated data and metadata quality assessment, and it allows users to set their
preferences at the dimension, metric, and attribute levels. Finally, it is the first work
that documents the necessary features to be integrated into a tool for assessing OGD
quality.
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Table 6.1: Existing OGD quality assessment studies. N/A stands for Non
Applicable, A for Automated and SA for Semi-automated

Studies Indicator Data type
Clarity of
distinction Application Opera-tion

user
needs

(Chu and Tseng,
2016)

Accessibility, Primary, Timely, Accuracy,
Integrity, and Abundance

Metadata &
Data

No OGD platform of the central
government of Taiwan (including
open data of nine agencies)

Not
Mentioned

No

(Reiche and
Hofig, 2013)

Completeness, Weighted Completeness,
Accuracy,
Richness of Information and
Accessibility

Metadata N/A 3 public government data
repositories, namely GovData.de,
data.gov.uk and publicdata.eu

A No

(Chokki et al.,
2022a)

Existence of following attributes: title,
description, language, theme, keywords,
license, publisher, references, and
release date

Metadata N/A 6 Gulf Cooperation Council national
portals: Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman,
Qatar, KSA, and UAE

A No

(Li et al., 2018) Completeness, Accuracy,
Consistency, Timeliness,
Uniqueness, Understandability,
Openness

Metadata &
Data

No Beijing, Guangzhou, and Harbin
data platforms

SA No

(Raca et al.,
2022)

Openness, Availability, Accessibility,
Discoverability, Timeless, Completeness,
Uniqueness, Consistency, Validity

Metadata &
Data

No 6 Western Balkan National Open
Data Portals: Albania, Bosnia and
Herzegovina, Kosovo, North
Macedonia, Montenegro, and Serbia

A No

(Bhandari et al.
2021)

Completeness Data N/A OGD of South Korea: National and 3
municipalities (Incheon, Seoul, and
Gyeonggi)

A No
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Studies Indicator Data type
Clarity of
distinction Application Opera-tion

user
needs

(Kubler et al.,
2018)

Existence, Conformance, Retrievability,
Accuracy, Open data

Metadata N/A 250 open data portals, powered by
organizations across 43 different
countries

A Yes

(Umbrich et al.
2015)

Retrievability, Usage, Completeness,
Accuracy, Openness, Contactability

Metadata N/A 82 CKAN portals A No

(Neumaier et al.,
2016)

Existence, Conformance, Retrievability,
Accuracy, Open Data

Metadata N/A 260 Open Data portals A No

(Kubler et al.,
2016)

Usage, Completeness, Openness,
Addressability, Retrievability

Metadata N/A 146 CKAN portals across 44
countries

A Yes

(Reiche et al.,
2014)

Completeness, Weighted Completeness,
Accuracy, Richness of Information,
Readability, Availability, Misspelling

Metadata N/A 10 CKAN OGD portals A No

(Vetrò et al.,
2016)

Traceability, Currentness, Expiration,
Completeness, Compliance,
Understandability, Accuracy

Data N/A Italian portals: National level and
municipality level (Torino, Roma,
Milano, Firenze, Bologna)

SA No

(Data.europa.eu,
2020)

Completeness, Findability, Accessibility,
Interoperability (Conformity, Machine
Readability, Openness), Reusability
(Timeliness, Consistency, Accuracy,
Relevance, Understandability,
Credibility), Contextuality

Metadata N/A Applicable to individual and overall
datasets on Data Europa portal

A No
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6.2.3 Conversational Agents for Open Government Data

According to Nuseibeh, 2018, conversational agents are software programs that
interpret and respond to natural language statements made by users. Nuseibeh
also categorizes conversational agents into two types: chatbots and goal-oriented
conversational agents. Chatbots are designed to simulate conversations with human
users, with ChatGPT being a well-known example. In the context of OGD, several
studies (Cantador et al., 2021; Keyner et al., 2019; Porreca et al., 2018; Wang et al.,
2023) have utilized chatbots for OGD search and exploration.

Goal-oriented conversational agents, on the other hand, have a pre-programmed
structure for the conversation, controlling the conversation flow by asking questions
and ignoring user inputs that do not answer the question. Moreau et al., 2019
propose a tool named SemanticBot, a semi-interactive ontology mapping tool that
utilizes goal-oriented conversational agents to provide an easy-to-use interface for
mapping ontologies on OpenDataSoft datasets.

Despite the popularity of conversational agents in OGD research, there is a lack
of studies that utilize them as interfaces for data quality assessment. This study aims
to address this gap by proposing a goal-oriented conversational agent that users (i.e,
infomediairies and citizens) can use for assessing (meta)data quality. In addition
to filling this gap, the implementation of a conversational agent was preferred for
two reasons. Firstly, it offers an intuitive and user-friendly way for inputting user
preferences, requiring minimal to no training due to its natural language communi-
cation and integration into popular instant messaging apps (Cantador et al., 2021).
Secondly, it has been shown to be effective in related OGD studies focused on open
data search and exploration (Cantador et al., 2021; Keyner et al., 2019; Moreau et al.,
2019; Porreca et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2023).

6.3 Research Methodology

To address the research question (RQ2) “What supports automated OGD qual-
ity assessment in a way that distinguishes data and metadata and incorporates
user needs?”, this study follows a research design comprising a literature review,
prototyping, and an evaluation through user testing with follow-up interviews.

The literature review, based on (Webster and Watson, 2002), spanned from Oc-
tober to December 2022 and utilized databases such as "Scopus," "Association for
Computing Machinery," and "Google Scholar". It helped to identify dimensions
and associated metrics related to (meta)data quality, using as the following search
queries: (“metadata quality” OR “data quality”) AND (evaluation OR assessment OR
assess OR evaluate) AND (“data” OR “open data” OR “open government data” OR
“public data” OR “public government data” OR “government data” OR “public sector
information”). An automated search returned 311 articles, out of which 13 relevant
ones were selected through a three-stage process that evaluated type, domain, and
title, examined the abstract, and scanned the content. As the focus was on automat-
ing quality assessment, only objective (i.e., computable/assessable without human
intervention) dimensions and metrics were considered, which were grouped and
categorized into metadata or data quality dimensions/metrics based on conceptual
similarities.

After identifying the dimensions/metrics, we utilized a prototyping approach
(Budde et al., 1992) to propose QualityOGD, a practical tool for users that can effort-
lessly integrate them into their quality assessment process. Requirements for the
prototype were collected from existing tools from the literature review and integrated
along with the dimensions/metrics. The backend of the prototype is developed with
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Django and PostgreSQL, while the frontend is built using Angular (code available at
https://github.com/chokkipaterne/qualityogd).

After implementing the prototype, we recruited 14 users through an open call for
participation in a "data analytics" course at the University of Namur and conducted
user testing to evaluate the prototype ease of use and usefulness. Additionally, we
administered an online survey to gather further feedback. Appendix D presents
the questions contained in the survey. To minimize errors associated with survey
research, the survey was pretested with two users (Grimm, 2010). The survey com-
prised items measured on a 5-point Likert scale (from “strongly disagree” to “strongly
agree”) based on the System Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaire (Brooke, 1986) with
5 additional questions to evaluate ease of use and usefulness. In addition to these
questions, there were free-text questions to collect general opinions and suggestions
for future versions and 3 additional questions to collect demographic data (data
manipulation skills, age, and education). Participants were invited to test the pro-
totype with their preferred datasets from the OpenDataSoft (ODS) data portal1 to
assess their (meta)data quality. During the test, we used an exploratory approach
(Rubin and Chisnell, 2008) and only provided guidance when participants asked for
assistance. After completing the survey, users were asked what features should be
kept, improved, removed, or added to facilitate (meta)data quality assessment. We
calculated the median, mean, and standard deviation for the Likert scale questions,
and coded verbal thoughts and responses from the free-text questions using short
sentences to retain context and conceptual relations.

6.4 Results

6.4.1 A Conversational Agent for (Meta)data Quality Assessment

Using existing tools features, we gather initial features for the OGD quality assess-
ment tool, which include (F1) an interface that is easy to use and intuitive, (F2) an
automated assessment process, (F3) the ability to differentiate between metadata
and data quality assessments, (F4) direct dataset selection from portals, (F5) user
preference selection for dimensions, metrics, and attributes during quality assess-
ment, (F6) data quality visualization, and (F7) an explanation of the reasons behind
each score for each dimension.

We developed a conversational agent to incorporate the identified features. A
demonstration video performed by us to evaluate the quality of the data "JCDecaux
Bike Stations Data"2 collected from the ODS portal is accessible at https://rb.gy/
89yfpr. As explained in the introduction, conversational agents require minimal
to no training due to their natural language communication and integration into
popular instant messaging apps. Based on this, the implemented prototype meets
requirement (F1). Figure 6.1 portrays the prototype conversation flow on its left
side, where user inputs (in rectangle boxes) and prototype outputs (in parallelogram
boxes) are represented by intents (i.e., user inputs and outcomes of user inputs). On
the right side of the figure, there is a screenshot of the prototype interface.

1https://data.opendatasoft.com/
2https://data.opendatasoft.com/explore/dataset/jcdecaux_bike_data%40public/table/
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Figure 6.1: Conversation flow of the prototype (parallelogram boxes for prototype outputs and rectangle boxes for user inputs) (Left). Screenshot of prototype
interface (Right).
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Welcome. This intent is automatically triggered at the start of the conversation,
during which the prototype introduces itself and greets the user.
Portals List. This intent is automatically triggered after the welcome intent or when
the user clicks the “Restart” button to initiate the process from the beginning. Its
purpose is to provide a list of the portals included in the prototype.
Portal Selection. This intent enables users to choose the portal to which the dataset
being processed belongs, from the portals list. In the event that the user chooses an
incorrect portal identifier, the prototype will alert them with the error message "The
information on the dataset appears to be incorrect" and request the user to make an
alternative selection.
Dataset Selection. This intent enables the user to input the identifier of the dataset
they wish to assess (F4). The prototype then sends this identifier to the backend
to verify its existence and the distribution format of the dataset, which must be
machine-readable. If the identifier exists and the format is supported, the prototype
automatically generates the (meta)data quality of the selected dataset using all
dimensions, metrics, and attributes. When the identifier is invalid, the prototype
communicates this to the user through an error message, stating "Unable to retrieve
the data content", and encourages the user to make another attempt.
Generate (Meta)data Quality. This intent enables the user to automatically retrieve
the (meta)data quality of the selected dataset (F2). The results are presented in three
parts with visualizations to facilitate understanding:soverall quality, calculated as the mean of all (meta)data dimensions and

displayed using a gauge chart (F6).smetadata quality (F3), calculated as the mean of only metadata dimensions
and displayed using a gauge chart (F6). By clicking on "More details", the
gauge chart is replaced with a bar chart (F6) where each bar represents one
metadata dimension, and its value is computed as the mean of the metrics
under that dimension. When the user clicks on a dimension, the prototype
displays the bar chart for the metrics under the selected dimension (F7).sdata quality (F3), similar to metadata quality but only displays dimensions
and metrics related to the data.

Table 6.2 showcases the dimensions and metrics employed in the prototype,
providing comprehensive details about these metrics, such as their definitions and
corresponding formulas. To ensure that their assessment remains dynamic, we
chose to include only dimensions that can be calculated using formulas, based on
previous studies (Data.europa.eu, 2020; Reiche et al., 2014; Vetrò et al., 2016).
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Table 6.2: List of dimensions and metrics integrated into the conversa-
tional agent.

Dimensions Metrics Definition Formula

Metadata
Completeness Percentage of complete fields

in metadata
Indicates the percentage of complete fields in metadata. A
complete field is defined as a value that is not null and is set

Number of complete fields * 100/Total
number of fields

Findability

Keywords assigned Indicates if the keywords field is assigned 100 if yes else 0
Categories assigned Indicates if the categories field is assigned 100 if yes else 0
Title given Indicates if the dataset title is set 100 if yes else 0
Description of data given Indicates if the dataset description is given 100 if yes else 0
Temporal information given Indicates if the date/period of the dataset belongs to is given 100 if yes else 0
Spatial information given Indicates if the information about the region the dataset

belongs to is given
100 if yes else 0

Accessibility
Access URL accessible Indicates if the access URL of the dataset is accessible 100 if yes else 0
Download URL given Indicates if the download URL of the dataset is given 100 if yes else 0
Download URL accessible
without registration

Indicates if the download URL of the dataset is accessible
without registration

100 if yes else 0

Conformity

Conformity of URLs The extent to which the values of access properties (HTTP,
URLs) are valid

Number of valid URL fields * 100/Total
URL fields

Conformity of date formats The extent to which the date fields are using a valid date format Number of valid date fields * 100/Total
number of date fields

Conformity of email
addresses

The extent to which the email fields are valid Number of valid email fields *100/Total
number of email fields

DCAT-AP compliance of
metadata

Indicates if the metadata of the dataset is provided in DCAT
format and is compliant with DCAT-AP

100 if yes else 0
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Table 6.2: List of dimensions and metrics integrated into the conversa-
tional agent.

Dimensions Metrics Definition Formula

Machine readability/
processability

Processability of file format
and media type

Indicates if the file format and media type can be handled by
automated processes (CSV, JSON, Excel accepted in this study)

100 if yes else 0

Openness
Openness of file format and
media type

Indicates if the file format and media type is in a
non-proprietary format (CSV, JSON accepted in this study)

100 if yes else 0

License information given Indicates if the license information is given 100 if yes else 0
Openness of license Indicates if the license corresponds to one of the open Licenses

listed in opendefinition.org
100 if yes else 0

Timeliness
Update information given Indicates if the frequency/periodicity of the dataset update is

given
100 if yes else 0

Creation date given Indicates if the creation date is given 100 if yes else 0
Modification date given Indicates if the last modification date is given 100 if yes else 0

Accuracy
File format accuracy Indicates if information given about file format can be

compared with the actual file format of the resource
100 if yes else 0

Content size accuracy Indicates if information given about content size can be
compared with the actual content size of the resource

100 if yes else 0

Understand-ability Percentage of columns
with metadata

Indicates the percentage of columns in a dataset that has
associated descriptive metadata.

Number of columns with metadata *
100/ Total number of columns

Credibility
Contact point given Indicates if the contact point of the dataset is given 100 if yes else 0
Dataset publisher given Indicates if the dataset publisher information (e.g., name or

email) is given
100 if yes else 0

Uniqueness
Title is unique Indicates if the dataset title is unique 100 if yes else 0
Description is unique Indicates if the dataset description is unique 100 if yes else 0
Identifier is unique Indicates if the dataset identifier is unique 100 if yes else 0
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Table 6.2: List of dimensions and metrics integrated into the conversa-
tional agent.

Dimensions Metrics Definition Formula

Data

Completeness
Percentage of complete cells A cell which is not empty nor null is considered as complete Number of complete cells * 100/ Total

number of cells
Percentage of complete rows A row which all the cells are not empty nor null is considered as

complete
Number of complete rows * 100/ Total
number of rows

Accuracy Percentage of accurate cells Accurate cells are identified by their corresponding column
type. Therefore, a cell is deemed accurate if its type matches
the column type. For instance, if a column has a type of “email”,
a cell with the value “abc” in that column would be regarded as
inaccurate.

Number of accurate cells * 100/ Total
number of cells

Uniqueness
Percentage of unique rows Indicates the percentage of unique rows in the dataset Number of unique rows * 100/ Total

number of rows
Percentage of unique
columns

Indicates the percentage of unique columns in the dataset Number of unique columns * 100/ Total
number of columns
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user needs. This intent allows users to configure their preferences (F5). In contrast
to other studies (Kubler et al., 2018) that limit user choices to dimensions, this study
focuses on three aspects of user needs: dimensions, metrics, and data attributes.
Users have the ability to assign weights to each dimension and metric involved
in the quality assessment process. The default weight assigned is 1, implying an
equal impact of all dimensions and metrics on the assessment. However, users
have the flexibility to emphasize the importance of a specific dimension or metric
by assigning it a weight greater than 1. Conversely, a weight of 0 can be allocated
to exclude a particular dimension or metric from the assessment. This flexible
weighting system allows users to highlight those dimensions or metrics that hold
more significance over others, based on their requirements. In addition, users can
choose which data attributes to include in the data quality assessment by unchecking
unwanted attributes using checkboxes.

6.4.2 Evaluation Results

We collected opinions from 14 participants (10 undergraduates between the ages
of 18 and 29 and 4 doctoral students between the ages of 30 and 49), regarding the
ease of use and usefulness of the conversational agent to assess (meta)data quality.
This was done through surveys that the participants completed after exploring the
prototype.

Table 6.3 presents the median (MD), mean (M), and standard deviation (SD) of
the SUS score (which summarizes questions about usability), and five additional
questions used to assess the usefulness of the prototype. The results of Table 6.3 lead
to several conclusions. First, based on the interpretability of the SUS score presented
in (Lewis and Sauro 2018), the prototype offers excellent usability as both the MD
and M scores for the SUS are above 85. Second, participants agree that the prototype
is useful for assessing overall quality, metadata quality, and data quality, as the MD
and M of these questions are each equal to or greater than 4 with SD < 1. Third, most
users agree that the prototype helps them to identify where data quality issues exist
(Q14) and set their preferences (Q15), as MD and M are greater than 3.5 with SD ≈
0.75.

Table 6.3: Median (MD), mean (M) and standard deviation (SD) of
survey scores.

SUS
Score
(Q1-
Q10)

Usefulness for quality assessment
Data +
Metadata
(Q11)

Metadata
(Q12)

Data
(Q13)

better highlight
errors related to
a dataset (Q14)

take into
account user
needs (Q15)

MD 85 4 5 5 4 4
M
(SD)

86.07
(6.10)

4.42 (0.53) 4.57
(0.53)

4.57
(0.53)

3.57 (0.78) 3.71 (0.75)

During testing, we found that all participants were able to assess their selected
dataset's (meta)data quality with little or no assistance. Participants indicated
that the prototype was easy sto use, intuitive, and ergonomic, which explains the
excellent SUS score. The user needs section, particularly at the attribute level, was
highly valued by most participants as it allowed them to evaluate only the columns
that were relevant to them. All participants appreciated the use of visualizations
to express the quality of the (meta)data instead of simple numbers. They also
appreciated the hierarchical presentation of quality results (starting with an overview,
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followed by dimension level, and finally metric level), which allowed them to quickly
grasp the overall quality of the (meta)data and then delve deeper to understand the
underlying values.

All participants agreed that the current features should be kept, but many of
them suggested simplifying the presentation of weight setup at the dimension and
metric level. As for new features, they proposed adding a dimension to measure
the correctness of the (meta)data description in comparison to its title and content,
as well as the accuracy of the column descriptions and cell values to ensure that
the dataset reflects real-world data accurately. One participant also recommended
adding an option to export the (meta)data quality results in PDF or Excel format.
Another participant suggested including more details on certain metrics, such as
presenting the specific columns that make the rows incomplete in the data for the
"Percentage of complete rows" metric.

6.5 Wrap up

The aim of this study is to identify quality dimensions for assessing metadata and
data separately in the context of OGD, integrate them into a tool that accommodates
user needs, and assess its effectiveness. To accomplish this, we conducted a literature
review to identify quality dimensions, metrics, and initial requirements for the
prototype. We then incorporated this information into a conversational agent and
evaluated its ease of use and usefulness in assisting users to evaluate the quality of a
dataset through a user test that involved 14 participants. The user test results show
that users found the prototype easy to use and useful to assess the quality of data
and metadata, to highlight the errors related to a dataset, and to take into account
their preferences.

This study makes theoretical contributions in several aspects. Firstly, it builds
upon prior studies (Data.europa.eu, 2020; Reiche et al., 2014; Vetrò et al., 2016) to
propose a comprehensive list of dimensions and metrics (sub-dimensions) nec-
essary to evaluate the quality of metadata and data content separately (Table 6.2).
Secondly, unlike previous studies, this study explicitly specifies which dimensions
are applicable to metadata and data content and provides corresponding metrics to
be considered for each dimension. This categorization enables users to be aware
of the relevant dimensions and metrics when evaluating metadata or data content.
Additionally, it provides an overview of the dimensions and allows for a more in-
depth understanding of the errors in the data. Thirdly, through existing tools, we
have identified a set of features required to develop a (meta)data quality assessment
tool. This list can serve as a reference for infomediaries or researchers to compare or
analyze (meta)data quality assessment tools.

This study also carries practical implications in several important areas. Firstly,
it is the first known study to propose a quality assessment tool for open government
data using a conversational agent based approach. Secondly, unlike the other tools
discussed in the Background Section (refer to Table 1), the prototype (QualityOGD)
addresses various limitations by providing complete automation, incorporating
dimensions and metrics for both metadata and data, clearly distinguishing between
these aspects in the interface, and enabling users to personalize their preferences
during the quality assessment process. Thirdly, while other tools only allow users to
set preferences at the dimension level, the prototype extends this capability to the
metric and attribute levels as well. Finally, we provide open access to the prototype
source code, which can serve as a valuable resource for developers aiming to create
their own tool for assessing (meta)data quality or enhance the existing prototype.

One significant limitation of this study is the potential lack of representativeness
of the evaluation sample. While the number of participants may be considered
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small, previous studies (Faulkner, 2003; Nielsen, 2000) suggest that a minimum of
five participants for usability tests is a good starting point, in addition Lallemand
and Gronier, 2015 indicate that around 15 users is enough to study general tendency.
To improve representativeness, we suggest exploring alternative communication
channels or conducting on-site evaluations at universities or with open data users.
Another limitation of the study is the small number of dimensions/metrics selected
on the data level. However, this decision was made deliberately, as only objective
dimensions/metrics were chosen. This was to ensure that their measurements
could not differ from one user to another, unlike subjective measures such as col-
umn understandability, which can vary depending on the user's perception. In
future work, we plan to (re)define (existent) additional dimensions/metrics that are
relevant to the (meta)data and explore ways to automate them through machine
learning methods, and also assess whether the quality assessment computed by the
prototype is consistent with expert judgment. Second, we will assess the impact
of a conversational agent's presence on an OGD portal by utilizing the Technology
Acceptance Model (Davis, 1989) to measure citizens' intent to use it. Third, we plan
to conduct an experimental study to identify which types of users (developers, data
scientists, businesses, or citizens) are most likely to find the conversational agent
helpful.
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TACKLING BARRIER 3: FACILITATING DATA

STORYTELLING WITH OGD

7.1 General Introduction

This chapter presents the contributions addressing the third barrier to OGD reuse,
that is, the difficulty for users to turn data into stories. Once users have become aware
of the existence and usefulness of OGD (Section 5) and have gained knowledge about
the quality of these datasets (Section 6), the challenge remains of how to effectively
transform these datasets into compelling narratives. The ability to convert data
into meaningful stories is essential for informed decision-making, but it can prove
challenging for many users, particularly those lacking specialized technical skills.
Furthermore, this process can be time-consuming if the necessary skills and tools
are not readily available.

Before embarking on the task of creating data-driven stories, it is crucial to deter-
mine which data will be of interest to a wide range of users and how to present that
data in a manner that facilitates comprehension. To address these considerations,
we have formulated two research questions: (RQ3a) "What datasets are of primary
interest to users in the Wallonia context?" and (RQ3b) "What visualization opti-
mization approaches are most effective for specific type of datasets?". To answer
these questions, we conducted an analysis of the usage statistics of the Namur OGD
portal and administered an online survey to identify users’ specific requirements
regarding the types of data they would like to see available on such portals. These
endeavors provided valuable insights and allowed us to generate recommendations
for OGD publishers and infomediaries regarding the types of data that should be pri-
oritized for publication. Additionally, through interviews, we were able to determine
the most suitable visualization methods for different categories of data, taking into
account user ratings. This comprehensive approach enabled us to gain a deeper
understanding of user preferences and needs when it comes to data presentation
and visualization on portals.

Recognizing that individual visualizations may not provide a comprehensive
summary of dataset content, we propose the utilization of dashboards consisting
of multiple visualizations. The aim is to present data in a manner that enhances
user understanding. To address this, we have formulated the following research
questions: (RQ3c) "What are the design principles for effective dashboards in the
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context of OGD?" and (RQ3d) "In what ways do well-structured dashboards, in-
corporating best dashboard design principles, enhance citizen engagement with
OGD compared to individual visualizations?". To answer these questions, we con-
ducted a literature review to gather dashboard principles, which were subsequently
validated through user testing using a tool that implemented these principles as a
proxy.

Having obtained insights from the aforementioned research questions, our next
step was to identify the requirements for data storytelling tools that could facilitate
user-driven narrative creation. Consequently, we formulated the research question
as follows: (RQ3e) "What essential features should be incorporated in a compre-
hensive, end-to-end data storytelling tool tailored for open data?". In order to
answer this research question, we conducted a literature review to identify the es-
sential features to be integrated into a data storytelling tool, encompassing all stages
of the process within the open data context. Once these features were identified, we
validated them through user testing using a tool that implemented them as a proxy.

7.1.1 Publications

The content of this chapter is based on the following peer-reviewed scientific publi-
cations:
Abiola Paterne Chokki, Anthony Simonofski, Benoît Frénay, and Benoît Vanderose.
Open Government Data for Non-expert Citizens: Understanding Content and Visu-
alizations’ Expectations. Research Challenges in Information Science, 415 LNBIP:
602–608, 2021. ISSN 18651356. doi: 10.1007/978-3-030-75018-3_42sThis paper presents the datasets that are of interest to users and the visu-

alizations that they prefer on OGD portals. These insights are valuable for
infomediaries who are searching for suitable datasets for their applications,
as well as for OGD publishers who need to determine which datasets to make
available on their portals. Furthermore, these findings offer guidance on the
types of visualizations that enhance user comprehension. These findings were
obtained through a multi-method approach, which included an analysis of the
usage statistics of the OGD portal of Namur, a complementary online survey
to understand the dataset needs of end-users, and interviews to gather their
opinions on correctly designed and well-presented visualizations of datasets.

Abiola Paterne Chokki, Anthony Simonofski, Benoît Frénay, and Benoît Vanderose.
Engaging Citizens with Open Government Data: The Value of Dashboards compared
to Individual Visualizations. Digital Government: Research and Practice, 2022d.
doi: https://doi.org/10.1145/3558099sThis paper presents a compilation of design principles for dashboards in

the OGD context, aiming to enhance their usability and user understanding.
These principles are identified through a systematic literature review. Fur-
thermore, the paper validates the hypothesis that the use of well-designed
dashboards can promote citizen engagement with OGD. This validation is
achieved through the implementation of these design principles in a usable
tool and the assessment of their impact on citizen engagement using the tool
as a proxy.

Abiola Paterne Chokki, Benoit Frenay, and Benoît Vanderose. Open Data Explorer:
An End-to-end Tool for Data Storytelling using Open Data. In Americas Conference
on Information Systems 2022 Proceedings. 6, 2022bsThis paper introduces a collection of essential features required for designing

a generic and end-to-end data storytelling tool that enables users with varying
levels of data manipulation skills to effortlessly transform OGD into engaging
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narratives. The identification of these features is based on a comprehensive
literature review and interviews conducted with potential users. To validate
these features, a functional tool named ODE (Open Data Explorer) is utilized
as a proxy, incorporating the identified features.

Abiola Paterne Chokki and Benoît Vanderose. From Conventional Open Government
Data Portals to Storytelling Portals : The StoryOGD Prototype. In 24th Annual
International Conference on Digital Government Research, pages 1–2, 2023sThis paper introduces StoryOGD, an enhanced iteration of the ODE tool, which

is explicitly tailored to aid publishers in effectively presenting their portals in
a user-friendly fashion. Additionally, it outlines the requirements necessary
for implementing such a tool, which were identified through an exploratory
study of websites that aggregated open datasets and presented them in a
user-friendly manner.

7.1.2 Outline

The organization of this chapter is as follows: Section 7.2 provides insights into users’
perspectives on content and visualization expectations. Section 7.3 delves into the
principles underlying effective dashboards. Furthermore, Section 7.4 addresses the
requirements necessary for designing a tool that facilitates data storytelling. Finally,
Section 7.5 concludes the chapter by summarizing its key contributions.

7.2 Understanding Content and Visualizations’ Expectations from
the Users’ Perspectives

In this section, we present the datasets of interest to users of Wallonia and preferred
visualizations as expressed by users on OGD portals. These insights are valuable for
infomediaries seeking suitable datasets for applications and for OGD publishers in
determining the datasets to make available on portals. Additionally, they provide
guidance on the types of visualizations that enhance user comprehension.

The methodology employed to identify users’ content and visualizations expec-
tations is outlined in Section 7.2.1. The findings related to content and visualizations
expectations are presented in Section 7.2.2. Finally, Section 7.2.3 summarizes the
contributions of this section, acknowledges the study’s limitations, and proposes
potential avenues for future research.

7.2.1 Research Methodology

In order to address (RQ3a) "What datasets are of primary interest to users in the
Wallonia context?", we combined three resources. First, we used the OGD portal of
the city of Namur (Belgium)1 as use case to study the actual consultation statistics
of the datasets on the portal. We chose this portal as it is the most advanced portal
in Wallonia (Belgium) and access with key stakeholders of this portal was possible.
This information was collected through a file sent by the OGD manager of the city
to the researchers, as we could not directly access the information on the portal.
Second, we initiated the survey using the High-Value Datasets2 (HVDs) from the
Dutch government’s data portal, given the historical and cultural proximity between
the Netherlands and Belgium. The list was also used to verify if it matches with
the real expectations of non-expert users. Third, to complement the findings from

1https://data.namur.be/pages/accueil/
2https://data.overheid.nl/community/maatschappij/high-value/gemeenten
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these statistics, we issued a survey to the users of Namur asking them what datasets
they expect to find on portals. Appendix E presents the questions contained in the
survey. The survey was pretested by two users to ensure all kinds of errors that are
associated with survey research are reduced (Zuiderwijk et al., 2012). The survey was
later shared on Facebook groups and was filled in by 43 users. This low participation
rate can be explained by three reasons: (i) we focused here on participants interested
on OGD (i.e., those who may or may not be familiar with OGD but are keen to learn
more) which represent a very specific subset of the population, (ii) we only used
online channels due to the COVID situation and (iii) the survey was conducted as a
complement to the usage statistics. Figure 7.1 summarizes the methodology used to
address RQ3a.

Figure 7.1: Methodology used to identify the datasets of interest to users of Wallonia.

To answer (RQ3b) "What visualization optimization approaches are most effec-
tive for specific type of datasets?", we conducted interviews with 10 users of Namur,
interested to know more about OGD. These 10 users were recruited on voluntary ba-
sis based on their answers to the previous survey. The reasons for low participation
are the same as above, with the exception of the third. Figure 7.1 summarizes the
methodology used to address RQ3b.

Figure 7.2: Methodology used to collect visualizations’ expectations from users.

Datasets & predefined tasks. We selected three datasets from the open data portal
of Namur for the interviews. These datasets were chosen because they are easy to
understand by participants and also are among the most visited datasets according to
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Table 7.1: List of datasets and predefined tasks for interviews.

Datasets Predefined Tasks
COVID-19 Pandemic - Province of Na-
mur - New contaminations by com-
mune
Link: https://rb.gy/4r0ht7

(T1) Total new cases over date
(T2) Total new cases per municipality

Namur - Mobility - Parking
Link : https://rb.gy/b840w5

(T3) Total places per parking type
(T4) Total places per parking type and
per municipality

Namur - Ordinary budget by function
Link : https://rb.gy/1q79nd

(T5) Total revenues and total expenses
across function
(T6) Total revenues and total expenses
across function over year

the usage statistics file collected from the OGD manager of Namur. For each dataset,
we have defined 2 tasks that the participants need to do in order to record their
feedback. The predefined tasks were also well selected in order to cover different use
cases of data visualization. Table 7.1 summarizes the information about the datasets
(name, link for more details and predefined tasks).
Data collection. For each predefined task, we have generated at least 2 different
visualizations. Participants were then asked to give a score between 1 (very inap-
propriate) to 10 (very appropriate) to each generated visualization. In addition,
participants were asked to verbalize their thoughts during the study about why they
gave a certain score for a specific visualization and also how they would like to rep-
resent the visualization to facilitate understanding. These thoughts were recorded
so that nothing was missed from their feedback. Each subject spent approximately
30min to note in total 22 visualizations for all the predefined tasks.
Data analysis. After collecting user feedback, the final score of each proposed
visualization type for each predefined task was calculated using the average of user
ratings. The different scores were then used to find the best visualization type
(visualization with the highest score) for each predefined task.

7.2.2 Results

In this section, we present the results obtained after applying the different method-
ologies presented earlier.

7.2.2.1 Content expectations: usage statistics and survey results

The file collected from the OGD manager of Namur portal concerns the consultation
of the portal’s data from January to December 2020. This file contains 902 573 rows
and 34 columns such as timestamp, user_ip_addr, dataset_id, exec_time and so on.
Based on this file, we determine how many times each dataset was visited between
January and December 2020. Table 7.2 shows the top 10 datasets consulted on the
OGD portal of Namur.

Referring to Table 7.2, the order of the datasets from most to least visited, is as
follows: COVID datasets, datasets on cemeteries, data on communities, localities,
addresses, and buildings, mobility data and population data. Another observation is
that some expected datasets, such as budget data to achieve transparency, were less
visited but were among the 100 most visited datasets. Also, many datasets in the list
of HVDs are not found in the list of datasets visited on the Namur portal.

Regarding the survey, a total of 43 users completed it. 63% of users had heard
about open data, 53% had used an open data portal and 70% had general computer
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Table 7.2: Top 10 datasets visited between January and December 2020 on the OGD
portal of Namur.

No Dataset Dataset Category
in Survey

Number
of
records

%
records

D1 Number of confirmed
COVID-19 cases by munici-
pality

COVID 298498 33.1

D2 Number of new confirmed
COVID-19 cases per munici-
pality per day

COVID 57130 18.4

D3 Number of new hospital-
izations of COVID-19 per
province per day

COVID 51232 6.33

D4 List of Deceased Related to
Cemetery Locations

Non Present 24260 5.68

D5 Administrative boundaries
- Municipalities of the
Province of Namur

Non Present 20108 2.69

D6 Polygons of 26 localities of
the commune of Namur

Non Present 17776 2.23

D7 Boundaries of districts of Na-
mur

Non Present 16345 1.97

D8 Location of Public Cemeter-
ies

Non Present 14588 1.81

D9 Photos and geolocalized old
postcards

Non Present 10497 1.62

D10 List of the deceased linked to
the cemetery sites in the com-
mune of Namur

Non Present 8756 1.16

knowledge. First, we asked participants to quantify the importance of the predefined
datasets (coming from the list of HVDs) using a scale from “Not important at all”
to “Very Important”. The importance was calculated as the median response of the
43 respondents. The survey results show that most of the datasets are important
(median=3) for users except the datasets about street lighting, places to walk dogs,
information on trees and spreading routes, which have a median less than 3 (not
important). Second, we asked the following question to participants: “What data
(other than those listed) would you like to see on an Open Data site?”. 13 participants
answered it. The list of suggested data included: nurseries libraries, road work
schedule, local business statistics, position of the refugee centers and their age
pyramid, collection and use of tax and information on essential shops.

Based on these findings, we suggest publishers to highlight on the portal (re-
spectively infomediaries to offer services based on) the high-value datasets, COVID-
Related Data (or, more generally, data relevant to analyze a current crisis and/or
societal debate in an objective manner), administrative boundaries and population
data, a list of buildings, mobility data and old photos from the city. On the other
hand, publishers should also provide, in addition to the current data, datasets about
nurseries libraries, road work schedule, local business statistics, position of the
refugee centers and their age pyramid, collection and use of tax and information
on essential shops. Figure 7.3 summarizes the most visited datasets and those sug-
gested by users. They should also have a feedback feature which can help collect
user expectations in terms of the datasets to be published on the portal. Moreover,
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Figure 7.3: Datasets most visited and those suggested by users of Wallonia

.

they should implement a system for tracking the usage statistics of each published
dataset, employing a traffic analysis tool to assess their relevance and importance.

7.2.2.2 Visualization expectations: results from interviews

In total, 10 users participated to the interviews. All participants had average to low
computer skills and had not previously analyzed the studied datasets. Table 7.3
presents the adequate visualization type for each predefined task based on the
user feedback. Note that the best visualization type is determined by taking the
visualization type that has the highest final score calculated using the average of
user ratings.

Referring to Table 7.3, we can note that the best visualization type for visualizing
geographic data is the bubble map, for comparing categorical data is the bar graph,
and for seeing the evolution over time is the line graph. In addition, we find that the
design of the visualization types is very important for users to help them understand
them easily. Thus, based on user feedback on suggested visualizations, we propose
that infomediaries and publishers take the following actions to incorporate these
user expectations. First, they should have a visualization review feature that allows
users to provide suggestions on how to improve visualizations. Second, they should
allow users to access the low-level visual encodings such as graph orientation, axis
labels, order of data in graph and color, in order to change them if necessary. Third,
they should provide filter functionality for each visualisation to allow only the desired
data to be displayed rather than all data.

7.2.3 Conclusion

The aim of this study was to understand the content and visualization expectations
of users towards OGD. To achieve that goal, we used a multi-method approach
including an analysis of the usage statistics of the OGD portal of Namur, a com-
plementary online survey of 43 participants to find out the needs of the end-users
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Table 7.3: Best visualization type for each predefined task.

Datasets Tasks Predefined Best Visualiza-
tion Type

COVID-19 Pandemic -
Province of Namur -
New contaminations by
commune

(T1) Total new cases over
date

Line chart

(T2) Total new cases per mu-
nicipality

Bubble map

Namur - Mobility - Park-
ing

(T3) Total places per parking
type

Bar chart with hor-
izontal orienta-
tion & Doughnut
& Pie chart

(T4) Total places per parking
type and per municipality

Grouped bar chart
with horizontal
orientation

Namur - Ordinary bud-
get by function

(T5) Total revenues and total
expenses across function

Grouped bar chart
with vertical orien-
tation

(T6) Total revenues and to-
tal expenses across function
over year

Multiple line
charts

in terms of datasets and interviews with 10 participants to get their opinion on
the correct and well-designed visualizations of datasets. Using this multi-method
approach, we identify users’ expectations for content in the context of Wallonia (see
Figure 7.3) and visualizations (use bubble map for geographic data, bar graph for
categorical data, line graph for temporal data and more in (Holtz and Conor, 2018)),
and then provide useful recommendations to infomediaries and publishers (see
Table 7.4). The results concerning the optimal visualization type for specific data are
consistent with the conclusions of the previous study (Holtz and Conor, 2018).

Table 7.4: Data and visualization recommendations for infomediaries
and publishers.

Data Recommendations
(a) Publish useful datasets, including HVD datasets and additional suggested
datasets (see figure 7.3)
(b) Highlight on the portal (publishers) and offer services (infomediairies) based on
the most visited datasets (see figure 7.3)
(c) Incorporate a feedback feature on the portal to capture user expectations for
desired datasets
(d) Monitor usage statistics of each published dataset to assess their relevance and
importance
Visualization Recommendations
(e) Use adequate visualization based on data types. The figures 7.14, 7.15, 7.16, and
7.17 illustrate the optimal visualization types for particular data, further supported
by findings in the prior study (Holtz and Conor, 2018).
(f ) Implement a visualization review feature that allows users to provide suggestions
on how to improve visualizations
(g) Provide access to low-level visual encodings such as graph orientation, axis
labels, order of data in graph and color, in order to change them if necessary
(h) Offer filter functionality for each visualization to allow only the desired data to
be displayed rather than all data
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This study differs from existing literature in two aspects. First, to our knowledge,
this study is the first attempt to use the usage statistics of portal combined with
a survey to understand content expectations. Second, in previous research such
as (Ornig et al., 2017) only three visualization types (treemap, stacked area chart
and map) and uses cases with a single attribute for measure and dimension were
suggested for participants, compared to our study, where we provided more than ten
visualization types (grouped or stacked bar chart, line chart, connected scatter, map,
bubble map, sun-burst, treemap, multiple charts, pie chart and doughnut) and more
uses cases with multiple attributes for dimensions and measures. In (Khan and Shah
Khan, 2011), the authors have presented the use cases of many visualization types
and proposed some methods of interactivity in general contrarily to here where
we based on tasks to provide the best visualization type and also suggested the
interactivity for each of these visualization types.

However, this study has some limitations that need to be addressed in future
work. First, the number of participants was low, but this did not introduce funda-
mental bias in the study, as the survey was a complementary method to assess user
expectations. Furthermore, in-depth usability tests to evaluate a data visualization
tool were successful in previous studies with less than ten participants (Faulkner,
2003). To increase the number of participants, we suggest using multiple channels
of communication or collecting data on-site in administrations. As in this study,
with the COVID, this was not possible. Second, in this study, we only used the usage
statistics on Namur portal but this did not also impact the study because most of
the portals in the Wallonia contain the same categories of datasets. However, using
more portals can be helpful to confirm these findings about the user expectations in
terms of datasets in the context of Wallonia. In fact, an international comparison of
usage statistics to compare the needs of population from different countries would
constitute an interesting lead for further research. Third, the study covered few
visualization types, focusing on the most used and consulted on portals by non-
experts. Other visualization types concerning distribution, relation and part of whole
should be also covered to address this gap by conducting interviews with a wider
audience and by using more categories of datasets. Fourth, the results regarding the
most visited datasets could be biased. The usage statistics from the Namur portal
cover a brief period and might not account for instances where developers shared
data directly with peers, bypassing the portal. For instance, while COVID-related
datasets are currently in high demand, this trend might change post-pandemic.
Future research should consider usage statistics spanning a more extended period
and encompass different regions to mitigate such biases.

7.3 Dashboard Design Principles

The use of individual visualizations on open data portals has been shown to lack
efficiency in reducing the information asymmetry between governments and citi-
zens (Mellouli et al., 2014; Purwanto et al., 2020). Dashboards may be a promising
way to address this problem, as individual visualizations only cover few information
contained in the dataset, unlike dashboards that often incorporate more details in
a single screen. The objective of this study is to identify the design principles of
dashboards in the OGD context that facilitate their use and to investigate whether
the use of well-designed dashboards can help citizens to engage with OGD. The
contribution of this study is threefold. First, it provides dashboard designers with
a list of best practices for deploying dashboards in the OGD context. Second, it
applies the design principles to build a usable tool which can be used as a basis to
develop other dashboards. Third, it suggests that citizens prefer to use well-designed
dashboards over individual visualizations to engage with (i.e., use or explore) OGD.
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The remainder of this section is organized as follows. Section 7.3.1 introduces
the systematic literature review approach and presents its outputs. Section 7.3.2
offers an overview of NBDash (Namur Budget Dashboard), which incorporates
the identified design principles, along with the methodology employed to assess
its impact on citizen engagement. The implementation process of NBDash and
the results of its evaluation are presented in Section 7.3.3. Finally, Section 7.3.4
summarizes the contributions of this section, acknowledges the study’s limitations,
and proposes potential avenues for future research.

7.3.1 Systematic Literature Review

In this section, we first describe the Systematic Literature Review (SLR) approach
used to identify the design principles of dashboards. Then, we present the outputs
of the SLR.

7.3.1.1 Systematic Literature Review Approach

From April to June 2021, we conducted a Systematic Literature Review following
the procedure outlined by (Petersen et al., 2008), aiming to understand the design
principles of general, city, and OGD dashboards. We do not limit the SLR to the
OGD context only, as we believe that the design principles of general and city dash-
boards can be applied to OGD dashboards, since they also sometimes use open
data. In order to cover as many relevant publications as possible, we searched the
following databases: Scopus3, Science Direct4 and Association for Computing Ma-
chinery (ACM)5. With the aim of automating the search in the selected databases,
the following search string was constructed using the combination of keywords
from our research question (RQ3c) "What are the design principles for effective
dashboards in the context of OGD?": (“*dashboard” OR “*visual*”) AND (“design”)
AND (“principle” OR “practice” OR “guideline”) AND (“open government data” OR
“open data” OR “government data” OR “public government data” OR “public data”
OR “public sector information”). The search string was later customized based on
the requirements of each database. The term "visual*", which can cover, for example,
"visualization" or "visual", was added to the search terms because a dashboard is a
collection of visualizations and, therefore, visualization best practices can also be
applied to dashboards. Based on the automated search, we obtained 274 articles. We
then identified relevant articles in three stages: first, we evaluated the type, domain
and title; second, we examined the abstract; and finally, we scanned the content (see
Figure 7.4).

Figure 7.4: Filter processes applied in the systematic literature review (SLR) accom-
panied with the number of remaining papers for each step.

In the first stage, 237 publications meeting one of the following criteria were
excluded from the review: duplicate papers, studies with titles that are not relevant to
the keywords from RQ3c, studies published in the health sector or mathematics and
studies not written in English. In the second stage, we excluded 18 publications that
we deemed irrelevant to dashboard or visualization design principles because none

3https://www.scopus.com/
4https://www.sciencedirect.com/
5https://dl.acm.org/
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7.3.1. Systematic Literature Review

of these terms were mentioned in their abstracts. In the third stage, we excluded 6
irrelevant publications because they did not provide any design principles and were
more focused on describing a proposed platform (or) used for a specific domain
(e.g., health, survey, learning analytic dashboards). We also applied the forward
and backward search (Webster and Watson, 2002) by examining the references and
citations of selected articles and added 4 additional relevant publications. In the
end, we retained 17 articles that empirically explored visualization or dashboard
design principles. In addition to these 17 articles, we identified 7 articles from the
grey literature using the Google search engine. We incorporated these grey literature
articles because they predominantly offered comprehensive summaries of best
practices in dashboard design, further enriching our understanding and offering
practical insights often missing from academic papers. The retained articles are
listed in Table 7.5.

Table 7.5: List of 17 scientific publications and 7 grey literature contri-
butions retained in the SLR.

Dashboard design principles Category

(Kitchin and Mcardle, 2016; Matheus et al., 2020;
Maheshwari and Janssen, 2014; Ganapati, 2011;
Durcevic, 2020; Young and Kitchin, 2020; Young
et al., 2021; Tableau, 2021)

Public sector

(Few, 2006a; Smith, 2013; Brath and Peters, 2004;
Sarikaya et al., 2019; Janes et al., 2013)

General

Visualization design principles Category
(Graves and Hendler, 2014; Chokki et al., 2021) Public sector
(Shneiderman, 1996; Heer and Shneiderman, 2012;
Holtz and Conor, 2018; Munzner, 2014; Ribecca,
2015; Wilke, 2019)

General

UX and UI design principles Category
(Usability.gov, 2021; UXPin, 2021; Davies, 2020) General

7.3.1.2 Systematic Literature Review Outputs: Dashboard design principles

Based on the review of the selected papers, we were able to identify dashboard
design principles. In this section, we first briefly explain the different stages of the
dashboard data cycle and then present dashboard design principles collected from
the literature review and applied in the OGD context.
Dashboard data cycle. Figure 7.5 illustrates the different steps considered when
deploying dashboards (Matheus et al., 2020; Smith, 2013). There are seven steps in
the process of deploying dashboards: metrics choice (defining the metrics to include
in dashboards), data collection (collecting datasets), data processing (cleaning and
transforming datasets), data analysis (analyzing datasets to get clear details about
their content), build the dashboard (creating adequate visualizations for each de-
fined metric, build the dashboard layout and integrate visualizations in the layout)
and deployment (sharing the created dashboard to citizens). After the deployment,
the citizens can then use the dashboard and provide feedback or the dashboards
can be customized by adding more datasets or changing metrics.

Table 7.6 provides a summary of the dashboard design principles from the litera-
ture review with their application in the OGD context.
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Table 7.6: Dashboard design principles in the OGD context.

Design principle Application in the OGD context

P1. Pick meaningful metrics (Kitchin and Mcardle, 2016; Maheshwari
and Janssen, 2014; Brath and Peters, 2004; Ganapati, 2011; Sarikaya
et al., 2019; Durcevic, 2020)

Using meaningful and understandable indicators that are relevant to citizens help them to
understand the utility of the implemented government dashboards, creates added value and
increases their usability.

P2. Collect accurate and precise data (Matheus et al., 2020; Ganapati,
2011; Young and Kitchin, 2020; Janes et al., 2013)

Data quality and lack of understanding of published data are among the reasons why open
data are not used (Crusoe et al., 2019). Government dashboards should therefore avoid using
ambiguous or unreliable data and metadata in order to make the data easier to understand
and to reassure users of its veracity.

P3. Ensure your data makes sense (Matheus et al., 2020; Kitchin and
Mcardle, 2016)

A lot of open data is made available online and integrated into dashboards after aggregating
some initial data. It is therefore very important to ensure that the data is consistent before
and after the transformation process in order to assure the quality and the veracity of data.

P4. Consider audience (Brath and Peters, 2004; Sarikaya et al., 2019;
Durcevic, 2020; Young and Kitchin, 2020; Young et al., 2021; Tableau,
2021)

Referring to previous studies (Young et al., 2021; Lassinantti et al., 2019; Graves and Hendler,
2014; Nikiforova and Lnenicka, 2021), there are users from different backgrounds who are
interested in using Open data. Thus, since not all users have the same technical skills to
understand data and visualization, it is important to consider the target audience before
implementing government dashboard or, if possible, to propose different dashboards
according to the type of user, as was done in Dublin dashboard (Young et al., 2021).

P5. Use best visualization practices (Few, 2006a; Matheus et al., 2020;
Maheshwari and Janssen, 2014; Brath and Peters, 2004; Ganapati,
2011; Sarikaya et al., 2019; Durcevic, 2020; Young and Kitchin, 2020;
Janes et al., 2013)

According to survey results on visualizations for OGD (Chokki et al., 2021), citizens like to
have simple and attractive visualizations that can help them to understand the data without
much effort. For example, simply arranging the data in descending order in a bar chart can
help users quickly grasp the highest and lowest values of the data presented. More details on
the design principles of visualizations can be found in (Graves and Hendler, 2014; Chokki
et al., 2021; Shneiderman, 1996; Heer and Shneiderman, 2012).
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P6. Use the right type of chart (Few, 2006a; Matheus et al., 2020;
Maheshwari and Janssen, 2014; Brath and Peters, 2004; Sarikaya et al.,
2019; Durcevic, 2020; Young and Kitchin, 2020; Janes et al., 2013)

According to previous studies (Chokki et al., 2021; Holtz and Conor, 2018; Munzner, 2014;
Ribecca, 2015; Wilke, 2019), visualizations are very useful for understanding the information
in the data, but they should be carefully chosen according to the types of data and the target
audience in order to be easily understandable. So, for example, using a treemap to show
population distribution in a city can be very useful for journalists, but can be difficult to
understand for ordinary citizens who are not familiar with visualization. Thus, in
government dashboard, these parameters should be taken into account before choosing the
visualization for a specific metric.

P7. Provide easy to use tools (Kitchin and Mcardle, 2016; Matheus
et al., 2020; Young and Kitchin, 2020)

Only a few cities and open data portals provide dashboards for their data and the reasons are
that they do not have sufficient technical skills, time and financial resources to build and
update these dashboards (Purwanto et al., 2020). In order to overcome that issue, one
solution would be to provide free and easy to use tools that could help them to create their
dashboards and thus facilitate the understanding of published data by citizens and improve
their reuse.
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Design principle Application in the OGD context

P8. Clear presentation (Kitchin and Mcardle, 2016; Few, 2006b;
Matheus et al., 2020; Maheshwari and Janssen, 2014; Brath and
Peters, 2004; Ganapati, 2011; Durcevic, 2020; Young and Kitchin,
2020; Tableau, 2021)

sThe layout and the presentation of the dashboard is very important for its success and
should be also adapted to the device screen size (e.g., phone, tablet, PC) (Tableau,
2021).sWhen presenting government dashboards, it is recommended to display key
information at the top of the screen (using for example single value charts or a single
value with indicator) followed by more details (using advanced visualizations: e.g., line
chart, bar chart) (Matheus et al., 2020).s It is also recommended to group together items within the same domain in case the
dashboard covers different topics, as is the case in government dashboards. More
common mistakes to avoid a messy and unclear presentation are presented in (Few,
2006a; Sarikaya et al., 2019; Tableau, 2021).s In addition, some tips about UX and UI design principles such as: avoid unnecessary
elements and be clear in the language used on labels and in messaging, consider the
spatial relationships between items on the page and structure the page based on
importance, use of different sizes, fonts and arrangement of the text to help to increase
scalability, legibility and readability, etc. are presented in (Usability.gov, 2021; UXPin,
2021; Davies, 2020).

P9. Provide context and data interpretation support (Maheshwari
and Janssen, 2014; Durcevic, 2020; Young and Kitchin, 2020; Young
et al., 2021)

Not all citizens have the ability to easily understand visualization, so it is important to have
additional contextual information or metadata to clarify the meaning of data and to avoid
misinterpretation for each visualization presented on dashboard governments. In addition,
each visualization should have a title and titled axes.

P10. Think about data literacy levels (Sarikaya et al., 2019; Young and
Kitchin, 2020; Young et al., 2021)

As mentioned earlier, one of the reasons for the lack of use of open data is the lack of clarity
in the metadata provided on open data portals. Therefore, dashboard governments need to
use clear and consistent terminology, familiar words, phrases and concepts to explain their
purpose and then allow citizens from different backgrounds to understand the dashboards.
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P11. Ensure data is up to date (Kitchin and Mcardle, 2016; Matheus
et al., 2020; Young and Kitchin, 2020)

The government dashboards are mainly used to verify some information and then make
decisions. Therefore, it is very important to let the citizens know that the data is current or
when it was extracted, which can really help the citizens to make a correct decision.

P12. Allow access to data source (Kitchin and Mcardle, 2016;
Matheus et al., 2020; Sarikaya et al., 2019)

Many government dashboards sometimes use data that is collected from external
organizations and thus not accessible and sometimes also provide no link to access the data
used. Allowing access to data sources will enable customization and increase user
confidence in the implemented dashboard.

P13. Check for personal data/outliers (Kitchin and Mcardle, 2016;
Matheus et al., 2020; Sarikaya et al., 2019)

Since much of governments’ data is obtained by collecting citizen data, they need to ensure
the confidentiality of the data when using it in dashboards, for example by aggregating data
and avoid the risk of the data becoming identifiable in any way. This will then help to solve
the data privacy issue observed in dashboards.

P14. Interaction support (Matheus et al., 2020; Maheshwari and
Janssen, 2014; Sarikaya et al., 2019; Durcevic, 2020)

Government dashboards should offer interaction features such as the ability to hover over an
item in the visualizations to get more details, the ability to use filters to update data in the
dashboards and the ability to dig deep into certain trends, metrics, or insights with ease,
instead of displaying static visualizations in dashboards that can be good for novice users but
not for some less advanced and advanced users such as journalists, or developers, who
request more interaction. Thus, it is important to add interaction to support different types
of users.

P15. Ensure feedback support (Matheus et al., 2020; Durcevic, 2020;
Tableau, 2021)

One factor influencing citizen engagement with OGD is the availability of OGD feedback
mechanisms. Therefore, government dashboards should never stop evolving and allow users
to provide feedback through user testing during development or after deployment that can
be later used to improve the layout, functionality, look and feel of the dashboard to ensure
optimal value at all times. In addition, feedback feature that can help citizens to report
suspected fraud or corruption to an independent and trusted agency can be a good element
to encourage citizens to use dashboards.91
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Design principle Application in the OGD context

P16. Customization (Sarikaya et al., 2019; Young and Kitchin, 2020;
Young et al., 2021)

Citizen reuse is one of the open data initiatives. Government dashboards should provide
citizens with all the information needed to customize existing dashboards in order to
facilitate reproducibility that can improve trust and also allow citizens to create an improved
version of dashboards without contacting the dashboard manager.
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7.3.2. NBDash Overview and Evaluation Method

Figure 7.5: Dashboard data cycle with associated design principles.

7.3.2 NBDash Overview and Evaluation Method

After gathering the list of dashboard design principles, we applied them to build the
Namur Budget Dashboard (NBDash) in order to have an example of a well-designed
dashboard for the participants to use during the evaluation. NBDash is a web
application built using two budget datasets (Namur-Ordinary Budget by function6

& Namur-Extraordinary Budget by function7) available on the Namur open data
portal8. It is the official open data portal of the city of Namur (Belgium) created in
2018 with several objectives of information, statistics, creation of useful applications
for citizens and transparency. As of August 2021, the portal contains 174 datasets
across 13 topics such as urbanism, population, administration, transport, culture,
environment, health, sport, energy, economy, education, internal data and closed
data (data that can be accessed by a specific group of users). These datasets are
either statistics, which can be consulted online, or batches of data which can be
used directly for the creation of applications. We selected the budget datasets for
two reasons. First, transparency-related datasets in general (and budget datasets
in particular) are very interesting for citizens (Chokki et al., 2021; Araújo et al.,
2016; Corrêa et al., 2014). Second, creating a dashboard with these datasets can
allow citizens to see how the budget of the municipality is dispatched and can then
increase transparency. In addition, we chose the portal of Namur as there is no
budget dashboard available for this municipality and access with key stakeholders
of this portal was possible. More details on the development of NBDash will be
presented in Section 7.3.3.1.

An evaluation was later conducted to determine whether citizens prefer to use
well-designed dashboards rather than the individual visualizations offered on a
traditional OGD portal, that do not fully incorporate some of the identified design
principles (such as feedback support, data literacy levels and data interpretation) to
engage with OGD. We adopted an experimental design based on the static-group
comparison model and thus divided the participants into two groups (Campbell and
Stanley, 1969) (p12) (the profile of participants in each group is presented in Section
7.3.3.2 and further details on participants' recruitment are provided below). The
first group (control group) evaluated only the individual visualizations presented
on the Namur portal for both budget datasets (see Figure 7.6). The second group
(treatment group) evaluated only the NBDash dashboard. The participants’ feedback
was collected through a survey consisting of 16 questions with a 5-point Likert scale
(from “Totally Disagree” to “Totally Agree”) accompanied with a free text to justify
their ratings and 3 additional questions to collect demographic data (age, gender,
education). At the beginning of the questionnaire where the context of the survey
was presented, we mentioned that these two datasets were used as illustrations and

6https://rb.gy/61r8dk
7https://rb.gy/dpayws
8https://data.namur.be/
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the participants' evaluation should not be only based on these specific datasets but
on dashboards and individual visualizations in general.

The first fifteen questions were carefully constructed to correspond to the fol-
lowing constructs (conditions and factors) that have been proven to impact citizen
engagement in (Purwanto et al., 2020) and also to verify the implementation of
the defined design principles: C1) citizens perceived ease of use (refers to effort
expectancy or citizens’ perceived ease of engagement in (Purwanto et al., 2020)), C2)
diversity of citizens’ skills and capabilities, C3) citizens perceived data veracity and
quality (e.g., accuracy, completeness, timeliness (Dekkers et al., 2014; Nikiforova,
2020). See example in section 3 of Figure 7.7a). The last question Q16 was added to
gather the general opinion on RQ3d and thus to verify whether the use of dashboards
or visualizations encourages citizens to engage more with OGD. We select these 3
constructs among the 15 constructs identified from (Purwanto et al., 2020) because
these constructs are independent of the political, financial or social conditions and
factors (e.g., citizen motivation and citizens/government resources) and can there-
fore be evaluated using tools. The list of questions of the surveys are presented in
Appendix 7.7. Table 7.8 summarizes the corresponding questions for each factor,
and also explains why we chose them and provides references where appropriate.
Two surveys (one for visualizations and one for dashboards) were distributed to
collect feedback from participants using dragnsurvey9 and were pretested with two
citizens to ensure all kinds of errors associated with survey research are reduced
(Grimm, 2010). Next, we shared the surveys on social networks such as Facebook
groups and Twitter to recruit participants. We later used Amazon Mechanical Turk10

to recruit other participants. We do not set any conditions that participants must
meet in order to complete the survey, except that they must properly justify their
choices. We chose this option because we want to have different profiles among
the participants. The Amazon Mechanical Turk was used because after one month
of posting the surveys on social networks, we observed that only 3 participants
responded to the surveys and this tool has proven effective and reliable in previous
studies (Crowston, 2012; Berinsky et al., 2012). Each participant received a $1.5
compensation for completing the survey, which takes about 15 minutes.

7.3.3 Results: The impact of NBDash on citizen engagement

In this section, we first describe the development of NBDash. Then we present the
results of the evaluation.

7.3.3.1 NBDash: System Description

NBDash is a web application (source code available at https://github.com/chokkipaterne/
nbdash) built using three technologies: Python as the programming language, Pan-
das11 as the data processing library and Dash Plotly12 to create and display the
visualizations on the web page. The deployment of NBDash was done after following
each step of the deployment process shown in Figure 7.5 and applying the associated
design principles for each step.

9https://www.dragnsurvey.com
10https://www.mturk.com
11https://pandas.pydata.org/
12https://plotly.com/dash/
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Figure 7.6: Individual visualizations proposed on Namur portal for the ordinary and extraordinary budget datasets (translated to English using Google translate).
(Left): Average ordinary service revenue by function over time and (Right): Total extraordinary expense by function over time.

Table 7.7: Survey questions for the evaluation.

Questions for [visualizations/dashboard] to address citizen engagement

Q1. I think that I would like to use [these visualizations/this dashboard] frequently

Totally Disagree □□□□□ Totally Agree
+ Free text to justify their choice

Q2. I found [these visualizations/this dashboard] unnecessarily complex
Q3. I thought [these visualizations/this dashboard] were easy to use
Q4. I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use [these visualizations/this dashboard]
Q5. I found the various functions in [these visualizations/this dashboard] were well integrated
Q6. I thought there was too much inconsistency in [these visualizations/this dashboard]
Q7. I would imagine that most people would learn to use [these visualizations/this dashboard] very quickly95
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Table 7.7: Survey questions for the evaluation.

Questions for [visualizations/dashboard] to address citizen engagement

Q8. I found [these visualizations/this dashboard] very difficult to use
Q9. I felt very confident using [these visualizations/this dashboard]
Q10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with [these visualizations/this dashboard]
Q11. I can easily tell what we can learn from the datasets based on [these visualizations/this dashboard]
Q12. I can easily draw conclusions based on [these visualizations/this dashboard]
Q13. I can easily understand [these visualizations/this dashboard]
Q14. I can easily modify or customize [these visualizations/this dashboard] to see other aspects of the datasets
Q15. [these visualizations/this dashboard] provide(s) me necessary information to verify that the data used are accessible,
accurate and up to date and to easily access the quality of the datasets
Q16. Using this type of [visualization/dashboard] to present data makes me want to engage with (i.e., explore, understand
and use) more data on a portal
Demographic questions
Q17. How old are you? [18 - 29 / 30 - 49 / 50 +]
Q18. What is your gender? [Female / Male / Other]
Q19. What is your level of education? [None / Primary / High School / High

Education / PhD]
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Table 7.8: Correspondence between citizen engagement constructs and
survey questions.

Constructs Questions Comments

C1) citizens perceived ease of use 10 questions of the SUS questionnaire (Q1 to Q10) SUS was used as it is suitable to measure the usability of a
system in a standalone and also to compare the usability of
multiple systems (Brooke, 1986, 2013)

C2) diversity of
citizens’ skills
and capabilities

Q11. I can easily tell what we can learn from the datasets
based on [these visualizations/this dashboard] (Refer to P8,
P9)

These questions were constructed with reference to the design
principles that need to be covered to consider that a system
takes into account the skills of end-users (P4. Consider
audience). We have mainly based on the following design
principles to formulate these questions: P8. Clear presentation,
P9. Provide context and data interpretation support,
P10. Think about data literacy levels, and P16. Customization

Q12. I can easily draw conclusions based on [these
visualizations/this dashboard] (Refer to P8, P9)
Q13. I can easily understand [these visualizations/this
dashboard] (Refer to P10)
Q14. I can easily modify or customize [these
visualizations/this dashboard] to see other aspects of the
datasets (Refer to P16)

C3) citizens perceived data veracity
and quality (citizens’ confidence in
the veracity of data and ease of
access to data quality)

Q15. [these visualizations/this dashboard] provide(s) me
necessary information to verify that the data used are
accessible, accurate and up to date and to easily access the
quality of the datasets (Refer to P2, P12)

This question was constructed with reference to design
principles regarding data quality and veracity (P2. Collect
accurate and precise data, P12. Allow access to data source)
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Metrics choice & Data Collection. In this step, we defined metrics with reference
to existing metrics in the London budget dashboard13 and validated these metrics
by gathering feedback from two citizens (P1). The metrics were also categorized
based on the users’ skills in order to display only necessary and understandable
metrics to the users (see Table 7.9) (P4). Later, we collected the latest update of
the budget datasets related to the selected metrics on the reliable open data portal
of Namur (P2 and P11). We also provided access links to the datasets to users for
possible reuse (P12) and calculated the data quality of each dataset based on the
basic features: missing values, data information and metadata information (column
titles and descriptions) (Vetrò et al., 2016), to indicate users the quality of the data
(see section 3 of Figure 7.7a) (P2).

Table 7.9: Metrics in NBDash based on the different display types. [or-
dinary/extraordinary] and [revenues/expenses] are used as filters.

Metrics Display Type

M1. Total [ordinary/extraordinary] [revenue/expense] for
specific year with possibility to compare to the previous
year

All (Simple, Less
advanced, Advanced)

M2. Analysis of [ordinary/extraordinary]
[revenue/expense] by function for specific year

All

M3. Analysis of [ordinary/extraordinary]
[revenue/expense] by [revenue/expense] type for specific
year

All

M4. Analysis of [ordinary/extraordinary]
[revenue/expense] by function over time

Less advanced,
Advanced

Data Processing & Data Analysis. In this step, we used Excel formulas in parallel
to Pandas to aggregate and filter data according to each metric in order to ensure
that we get the same results for both options (P3). Data aggregation was also used to
ensure that personal data is not disclosed (P13).
Build Dashboard & Deployment. In this step, we implemented three display types
in order to accommodate for the skills of the audience which vary from novice (low
knowledge in visualizations) to advanced users (high knowledge in visualizations)
(Young et al., 2021). The display types are as follows: “simple” display for novice users
on visualizations (see Figure 7.7c), “less advanced” display for users who need more
control over the data and visualizations displayed on dashboard (see Figure 7.7b)
and “advanced” for users who want to customize the dashboard (see Figure 7.7a) (P4).
For each display type, we organized the metrics that represent the big picture of the
data on the top of the dashboard, followed by the metrics that provide more details
(see sections 7 & 8 of Figure 7.7a) (P8). Three main visualization types were used to
represent the selected metrics: a bar chart with descending sorting and single color
for the representation of categorical data (see section 8 of Figure 7.7a), a pie chart
for the representation of proportions and a line chart for the temporal data (P5 and
P6). In order to help users to understand the graphs and avoid misinterpretation,
we provided the chart title, axes titles and a small interpretation for the graphs (see
Figure 7.7c) (P9). We noticed that datasets contained many financial terms. To
help users understand key aspects of the graphs, we created a terminology section
to explain key budget terms (see section 2 of Figure 7.7a) and also used easy to
understand words to represent title, axes, interpretation of graphs and to design the

13http://openbudget.lacity.org/#!/year/default
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layout of the dashboard (P10). In addition, we also added filters to the dashboard
(e.g., fiscal year, function, budget type) to allow users to update the data displayed
and change the visualization type (see sections 6 & 9 of Figure 7.7a) in order to
support interaction (P14).
Feedback/Customization. In this step, we provided a feedback form to users and
allowed them to track the status of their feedback (see section 4 of Figure 7.7a) (P15).
We also added an “Edit chart” button to allow users to directly edit the represented
graph in the chart studio of Plotly14 and also provided access to source code that
can be used to enhance NBDash or create a new dashboard (see sections 5 & 8 of
Figure 7.7a) (P16).

Figure 7.7 shows the interface of NBDash for the three different display types.
The layout is nearly the same for all display types, with the exception of sections 5, 8
and 9 which are slightly modified depending on the display type. Table 7.10 details
the difference between these three display types.
Figure 7.7(a) NBDash Interface for advanced display. (1): Description of the dash-
board. (2): Explanation of the key budget terms used. (3): Information about the
data used. (4): Possibility to give feedback and track status (5): Possibility to choose
the display type (simple, less advanced and advanced) and to download source code.
(6): Filters used to update the visualizations. (7): Display of the data overview. (8):
Visualization for more details with editing option followed by data presented in table
form. (9): Advanced filters used to update visualizations.
Figure 7.7(b) NBDash Interface for “simple” display. Adding a small interpretation of
the graph, removing advanced filters and deleting “Edit chart”& “Access source code”
buttons compared to “advanced” display.
Figure 7.7(c) NBDash Interface for “less advanced” display. No “Edit chart” and
“Access source code” buttons compared to “advanced” display.

7.3.3.2 Insights from the Experimental Study

Through questionnaires that participants completed after exploring the visualiza-
tions on the Namur Portal and NBDash, we were able to gather their opinions on
(RQ3d) "In what ways do well-structured dashboards, incorporating best dash-
board design principles, enhance citizen engagement with OGD compared to
individual visualizations?". A total of 50 participants completed the survey on visu-
alizations and 58 completed the survey on NBDash. A minimum of 50 participants
were recruited for each group because when referring to previous studies (Faulkner,
2003; Nielsen, 2000; Six and Macefield, 2016; Alroobaea and Mayhew, 2014), using
5-50 participants for comparison or usability tests is a good baseline. Table 7.11
presents the demographic representation of participants for both surveys. We did
not observe a significant relationship between this demographic information and
participants' choices. We will therefore not discuss it further in this study.

14https://chart-studio.plotly.com/
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(a)

(b)
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(c)

Figure 7.7: NBDash Interface for different display types.
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Table 7.10: Difference between the different display types in NBDash.

Criteria
Display types in NBDash
Novice Less Advanced Advanced

User type Used by users who have a low level of
visualization knowledge such as the
general public.

Used by users who have a middle level of
visualization knowledge such as public
servants using visualization often in their
work.

Used by users who have a high level of
visualization knowledge such as
developers.

Section 5 The “access source code” button is not
visible.

The “access source code” button is not
visible.

The “access source code” button is
visible.

Section 8 We show only a bar chart.
The “edit chart” menu is not visible.

We show the selected chart (bar, line or pie)
followed by the data in table format.
The “edit chart” menu is not visible.

We show the selected chart (bar, line or
pie) followed by the data in table
format.
The “edit chart” menu is visible.

Section 9 We hide the advanced filters. We also
display only a small interpretation of the
chart.

We show the advanced filters (e.g., fiscal
year, function, budget type) to allow users
to update the data displayed and change
the visualization type.
We hide the chart interpretation.

We show the advanced filters (e.g.,
fiscal year, function, budget type) to
allow users to update the data
displayed and change the visualization
type.
We hide the chart interpretation.

Other sections (1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7) Other sections remain the same except for the text about the display type in section 1 which is updated according to the chosen
display type.
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Table 7.11: Demographic data of surveys.

Group 1
(Visualizations)
50 participants

Group 2 (NBDash)
58 participants

Sex
Male 31 participants (62%) 39 participants

(67.24%)
Female 19 participants (38%) 19 participants

(32.76%)
Other 0 participants (0%) 0 participants (0%)

Age
18 - 29 21 participants (42%) 22 participants

(37.93%)
30 - 49 25 participants (50%) 32 participants

(55.17%)
50 + 4 participants (8%) 4 participants (6.9%)

Education

None 0 participants (0%) 0 participants (0%)
Primary 0 participants (0%) 0 participants (0%)
High School 3 participants (6%) 3 participants (5.17%)
High Education 39 participants (78%) 50 participants

(86.2%)
PhD 8 participants (16%) 5 participants (8.63%)

In order to analyze the gathered responses, we computed the average (avg) along
with the standard deviation (σ). The average served to ascertain the central ten-
dency of the responses, providing a summary of the central point of our dataset. The
standard deviation was calculated to measure the amount of variation or dispersion
in the responses, offering insights into the diversity of views among our respondents.
Additionally, we carried out a one way ANOVA test (especially the p-values) to ver-
ify the statistical significance of the answers between the two groups. Table 7.12
presents the corresponding p-values, averages, as well as the standard deviations
of the responses for each group. The visualization group is referred to as group 1
and the dashboard group is referred to as group 2. The results of Table 7.12 show
that NBDash offers greater usability than individual visualizations, as its average
SUS score (76.85) is higher than 68, which is the minimum required (Brooke, 1986)
and also greater than the average SUS score of individual visualizations. The results
also show that there is significant variation between the SUS scores of participants
in the two groups (σ ≥ 11). On the basis of this first part of the results, we can
therefore deduct two things: (1) citizens perceived that the well-designed dashboard
is easy to use and (2) citizens perceived that the well-designed dashboard is easier to
use than individual visualizations which have a usability score below the threshold.
Regarding statements Q11, Q12 and Q13, the results show that the averages of the
scores collected on these three questions by the group 2 participants (avg resp. 4.21,
4.31, 4.5) are higher than those collected by group 1 participants (avg resp. 3.98,
4.08, 4.14) and there is no significant variation between the scores (σ ≤ 1 for Q11
to Q13). For statement Q14, more participants in group 1 found easy to modify
or customize the individual visualizations (avg = 4) than participants in group 2
(avg = 3.97). However, there is a smaller difference between these Avg scores (diff =
0.03) compared to the previous differences and there is also no significant variation
between the scores (σ ≤ 1 for Q14). Based on the scores of these four statements
(Q11 to Q14), we can therefore infer that participants agree that well-designed dash-
boards take into account the diversity of skills and capabilities rather than individual
visualizations. Indeed, participants with different levels of education in group 2
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were more likely to be able to easily understand, draw conclusions and modify (with
a smaller difference between the two groups in this aspect) than those in group 1.
Regarding the statement about the evaluation of the data quality (Q15), there are
more participants in group 2 (avg = 4.23) compared to group 1 (avg = 4.02) who
agreed that they have necessary information to evaluate the quality of the datasets.
We can therefore deduct that citizens more easily perceived data veracity and quality
in using well-designed dashboard compared to individual visualizations. The results
on the statement Q16 show that there are more participants in group 2 (avg = 4.43 (σ
≤ 1)) compared to group 1 (avg = 4.02 (σ≤ 1)) that agreed that they will be interested
to explore, understand and use (engage with) more data on a portal if the data is
presented with this type of dashboard compared to the individual visualizations. We
can therefore deduct that citizens would be more interested to engage with OGD
if there were represented using well-designed dashboard than individual visualiza-
tions. In addition, the results of the p-values show that the differences between
NBDash and individual visualizations were statistically significant (p-value≤0.05)
for the answers to questions Q11, Q13, and Q16. Based on all these conclusions, we
can respond to RQ3d by saying that the use of well-designed dashboards can help
citizens to engage more with OGD than individual visualizations.

These observations can be justified by the following reasons. First, according to
participants' comments, the visualizations used on NBDash are easier to understand
than those on the Namur portal. On the Namur portal, some participants found that
the visualizations contained too much data and that the visualization technique
used to represent data was not easy to understand. Second, many participants
found NBDash to be user-friendly and well-organized and therefore easy to use and
understand. However, two participants of group 2 disagreed with this statement.
They thought that there was a lot of information in the dashboard and too much
text. For example, they suggested hiding the terminology, feedback and data used
sections and only displaying them when the user requests so. Third, participants
found that on the Namur portal, they can easily modify the visualizations compared
to NBDash. Five participants of group 2 cannot figure out how to modify or cus-
tomize the visualization in NBDash, probably because they were on the “Simple”
display while the option to modify the chart is available on the “Advanced” display.
Fourth, in NBDash participants perceived that they can more easily access data
quality information than in individual visualizations because in NBDash, we clearly
specified the data used accompanied with their sources and the last update time
and also evaluated the data quality to help users to have an idea about it without
accessing them.

Table 7.12: Average (avg), standard deviation (σ) and p-value of survey
scores.

Visualizations on
Namur Portal NBDash

p-value
avg σ avg σ

SUS Score (Q1 to
Q10)

66.3 12.81 76.85 11.18 -

Q11 3.98 0.71 4.21 0.59 0.04
Q12 4.08 0.9 4.31 0.79 0.16
Q13 4.14 0.81 4.5 0.54 0.006
Q14 4 0.86 3.97 0.88 0.83
Q15 4.02 0.77 4.23 0.83 0.13
Q16 4.02 0.89 4.43 0.57 0.004
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Another finding from the participants' comments is that the most important
design principles for the participants are the selection of meaningful metrics (P1),
the use of appropriate visualization (P5 and P6) and a clear presentation and design
layout (P8). This is supported by the fact that many participants justified their
ratings on the basis of these four design principles. Other design principles were also
important to the participants, as without them we would not achieve a sufficient
SUS score. However, the design principle of providing context and assistance in
interpreting the data (P9) was somewhat criticized by some participants, as applying
this design principle added more text to the dashboard. Therefore, we need to find a
compromise between providing more details and providing little details in order to
not clutter the dashboard.

7.3.4 Conclusion

The objective of this study is to identify the design principles of dashboards in the
OGD context (RQ3c) that facilitate their use and to investigate whether the use of
well-designed dashboards can help citizens to engage with OGD (RQ3d). To address
RQ3c, a systematic literature review was conducted, which allowed us to provide 16
design principles applicable to OGD dashboards. To address RQ3d, we developed
the Namur Budget Dashboard (NBDash) that implements the mentioned design
principles and then compared it to the budget visualizations on the Namur portal in
terms of ease of use, diversity of citizens’ skills and capabilities, data veracity and
quality and citizens’ intention to engage.

This study contributes to theory and practice in the following aspects. First, this
study extends this recent work (Purwanto et al., 2020) by using its recommended
conditions for the emergence of OGD citizen engagement to propose some de-
sign principles that can be incorporated into dashboards to fulfill these conditions.
Second, unlike previous studies (Kitchin and Mcardle, 2016; Few, 2006a; Matheus
et al., 2020; Maheshwari and Janssen, 2014; Brath and Peters, 2004; Ganapati, 2011;
Durcevic, 2020; Young and Kitchin, 2020; Young et al., 2021; Tableau, 2021) that
have focused on design principles for general or city dashboards, it contributes to
the knowledge base by proposing 16 design principles with a clear application in
the OGD context (see Table 7.6). Therefore, the design principles provided can be
used by dashboards designers and OGD managers to implement usable and under-
standable dashboards that can then improve citizen engagement with OGD. Third,
different from previous studies (Kitchin and Mcardle, 2016; Few, 2006a; Matheus
et al., 2020; Maheshwari and Janssen, 2014; Brath and Peters, 2004; Ganapati, 2011;
Young and Kitchin, 2020; Young et al., 2021), we show through a concrete case study
how to apply each design principle. Thus, this case study can be a source of inspira-
tion for dashboards designers and OGD managers to create their own dashboards
using OGD. Fourth, we provide access to the source code of the case study. This can
be used as a starting point by dashboards designers and OGD managers to create
their own dashboards or improve the Namur budget dashboard. Fifth, the usefulness
of the dashboards in helping citizens to engage with OGD on the portals was proven
on the basis of the evaluation results. We suggest OGD managers to provide more
dashboards on their portals and also follow the design principles to make them easy
to use and understand. The evaluation results also showed that while all design
principles are important for citizen engagement with OGD through dashboards,
choosing meaningful measures (P1), using appropriate visualization (P5, P6) and
clear presentation and layout (P8) are the most important.

However, this study has some limitations that will need to be addressed in future
work. The first limitation concerns the representativeness of the participants in
the evaluation. The use of Amazon Mechanical Turk can be a bias (Dupuis et al.,
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2013; Ehrich, 2020) but in our research we tried to minimize this by following best
practices [60], (Cobanoglu et al., 2021) such as using strict criteria to select rele-
vant participants and also checking the consistency of the participants’ comments
with their ratings before validating their submission because we noticed that some
participants were not fluent in English and also sometimes their ratings and their
comments did not match. However to solve this issue, we suggest using other chan-
nels of communication or collecting data on-site in administrations, universities or
public places. In this study, this was not feasible due to the COVID-19 situation. The
second limitation resides in the use of three of the factors mentioned in (Purwanto
et al., 2020; Kitchin and Mcardle, 2016) that impact citizen engagement, to define our
design principles. Other factors that were excluded in this study concern for example
citizen motivation and citizens/government resources, which we believe communi-
cation and financial resources can be used to address. However, other researchers
can build on our study and investigate whether there are design principles that can
address these remaining factors. The third limitation is the non-implementation of
generic tool for OGD dashboards. Other researchers and programmers can build
on the implemented dashboard as well as the proposed design principles to imple-
ment a usable tool that can be generic and can help OGD managers to easily create
dashboards that follow all of these best design principles. Further research may
also involve collecting additional data following the Unified Theory Of Acceptance
And Use Of Technology (UTAUT) (Venkatesh et al., 2003; Momani, 2020) model to
check whether demographic and social factors actually impact citizen engagement,
as we were unable to cover this aspect in this study due to the sample size and distri-
bution. The UTAUT model is suggested because it includes four main constructs,
namely: performance expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence and facilitating
conditions while accommodating four moderators: age, gender, voluntariness and
experience. Therefore, it is the most appropriate model for assessing the impact of
demographic and social factors compared to other models (e.g., TAM, TOE) that do
not incorporate these factors.

7.4 Identifying Requirements for Data Storytelling Tools

In this section, we introduce the essential features required in the design of a generic
data storytelling tool that can help users with low and high data manipulation skills
to easily turn OGD into stories. These features are later validated through the use
of a functional tool called ODE (Open Data Explorer), which serves as a proxy and
incorporates these features. Additionally, we present an extended version of the
ODE tool called StoryOGD, specifically designed to assist publishers in presenting
their portals in a user-friendly manner.

The remainder of this section is structured as follows. We present the background
related to data storytelling (Section 7.4.1.1), and existing data storytelling tools
(Section 7.4.1.2), explain the methodology used to address the research questions
(Section 7.4.2), present the proposed ODE tool (Section 7.4.3.2), its extended version
StoryOGD (Section 7.4.3.3), and its evaluation, discuss the findings and limitations
of this study (Section 7.4.3.4) as well as avenues for future work, and conclude with a
summary of the contributions (Section 7.4.4).

7.4.1 Background

In this section, we first clarify the concept of data storytelling. Then, we present its
stages in the OGD context. Finally, we present tools used in the literature to facilitate
data storytelling.
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7.4.1.1 Data Storytelling

Data storytelling can be explained as a process of translating data analysis into sim-
ple, logical stories that can be understood by a non-technical audience (Brolcháin
et al., 2017). It can also be seen as a process that consists of using graphs that make
sense and weaving them into compelling, action-inspiring stories1. A well-known
subfield of data storytelling in the literature is the data journalism, where journal-
ists make use of large databases to produce stories (Gray et al., 2012; Kalatzi et al.,
2018). In the context of open data, in addition to turning data into stories for data
exploration or development of digital services, data storytelling is also about users
using datasets published on open data portals for the following purposes: to better
understand governments actions and to enable deeper and easier monitoring of
government work (Brolcháin et al., 2017).

The data storytelling process is subdivided into 6 stages, as shown in Figure 7.8
(adapted from (Aanderud et al., 2020; Brolcháin et al., 2017)). The process begins
by looking for answers to an identified need or question (seeking answers stage).
Next, the user tries to identify and collect the datasets needed to answer the question
(data collection stage), followed by the stage where the user processes the collected
data, for example by grouping it or deleting certain rows or columns, to keep only
the relevant information (data processing stage). Then, the user can create visualiza-
tions from the processed data to facilitate understanding (data visualization stage).
Finally, the user can accompany the different visualizations with an interpretation
or a small description and share them with other users to present their findings
about the studied data (story creation stage). Once the story is shared, the user can
receive feedback to improve the story or to engage in a discussion with other users
(feedback collection stage).

Figure 7.8: Data storytelling process.

7.4.1.2 Data Storytelling Tools

Many tools have been proposed in the literature to help users to turn data into
stories in the context of open data (Ansari et al., 2022; Eberhardt and Silveira, 2018).
Reviewing each of them would be beyond the scope of this study. We have focused
here only on the popular and generic tools that have been used in the context of open
data. We are aware of Linked Open Data (LOD) tools in the literature (Ansari et al.,
2022; Böhm et al., 2012; Dadzie and Rowe, 2010; Eberhardt and Silveira, 2018) but
we focused on data storytelling tools for open data in tabular format for two reasons.
First, many users, especially those with low technical skills, are more familiar with
tabular data than the RDF format which is used in LOD. Second, most of the datasets
available on open data portals are published in plain text (CSV) (see e.g., data.gov
(US), data.europa.eu (EU)). We grouped these tools into two categories: non-open-
data oriented tools (e.g., Tableau, D3) and open-data oriented tools (e.g., ChartViz,
SPOD). Non-open-data oriented tools are tools whose primary purpose was not
designed for the open data context, but which can be used in that context. The
second category includes tools that are initially designed to be used for open data.
Table 7.13 presents the tools reviewed including a short description, their strengths
(data storytelling features implemented), and weaknesses (data storytelling features
not implemented).
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In summary, although many tools have been proposed for data storytelling,
they still lack some features to fully support users to process open data across the
different stages of the data storytelling process (see Table 7.13). To address this gap,
we proposed a generic and end-to-end tool called ODE, which will be described in
the following sections. ODE differs from existing tools in that it addresses all of their
mentioned shortcomings by providing a generic tool to turn any open dataset into
stories, providing an end-to-end tool to cover all data storytelling stages, allowing a
direct connection to open data, providing a quick overview of the data, providing
an estimation of the data quality, allowing multiple datasets to be used in a single
story, providing visualization recommendations on the entire data and an easy way
to create embeddable and interactive visualization from scratch by simply selecting
attributes, integrating up to 17 visualization types, and allowing users to customize
existing stories even they are not the owners.
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Table 7.13: Strengths and weaknesses of data storytelling tools.

Tools (including a short description) Strengths (+) & Weaknesses (-)

Non-open-data oriented tools
BI Tools (e.g., Tableau15, Power BI16, Qlik17)
are mainly used by businesses and help them to understand
trends and deriving insights from their data so that they can
make tactical and strategic business decisions

(+) powerful features from data processing until story creation (+) handle millions of rows of data (-)
no direct connection to datasets available on portals (-) no overview of the content of each data
column (-) no evaluation of the quality of data and metadata (-) need for technical skills (e.g., SQL)
before merging data (-) steep learning curve (-) no information about how a visualization was
created and what data was used (-) no customization of others’ stories (-) no direct feedback on the
story

Web Tools (e.g., Datawrapper18, Google Data Studio19) are
mainly designed as web applications and their target users are
mainly people with low technical skills

(+) no need to install software before using them (+) basic and easy to use features from data
processing until story creation (+) no collaboration on story creation (-) same shortcomings as the
BI tools, except that these tools are easier to use than the previous tools

The Gamma (Petricek 2017) provides a scripting language for
working with data and produce reproducible source code
making the analysis fully transparent and open

(+) same strengths as Web tools (+) information about how a visualization was created (+)
customization of others’ stories (-) no direct connection to datasets available on portals (-) no
overview of the content of each data column (-) no evaluation of the quality of data and metadata (-)
need for writing code to create visualizations or perform advanced functions such as merging
datasets (-) no collaboration on story creation (-) no recommendation visualizations from selected
data (-) no multiple visualizations in a single story (-) no filters on the story (-) no direct feedback on
the story

Open-data oriented tools

15https://www.tableau.com/
16https://powerbi.microsoft.com/
17https://www.qlik.com/
18https://www.datawrapper.de/
19https://datastudio.google.com/
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Tools (including a short description) Strengths (+) & Weaknesses (-)

Open data portals (e.g., data.gov (US), data.europa.eu (EU))
are mainly used by public organizations to publish their data
to the public but also provide visualizations

(+) direct interaction with open datasets on the specific portal (+) easy-to-use features for data
visualization (-) no interaction with open datasets from other portals (-) only the data visualization
stage is supported

YourDataStories (YDS) (Brolcháin et al., 2017) is a European
Horizon 2020 project which provides a list of features to
integrate data storytelling into open data platforms

(+) predefined stories about public projects and contracts in European countries using maps and
graphs (-) as of now, only focused on public projects and contracts in EU countries (-) need to
register or log in before accessing the main features (-) no generic tool to allow any users to create
their stories using open dataset on portals

OpenDataVis (Graves and Hendler, 2013) & (Graves and
Bustos-Jiménez, 2015) are complementary and allow to
interact with the data of any portals by providing a data URL.
OpenDataVis provides an easy way to visualize data in less
than 5 clicks. On the other hand, (Graves and Bustos-Jiménez,
2015) produces a series of visualizations describing the
variables of the selected dataset

(+) interaction with a dataset from any portals by providing a data URL (+) provide an easy way to
visualize data (+) information about how a visualization was created (+) customization of others’
visualizations (+) overview of the data distribution of open dataset (-) no direct connection to open
datasets from portals (users need to enter the data URL manually) (-) no use of multiple datasets in
a single visualization (-) only handle data overview and data visualization

ChartViz (Pirozzi and Scarano, 2016) creates charts from a
remote csv open dataset based on a decision tree algorithm

(+) interaction with a dataset from any portals by providing data URL (+) quantitative measure of
data quality (homogeneity and completeness) of open dataset (+) provide an easy way to visualize
data (-) same shortcoming as OpenDataVis (Graves and Bustos-Jiménez, 2015)

DEEP (De Donato et al., 2017) & SPOD (Cordasco et al., 2017)
are complementary and enable the creation of interactive,
reusable, and shareable visualizations

(+) direct connection to open data portals (+) creation of interactive, reusable and shareable
visualizations (+) column completeness information (-) no estimation of data quality (-) no
overview of the selected open dataset (-) no use of multiple datasets in a single story
(-) no multiple visualizations in a single story (-) no recommendation visualizations from selected
data
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7.4.2 Research Methodology

The research questions of this study were addressed using the Design Research
Science (DSR) methodology (Baskerville, 2008; Dresch et al., 2015; Hevner et al., 2004;
Hivon and Titah, 2017; Peffers et al., 2007; Vaishnavi and Kuechler, 2007), as it aims to
develop solutions (artefacts, design cycle) that meet defined objectives, contribute
to the scientific knowledge base (rigor cycle), and provide utility in the environment
(relevance cycle). The methodology of (Hevner et al., 2004) was adjusted in this study
because we found that users were less proactive when we simply came to them to
ask about their needs rather than presenting them with a prototype built on the
basis of a literature review to obtain additional features and feedback.

Within the rigor cycle, we initially undertook a literature review from January to
April 2022, following the methodology outlined by (Kitchenham, Barbara Brereton
et al., 2009). Our goal was to access existing knowledge on the features needed to be
integrated into a data storytelling tool to cover all its stages in the open data context
and also on the barriers encountered by users. The literature review was conducted
using the databases “Google Scholar” and “Science Direct” with the keywords (“open
government data” OR “open data”) AND (“technical feature” OR “technical barrier”)
AND (“re-use” OR "reuse" OR "use") AND (“visualization” OR “dashboard” OR “data
storytelling”). Based on the automated search, we obtained 107 articles. We then
identified relevant articles in three stages: first, we evaluated the type, domain and
title; second, we examined the abstract; and finally, we scanned the content. In the
end, we retained 13 articles that were relevant to our research. Features were then
collected directly from the retained articles or inferred from the barriers identified
in the articles. The literature review along with the feedback collected from users
on the design and relevance cycles will be used to improve the current knowledge
base. This is detailed in Section 7.4.4 by positioning the contributions to the current
literature.

In the design cycle, we implemented the features gathered in the rigor cycle
into a generic and end-to-end tool called Open Data Explorer (ODE). ODE is built
using three technologies: Python as the programming language, Pandas as the data
processing library, and Plotly to create and display the visualizations. An incremental
approach based on the agile methodology (Fowler and Highsmith 2001) was used
during the implementation of ODE. Once we implemented 2-3 features in ODE, we
presented them to 2 users (one with high data manipulation skills and another with
low data manipulation skills) to collect additional features, get their feedback and to
improve the user interface.

In the relevance cycle, we evaluated the overall ease of use and usefulness of ODE
as well as each of the implemented features collected during the rigor and design
cycles. The evaluation was conducted through interviews followed by an online
survey to assess the usability and usefulness of ODE and to gather additional features
for future versions. Appendix F presents the questions contained in the survey. The
survey was pretested with two users to ensure that all kinds of errors associated
with survey research were reduced (Grimm, 2010). The survey included three types
of questions: questions with a 7-point Likert scale (from “Strongly Disagree” to
“Strongly Agree”) based on the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) (Davis, 1989;
Moreno Cegarra et al., 2014) to evaluate two aspects: ease of use and usefulness; free-
text questions to collect general opinions and suggestions for additional features for
future versions and to justify previous ratings; and 3 additional questions to collect
demographic data (level of data manipulation skills, age and education level). To
recruit participants, a recruitment survey was sent through UNAMUR mailbox and
social media and 11 participants (6 with high data manipulation skills and 5 with
low data manipulation skills) were selected from that. Before completing the survey,
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participants were invited to test ODE with their preferred datasets on the Namur
or Liege (Belgium) portals. Their tasks were to analyze their selected datasets and
created stories from them. During the ODE test, we adopted an exploratory approach
(Rubin and Chisnell, 2008), i.e., we let participants did what they considered to be
the right action and guided them only when they felt confused and asked for our
assistance. Once users completed the survey, they were asked four questions to
get their overall opinion of the implemented features: what features should be
kept, improved, removed, or added to facilitate data storytelling? After collecting
user feedback, the median, mean, and standard deviation (SD) were calculated for
the questions with a 7-point Likert scale. These statistical measures were chosen
because they are the most appropriate for analyzing Likert data and for having a
central tendency measure (Boone and Boone, 2012). Verbal thoughts and responses
collected from the free-text questions were coded using short sentences to retain
context and conceptual relations.

7.4.3 Results

In this section, we first presented the features identified from the literature review.
Then, we presented how they were implemented. Finally, we reported on the results
of the evaluation of ODE.

7.4.3.1 Features of a Data Storytelling Tool in the Context of Open Data

Table 7.14 presents the 15 features that we identified by conducting the above litera-
ture review. They were either proposed by previous studies or inferred from barriers
identified therein. These features are grouped with respect to the different stages of
the data storytelling process. No feature has been proposed for the seeking answers
step, as this step is left to the users to decide if they just want to explore the data or if
they already have a specific goal in mind.

Table 7.14: Features needed in the design of a data storytelling tool in
the open data context

Data Collection (DC)

DC1. Direct access to open datasets from portals (Cordasco et al., 2017; De Donato
et al., 2017; Graves and Bustos-Jiménez, 2015; Graves and Hendler, 2013; Pirozzi and
Scarano, 2016)
Data Processing (DP)
DP1. Get a quick overview of the data content (Crusoe et al., 2019; Graves and
Bustos-Jiménez, 2015)
DP2. Evaluate data quality (Brugger et al., 2016; Crusoe et al., 2019; Janssen et al.,
2012; Pirozzi and Scarano, 2016; Zuiderwijk et al., 2012; Zuiderwijk and Janssen,
2014)
DP3. Filter useful data (Brolcháin et al., 2017; Cordasco et al., 2017; De Donato et al.,
2017; Graves and Hendler, 2013)
DP4. Combine multiple data (Brolcháin et al., 2017; Crusoe et al., 2019; Graves and
Hendler, 2013)
Data Visualization (DV)
DV1. Facilitate the creation of interactive visualization and provide instant
visualizations (Brolcháin et al., 2017; Cordasco et al., 2017; De Donato et al., 2017;
Graves and Hendler, 2013; Pirozzi and Scarano, 2016)
DV2. Download or embed visualization (Cordasco et al., 2017; De Donato et al.,
2017; Graves and Hendler, 2013)
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Table 7.14: Features needed in the design of a data storytelling tool in
the open data context

Story Creation (SC)
SC1. Facilitate the creation of story that is easy to understand, use, and trust by
potential users (Chokki et al., 2022d; Cordasco et al., 2017; De Donato et al., 2017;
Graves and Hendler, 2013)
SC2. Share story (Brolcháin et al., 2017; Cordasco et al., 2017; De Donato et al., 2017;
Graves and Hendler, 2013)
SC3. Embed story (Brolcháin et al., 2017; Cordasco et al., 2017; De Donato et al.,
2017; Graves and Hendler, 2013)
SC4. Get information about the story (learning tool) (Chokki et al., 2022d; Cordasco
et al., 2017; De Donato et al., 2017; Graves and Hendler, 2013)
SC5. Customize story (Chokki et al., 2022d; Graves and Hendler, 2013)
Feedback Collection (FC)
FC1. Give feedback (Chokki et al., 2022d; Cordasco et al., 2017)
Other Features (OF)
OF1. Collaborate on story (Cordasco et al., 2017; De Donato et al., 2017)
OF2. Ease of use and shallow learning curve (Chokki et al., 2022c; Cordasco et al.,
2017; De Donato et al., 2017; Graves and Hendler, 2013; Pirozzi and Scarano, 2016)

7.4.3.2 Open Data Explorer (ODE)

ODE is a web application available at https://rb.gy/olmekk. A Video showing the
steps performed by us to create a story from COVID19 hospitalizations in Belgium
collected from the Namur (Belgium) portal20 is available at https://rb.gy/cor6qt.
The figures 7.9, 7.10, 7.11, 7.12, and 7.13 showcase several screenshots of the ODE
tool. However, for a more comprehensive collection of screenshots, please visit
https://rb.gy/atxowj.

Figure 7.9: Create project.

Project Creation. Before moving to the data collection stage, ODE has implemented
a workplace concept that helps users to collaborate on a single story (OF1). Thus,
before users begin collecting their data, they need to create a project by providing

20https://data.namur.be/
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Figure 7.10: Select open dataset from Namur Portal.

information about its name, description, topic, country/state, and contact informa-
tion (see Figure 7.9). After filling this information, the system then generates the
project with a unique code that can be used to later modify the project or collaborate
(OF1).

Data Collection. In this stage, users can search for the data they want that is con-
nected to any CKAN or OpenDataSoft portals (DC1). ODE relies on the APIs provided
by these two open data management systems (ODMS) to allow users to collect their
data directly from a portal (see Figure 7.10). For now, we have integrated these two
ODMS because they are among of the most widely used in the European countries
(Berends et al. 2020).

Data Processing. In this stage, once users have selected a dataset, the system
presents in table form the content of the selected data, a quick overview of each
column of the dataset (DP1), a data quality (DP2), a correlation between the nu-
merical columns and an auto-detection of the data type of each column with the
possibility of adjusting the proposed data type. For the data type detection feature,
the system relies on regular expressions and data type auto-detection in Pandas
library. Currently, ODE covers four data types: numeric (integer, float), categorical
(nominal, text, boolean), temporal (date), and geographic (latitude, longitude, geo
point). For the quick overview of each column (DP1), ODE proposes graphs with the
information about the data type, the percent of missed values in the column and
the list of columns that are correlated with the column in case that the column is
numeric. ODE offers two types of graphs: a histogram for a numeric column and a
word cloud for a categorical column. ODE incorporates four data quality metrics:
completeness of cells, completeness of column labels, completeness of column
descriptions and completeness of data information such as title or description or
timeliness (last modified). The average of these four metrics is then calculated and
corresponds to the data quality of the selected dataset. For the correlation feature,
ODE shows a heatmap where each cell corresponds to the correlation between two
numerical columns. After the users have the important information on the dataset,
ODE suggests them four functionalities to process their data before using it (DP3):
drop columns, aggregate data, combine data (DP4) in case they have selected more
than one dataset, search and replace some values.

Data Visualization. In this stage, ODE offers two features: create a visualization
or get visualization recommendations (DV1) (see Figure 7.12). For the feature of
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Figure 7.11: Present a data overview of the selected dataset.

visualization creation (DV1), ODE offers a drag-and-drop option similar to Tableau
for users with the difference that in ODE, users do not need to map each selected
column to the shelves (rows, columns in the case of Tableau) themselves. They
simply drag and drop their desired columns into a single shelf and ODE can auto-
matically suggest multiple visualizations that best suits their selected columns based
on the decision tree produced by this previous study (Holtz and Conor 2018) and
additional rules provided by (Chokki et al. 2021; Munzner 2014; Wilke 2019) (more
details in "Recommendation Module" section). For example, if users selected a
nominal column and a numerical column with a maximum function applied on the
numerical column, then ODE will generate visualizations using the following visual-
ization types: bar chart, pie chart, doughnut, and treemap. Contrary to other tools,
the decision tree in ODE can be also improved by integrating the user feedback on
the suggested visualizations. For the visualization recommendations feature (DV1),
once users have selected their dataset, ODE can suggest several useful visualizations.
ODE first detects significant columns. For numerical columns, significant ones
are correlated with more numerical columns. For categorical columns, significant
ones have few distinct values. Once significant columns are detected, we combine
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Figure 7.12: Suggest multiple visualizations based on the selected dataset.

one to two significant categorical columns with one to four numerical columns
and apply an average transformation to the numerical columns. After obtaining
these combinations, we used the decision tree to generate a visualization for each
combination. Each generated visualization is interactive, has a button at the top
that allows users to easily embed them into other web pages (DV2) and also has
a rating option to collect user feedback on the visualization and use it to improve
the decision tree. In addition to suggesting visualizations, we introduced a basic
automated narrative system for every generated visualization, utilizing the template:
"This {{graph_name}} displays {{measures}} categorized by {{dimensions}} where
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Figure 7.13: Dashboard generated.

{{filter}}". This structure, while straightforward, adjusts based on the context and
the specific type of graph. For example, in the absence of a user-defined filter, the
"where {{filter}}" part is excluded from the narrative. Once generated, this narrative
can be edited by users, allowing them to add their unique insights and perspectives.

Recommendation Module. This module connects with the preceding stage, "Data
Visualization," and it serves to automatically pinpoint the most suitable visualiza-
tion marks correlating with the attributes users desire to display. In this study, we
use "visualization marks" to describe three components: visualization type, design
marks, and transformation. When discussing visualization types, ODE currently
supports 17 distinct types: boxplot, violin, histogram, scatter, bubble plot, correl-
ogram, bar, line plot, area Plot, connected scatter, bubble map, map, doughnut,
pie, sunburst, treemap, and parallel coordinates. Moreover, it offers the ability for
the ODE administrator to incorporate additional visualization types in the future.
To deliver on the capability to generate visualizations based on specific visualiza-
tion objectives, ODE relies on the principles laid out in previous studies (Munzner,
2014; Holtz and Conor, 2018). Each visualization type is associated with at least
one of the following objectives: distribution, correlation, comparison, part to whole,
trend over time, and geographic data observation. Regarding design marks, ODE
currently suggests 12 (x, y, color, shape, size, label, orientation, grouping, facet row,
facet column, dimensions, animation), enabling users to visually represent up to 5
attributes in dimensions and up to 5 attributes in measures. Table 7.15 illustrates
some of ODE’s design marks. Utilizing the guidelines defined in Table 7.15, such
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Table 7.15: Examples of design marks in ODE

Design
marks

Description Applicable
to which
data type

Applicable to which visu-
alization type

Color Used to define the at-
tribute to distinguish dif-
ferent categories in the
plot

Categorical all visualization types ex-
cept sunburst, treemap
parallel coordinates, cor-
relogram

Size Used to define the at-
tribute to represent the
size of bubble in bubble
plot or bubble map

Numerical bubble plot, bubble map

Facet
row

Used to specify the at-
tribute to put on the op-
posite of the axis Y

Categorical,
Temporal

multiple graphs

as: "Applicable to which data" and "Applicable for which visualization type", we
can assist users in identifying incongruities between attributes and visualization
marks when crafting a visualization manually. In terms of transformations, ODE
encompasses transformations like Bin, Sum, Avg, Min, Max for numerical data and
yyyy(year), yyyy-mm(year-month),yyyy-mm-dd(date), hh:ii (hour) for temporal data.
Categorical and geographic data types do not necessitate any transformation and
thus, none will be applied.

The recommendation module is mainly based on the decision tree that is interpreted
in ODE using the features and the feedback of different types of users: experts (users
with high technical skills) and non-experts (users with low technical skills). The
features are used here to determine the characteristics of data used to represent a
specific type of visualization. Table 7.16 summarizes the list of features which are
currently taken into account in ODE. Note that compared to the existing solutions,
ODE saves the features in a database and it is therefore possible to add new features
at any time without modifying the implementation. This allows our approach to be
dynamically scalable. The recommendation module in ODE consists of the following
steps:s Initialization: This phase kickstarts the model with the visualization rules

established in (Munzner, 2014; Holtz and Conor, 2018). Figures 7.14, 7.15,
7.16, and 7.17 showcase the revised version of the visualization rules identified
in (Munzner, 2014; Holtz and Conor, 2018). Each rule is mapped to the pre-
existing features detailed earlier (considered as inputs), and for each rule,
we associate the visualization type, the score, and the visualization marks
(considered as outputs). Table 7.17 gives some examples of inputs and outputs
from various users for the pie chart which can be interpreted in the following
way:

– Various users assign a score between 5 and 9 to the pie chart when
the maximum number of observations per dimensions (F1) equals 1,
the number of numerical (F2) equals 1, the number of categorical (F3)
equals 1, the data has no negative values (F10), we do not use “Avg” as
a transformation (F9), and the number of elements to plot (F13) is less
than 7.

– One user assigns a score of 0 (not recommended) for a pie chart when
the visualization employs “Avg” as a transformation (F9). This can be
justified by the fact that using a pie chart to represent the average is
generally discouraged in the literature.
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sRecommendation: Post-initial rules, users can obtain recommended visual-
izations in four ways: by choosing the attributes they want to visualize, by
selecting the visualization objectives, by specifying the design marks them-
selves, or by picking an existing visualization to get alternative visualizations.
Depending on the option selected, the system automatically computes the
value associated with each of the existing features, and then uses this value to
find the list of rules defined by the users that match the computed features.
After this step, the system groups the list of rules by visualization type and
user type to calculate the average score of each visualization type. The scores
are then utilized to find the visualization marks that best fit the user’s request
(refer Equation 7.1). The higher the score, the better the visualization.sUsers feedback: After ODE has provided some recommendation visualizations,
users can then assign a score between 0 and 10 (10 meaning the visualization
is the best and 0 the worst) to each visualization and submit it. For each rated
visualization, ODE will generate the features linked to the visualization and
associate the user type (by default it is non-expert if the user does not log in
or we automatically retrieve from his profile if he is already registered in the
system) and the score then add all this information in the list rules that will
later enhance the knowledge base of our recommendation module. To control
the impact of the feedback on the score calculation , we assign some weights
to the scores of the different types of users (refer Equation 7.1).

The calculation of the score for each visualization type Vi is described by

S(Vi ) =Wne ∗ Av g Sne (Vi )+Wex ∗ Av g Sex (Vi )
Wne +Wex = 1

Vopt = M ax(S(Vi ))
Vr ec = Li st (Vi ) wher e S(Vi )≥Sr ec

(7.1)

wheresVi means the ith visualization type;sWne (default value: 0.2), Wex (default value: 0.8) mean respectively the weights
assigned to the scores of non-experts and expert users. The values of Wex and
Wne are configurable in the system. The default values of these parameters
are automatically used to get the optimal visualization and recommendations
but can also be changed by the end users;sAvgSne (Vi ), AvgSex (Vi ) mean respectively the average of the scores given by
non-experts, expert users for the visualization type Vi ;sVopt means the optimal visualization, -Vr ec regroups the list of recommended
visualizations, -Sr ec means the minimum score used to decide which visual-
ization type can be suggested to the users.

Story Creation. In this stage, whenever users create the visualization of their choice,
they can add it to a story by simply clicking to a button “Add to dashboard” situated
on the top of the visualization (SC1). After adding all their desired visualizations to
their story, they can then configure some dashboard settings (optional as default
settings are already defined) (OF2) such as adding filters for the dashboard to allow
users to interact with the dashboard, adding the title, description and width of each
visualization. Once these parameters are defined, they can save them and the dash-
board is generated. The 16 dashboard design principles (eg., use best visualization
practices, use the right type of chart, integrate feedback support, allow customiza-
tion) summarized in (Chokki et al., 2022d) were incorporated into ODE to ensure
that the dashboard generated by ODE follows the best practices and thus is easy to
use and understandable by the end users. They also help to propose a presentable
design of the dashboard without the need for users to do many settings before hav-
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ing an attractive and interactive dashboard (SC1, OF2). In the generated story (see
Figure 7.13), users have the following options: view dashboard information (e.g., see
open data used in the story, see previous user comments), share dashboard (share
the story with others by mail) (SC2), embed dashboard (integrate the dashboard into
other web pages), give feedback (submit comments on the story) (SC3), customize
dashboard (ODE will automatically duplicate the current story into another story
and let users edit it as they wish) (SC5), visualization details (e.g., title, description,
visualization marks, and open data used to create the visualization) (SC4).
Feedback Collection. In this stage, users can view or give the feedback on any stories
through two other applications: ODEON (Chokki et al., 2022c) and CitizenApps
(Chokki et al., 2022e) which are linked to ODE (FC1). Once users generate their story
using ODE, their story is automatically published on ODEON and CitizenApps which
are platforms that allow users to get feedback of their submitted projects. So, instead
of implementing the feedback option in ODE, we simply used the application APIs
to directly post the stories published on ODE.
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Table 7.16: List of features in ODE

No Feature Remarks
F1 Maximum number of observations

per dimensions
This feature helps to decide if the task to visualize is for exploration (distribution or relation) or for
data analysis (Comparing, change over time, etc)

F2 Number of numerical data type This feature helps to determine the number of attributes of numerical type
F3 Number of categorical data type This feature helps to determine the number of attributes of categorical type
F4 Number of temporal data type This feature helps to determine the number of attributes of temporal type
F5 Number of geographical data type This feature helps to determine the number of attributes of geographical type
F6 Number of dimensions This feature helps to determine the number of attribues used as dimensions
F7 Number of measures This feature helps to determine the number of attribues used as measures
F8 Number of elements to group per

category
This feature helps to decide about the readability of the graph by the human’ eyes and whether it is
better to use small graphs rather than grouped/stacked graphs. Based on (Munzner, 2014; Holtz
and Conor, 2018), for example it is better to use small graphs when F8 ≤ 5

F9 Use Average as transformation? This feature is specially designed for pie chart, doughnut, treemap, sunburst and helps to avoid
using the mentioned charts when the transformation of the measure to plot is average

F10 Number of negative values per
measure is equal 0

This feature is specially designed for pie chart, doughnut, treemap, sunburst and helps to avoid
using the mentioned charts when there are negative values to plot

F11 Number of distinct values per mea-
sure is equal to number of observa-
tions per measure

This feature is specially designed for pie chart, doughnut. Based on (Munzner, 2014; Holtz and
Conor, 2018), when some observations have the same values, it is difficult for the human’ eyes to
distinguish them in the mentioned charts so another chart should be more appropriate in this case

F12 Absolute value of correlation be-
tween 2 numerical attributes

This feature is specially designed for distribution plots such as scatter plot, bubble plot, boxplot
and violin and helps to see if there is a relation between two numerical attributes

F13 Number of elements in measures
to plot

This feature helps to decide about the readability of the graph by the human’ eyes. Based on (Mun-
zner, 2014; Holtz and Conor, 2018), for example, in pie chart it is better to use it when F13 (number
of angles to represent) ≤ 7 or in bar chart when F13 (number of bars to represent) ≤ 20121
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Table 7.17: Example of rules defined in ODE. (Cat = categorical, Num = Numerical)

Inputs Outputs
F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10 F11 F12 F13 Viz

Type
Score Viz

Marks
User User

Type
Initialization: Rules from literature
=1 =1 =1 =0 =0 =1 =1 1 False True False ≤7 Pie 5 x:Cat

y:Num
Admin Expert

True Pie 0 Admin Expert
Users’ feedback
=1 =1 =1 =0 =0 =1 =1 1 False True False ≤7 Pie 9 x:Cat

y:Num
A Non-

expert
=1 =1 =1 =0 =0 =1 =1 1 False True False ≤7 Pie 7 x:Cat

y:Num
B Non-

expert
=1 =1 =1 =0 =0 =1 =1 1 False True False ≤7 Pie 6 x:Cat

y:Num
C Expert
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Figure 7.14: Decision tree to find the best visualization for many observations per row.
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Figure 7.16: Decision tree to find the best visualization for one observation per row: Date or Ordered Numeric case.
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7.4.3.3 An Extension of ODE for Publishers: StoryOGD Prototype

The previous section introduced the ODE prototype, which assists users in creating a
data dashboard. In this section, we take it a step further by introducing an extended
version of ODE called StoryOGD, specifically designed to help publishers present
their portals in a user-friendly manner.

To accomplish this objective, we conducted an exploratory study of websites
(accessible at https://rb.gy/oqeipl and https://rb.gy/gglgl7) that aggregate open
datasets and present them in a user-friendly way.

Through the exploratory study of the aforementioned websites, we successfully
identified the supplementary requirements essential for extending ODE to assist
publishers in transforming their portals into storytelling portals (see Table 7.18).

Table 7.18: Additional requirements for enhancing ODE to support
publishers in converting their portals into storytelling portals.

(R1) Data aggregation by topic
(R2) Creation of topic-specific dashboards
(R3) Inclusion of filtering options for each dashboard
(R4) Provision for sharing or embedding the dashboard
(R5) Presentation of information (e.g., data sources) on each dashboard
(R6) Incorporation of a feedback mechanism to enhance the dashboard

These requirements, derived from the exploratory study, were integrated into
StoryOGD, accessible at http://79.143.180.14:7001/home-trans. StoryOGD consists
of a backend and frontend developed using Django. The backend matches the
dashboards created by the ODE data storytelling tool (see Figure 7.18) with the
relevant topics (see Figure 7.19), while the frontend displays a list of topics (see
Figure 7.20) and their respective dashboards, offering various options such as filters,
sharing, embedding, and obtaining information (see Figure 7.21).

Figure 7.18: Step 1 - Creation of the Namur budget dashboard using ODE (Backend).

7.4.3.4 Evaluation Results and Analysis

Through the surveys that participants completed after exploring the ODE prototype,
we were able to collect their opinions related about the ease of use and usefulness
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Figure 7.19: Step 2 - Setup of the storytelling portal. Link created dashboard to
“Economy & Finance” topic (Backend).

Figure 7.20: Step 3 - Main page of the storytelling portal (Frontend).

of ODE and also of each feature implemented in ODE to turn data into stories. A
total of 11 participants (5 with low data manipulation skills and 6 with high data
manipulation skills) completed the surveys. All participants are between the ages
of 18 and 50 and have at least a high school degree. Each participant's evaluation
section lasted a maximum of 1 hour.

Table 7.19 presents the median, mean and standard deviation of the questions
with a 7-point Likert scale regarding the 2 aspects (perceived ease of use and per-
ceived usefulness) evaluated for the prototype. The following conclusions can be
drawn from the results of Table 7.19. First, most of the participants with low data
manipulation skills agree that the proposed prototype is easy to use, as evidenced by
the median and mean of perceived ease of use ≥ 5 and the low standard deviation
(SD = 0.93) showing that there is no high significant difference between users’ scores.
They also agree that the prototype is useful to them to better explore open data and
turn them into stories (median & mean ≥ 5 for perceived usefulness and there is no
high significant difference between users’ scores (SD = 1.02)). Second, participants
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Figure 7.21: Step 4 - Displaying the dashboard after the user clicks on “Economy &
Finance” topic (Frontend).

with high data manipulation skills find it easier to use the prototype than the par-
ticipants with low data manipulation skills as evidenced by the median equaling 6.
They also agree that the prototype is useful to them in better exploring open data
and turning them into stories (median & mean ≥ 6 for perceived usefulness and
there is no high significant difference between citizens’ scores (SD = 1.02)).

Table 7.19: Median, mean and standard deviation (SD) of survey scores

Participants with low data
manipulation skills

Participants with high data
manipulation skills

Median Mean (SD) Median Mean (SD)

Perceived ease of
use

5 5.4 (0.93) 6 5.39 (1.10)

Perceived
usefulness

6 5.87 (1.02) 6.5 (1.10) 6.1 (1.16)

These observations can be justified as follows. First, many participants, even
those with high data manipulation skills, found the prototype’s interface not too
intuitive, but they all agree that they could quickly become proficient if they had
more time or if we had done a tutorial at the beginning of the evaluation to show the
basic features. Second, all participants were able to create a dashboard from their
selected dataset during the evaluation section.

Regarding the ease of use and usefulness of implemented features, all partici-
pants found that the implemented features presented in 7.14 are useful in turning
their selected dataset into stories, but made the following suggestions. Users with
low data manipulation skills suggested that the features related to data processing
(DP1. Get overview to DP4. Combine datasets) to be removed because they are diffi-
cult for them to understand. On the other hand, users with high data manipulation
skills think that these features are necessary. All of them also found the functionality
of recommending visualizations from the selected dataset (DV1) useful, as many
of them were able to find the visualizations they wanted to create their dashboards
from this feature. In addition, they suggested making the interface design more
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intuitive. However, participants did not suggest any additional features, as many
felt that existing features were sufficient and that it was best to avoid making the
application more difficult to use.

7.4.4 Conclusion

The goal of this study was to identify a list of features needed in the design of a
separate and generic data storytelling tool. To achieve this goal, we first conducted a
literature review and discussed with potential users to gather features needed in the
design of a data storytelling tool in the open data context. Next, we implemented
the ODE prototype based on the collected features, and then examined through
an evaluation conducted with 11 participants, whether the prototype and each
of its features were easy to use and useful in helping users with low or high data
manipulation skills to turn their data into stories.

This study contributes to theory in several significant aspects. Firstly, it builds
upon prior studies and tools (Brolcháin et al., 2017; Cordasco et al., 2017; De Donato
et al., 2017; Graves and Hendler, 2013; Pirozzi and Scarano, 2016) to propose a com-
prehensive list of 15 essential features required for the design of a data storytelling
tool in the context of open data. These features are detailed in Table 7.14 and are dis-
cussed in Section 7.4.3.2. Additionally, an extended version of ODE (StoryOGD) led
to the identification of six requirements for developing a tool that assists publishers
in transforming conventional portals into storytelling portals and are discussed in
Section 7.4.3.3. This extension was based on an exploratory study of two existing
storytelling portals. Secondly, unlike the YDS project (Brolcháin et al., 2017), which
primarily focused on four aspects (discovery, assistance, insight, and leverage) to en-
hance open data platforms with data storytelling features, our research concentrates
on the technical features necessary for a generic tool to facilitate data storytelling
with open data. Moreover, we categorized these features based on different stages of
data storytelling. This categorization proves valuable for designers and developers,
as it helps them identify which features to implement at specific stages of data story-
telling, thus catering to users’ needs more effectively. Lastly, the evaluation results
demonstrate the usefulness of all 15 implemented features in ODE, except for users
with limited data manipulation skills, who suggested removing the features related
to data processing (DP1. Get overview to DP4. Combine datasets). Furthermore, the
prototype proved highly valuable in transforming open data into engaging stories, as
most participants agreed that it met their expectations and enabled them to create
their stories using their selected data.

This study also makes significant practical contributions in the following aspects.
Firstly, unlike the previous tools presented in Section Background (refer to Table
7.13), ODE addresses the shortcomings of each of these tools, providing users with
an end-to-end tool to seamlessly turn their data into compelling stories. Users no
longer need to rely on separate tools for data processing or getting an overview
of data content (see Section Open Data Explorer (ODE)). Secondly, in contrast to
other tools that offer static rules for generating visualizations, ODE allows users to
provide feedback on the visualizations, which is then leveraged to improve the initial
visualization rules. Thirdly, through StoryOGD, developers (i.e., infomediairies) and
especially publishers can easily convert existing portals into captivating storytelling
portals, making it easier for them to engage their audiences with open data. Lastly,
we provide access to the source codes of ODE and StoryOGD. This serves as a
valuable starting point for developers looking to create their own tools for facilitating
open data storytelling or seeking to enhance the existing prototypes.

An important limitation of this study pertains to the representativeness of the
participants in the evaluation. While the number of participants may appear small,
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it aligns with established guidelines from previous studies (Faulkner, 2003; Nielsen,
2000), which recommend using at least 5 participants for usability tests as a suitable
baseline. To enhance the representativeness of future evaluations, we suggest ex-
ploring alternative communication channels or conducting on-site data collection
at universities or public spaces. Unfortunately, such endeavors were not feasible
during the research period due to the prevailing COVID-19 situation. For future
work, it is imperative to evaluate StoryOGD with a broader range of citizens to gauge
how the use of storytelling portals contributes to enhancing citizen engagement
with OGD portals. While the current research places a heavier emphasis on the visu-
alization aspect, an intriguing avenue for future exploration would be to enhance the
automated narrative generation process in tandem with the visual representation.
This would offer users a richer and more nuanced understanding of the data being
presented. Additionally, conducting an evaluation of StoryOGD with end-users,
specifically publishers, is essential to assess the prototype’s ease of use and overall
usefulness, validate the identified requirements, and gather any additional require-
ments that may arise. Such assessments will further enrich the effectiveness and
practicality of the tool.

7.5 Wrap up

In this chapter, we investigated various aspects related to facilitating data storytelling
with Open Government Data. We made significant contributions in three sections,
each addressing a specific aspect of the overall objective.

In the first section, we provided valuable insights into the datasets and visual-
izations preferred by users on OGD portals. These findings are instrumental for
infomediaries seeking appropriate datasets for their applications and for OGD pub-
lishers aiming to determine the datasets to make available on their portals. Moreover,
they offer guidance on the types of visualizations that enhance user comprehension.
Through a multi-method approach encompassing the analysis of usage statistics, an
online survey, and interviews, we obtained these insightful findings.

Moving on to the second section, we compiled a comprehensive set of design
principles for dashboards in the OGD context. These principles were identified
through a systematic literature review. By implementing these principles in a usable
tool (NBDash) and evaluating their impact on citizen engagement, we validated the
hypothesis that well-designed dashboards can effectively promote citizen engage-
ment with OGD. This validation was achieved by utilizing the tool as a proxy for
assessing citizen engagement.

Lastly, in the third section, we introduced essential features necessary for the de-
sign of a generic and end-to-end data storytelling tool. These features were identified
through a combination of thorough literature review and interviews with potential
users. To validate these features, we employed the ODE tool as a proxy, integrating
the identified features. Additionally, we introduced an enhanced version of the ODE
tool named StoryOGD, which specifically caters to the needs of publishers in pre-
senting their portals in a user-friendly manner. The requirements for implementing
such a tool were identified through an exploratory study of websites that successfully
presented open datasets in a user-friendly manner.

Collectively, this chapter provides a comprehensive understanding of users’
preferences for datasets and visualizations on OGD portals, design principles for
dashboards to enhance citizen engagement, and features required for a generic and
end-to-end data storytelling tool. These findings have significant implications for
infomediaries, publishers, and citizens alike, ultimately facilitating the seamless
transformation of OGD into compelling narratives.
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DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In this chapter, we provide a concise overview of the contributions made in this
thesis. We then examine their implications for both research and practice. Following
that, we acknowledge the limitations under which the research in this thesis was
conducted and suggest potential avenues for future research.

8.1 Contributions

This thesis encompasses various contributions, categorized into theoretical and
practical aspects. Within the realm of theoretical contributions, a total of eleven
significant findings are presented, outlined as follows.
Communication Methods for OGD Awareness: This thesis compiles an inventory of
communication methods (C1) that are used to promote OGD to users. Subsequently,
it conducts an online survey to evaluate these communication methods and derives
recommendations regarding users’ preferred communication methods (C2).
Requirements for OGD Awareness Applications: Following the preference of users to
be informed of OGD from applications, this thesis identifies and validates with users
11 requirements for designing an application to improve OGD awareness (C3).
Requirements for Communication and Collaboration Applications between OGD
Stakeholders: Building upon previous impediment studies, this thesis proposes
and validates a list of 16 requirements necessary to facilitate communication and
collaboration between OGD stakeholders (C4).
Meta(data) Quality Assessment: This thesis presents a comprehensive list of di-
mensions and metrics for evaluating the quality of metadata and data content
separately (C5). Additionally, it identifies a set of features required to develop a
(meta)data quality assessment tool (C6) through existing tools.
Data and Visualization Expectations for OGD: This thesis combines usage statistics
and a survey to provide recommendations about users’ data expectations (C7).
Furthermore, it derives recommendations about visualizations expectations (C8)
for different data categories through interviews with users.
Dashboard Design Principles for OGD: This thesis presents 16 design principles for
dashboards in the OGD context (C9), tailored to fulfill the conditions for OGD user
engagement.
Requirements for End-to-End Data Storytelling Tool: The research offers a com-
prehensive list of 15 essential features required for designing a data storytelling
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tool (C10) in the context of open government data. Additionally, it identifies six
requirements for integrating the tool and converting conventional portals into
storytelling portals (C11).

In terms of practical contributions, this thesis presents six key contributions
in the form of six tools. These tools were developed by implementing the require-
ments identified during various phases of the thesis, resulting in usable prototypes
that served as proxies for validating the identified requirements. The CitizenApps
prototype (T1) incorporates the requirements identified in theoretical contribution
(C1) and, in turn, serves as a proxy for validating these requirements. Similarly,
the ODEON prototype (T2) integrates the requirements identified in theoretical
contribution (C4) and is utilized as a proxy for their validation. Additionally, the
QualityOGD prototype (T3) encompasses the requirements identified in theoretical
contribution (6) and acts as a proxy for validating these requirements. On the other
hand, the NBDash (T4) prototype embodies the dashboard principles identified
in theoretical contribution (C9) and acts as a proxy for validating these require-
ments. Furthermore, the ODE prototype (T5) integrates the requirements identified
in theoretical contribution (10) and serves as a proxy for their validation. Lastly,
the StoryOGD prototype (T6) combines the requirements identified in theoretical
contribution (C11) with the ODE prototype, thereby extending its functionality to
allow the conversion of conventional portals into storytelling portals.

8.2 Implications for Research

Concerning the potential implications for research, our diverse research activities
enabled us to address the defined research questions effectively. A comprehensive
mapping between the contributions and the research questions can be found in
Table 8.1, outlining their interrelation.

Research Question 1 ("How can communication and collaboration among OGD
stakeholders involved in data reuse be facilitated?") was addressed through several
steps. Initially, a literature review was conducted to identify methods used to raise
citizen awareness of OGD. Following that, a survey was conducted online involving
30 users, and the obtained results were compared with users’ perceptions. This
analysis allowed for the identification of the most favored communication methods
for OGD awareness. Consequently, recommendations for effective communication
methods were derived, addressing RQ1a. To delve deeper into the use of applica-
tions which is one of users’ preferred communication methods for OGD awareness,
interviews with 10 users were conducted allowing to gather requirements for such
an application. These requirements were then implemented in the CitizenApps
application, and its effectiveness in raising OGD awareness was evaluated with 25
users, answering RQ1b. The thesis also focused on the technical aspects of the
lack of communication and collaboration between OGD stakeholders. A literature
review identified impediments, and interviews with 9 stakeholders validated the
requirements for a usable tool to address these issues. The ODEON prototype, in-
corporating these requirements, was evaluated with 22 stakeholders from different
profiles, assessing its usability and usefulness in facilitating communication and
collaboration, thus addressing RQ1c.
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Table 8.1: Mapping between Research Questions and Contributions.

RQ
Theoretical contributions Practical contributions
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 C11 T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6

RQ1a X X
RQ1b X X
RQ1c X X
RQ2 X X X
RQ3a X
RQ3b X
RQ3c X
RQ3d X X
RQ3e X X X X
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Regarding Research Question 2 ("How to support automated OGD quality assess-
ment in a way that distinguishes data and metadata and incorporates user needs?"),
we conducted a thorough literature review. From this review, we identified a com-
prehensive list of 14 dimensions and associated metrics to assess metadata and data
content quality independently. Additionally, we pinpointed 7 features that could be
incorporated into a quality assessment tool. These findings were then integrated
into the QualityOGD prototype and validated with users, successfully addressing
RQ2.

Research Question 3 ("How to facilitate the transformation of OGD into sto-
ries?") was approached in several stages. Firstly, we analyzed the OGD portal of
Namur’s usage statistics and conducted a complementary online survey with 43
participants to understand users’ dataset needs. Additionally, we interviewed 10
users to gather opinions on well-designed visualizations of datasets, successfully
identifying users’ content and visualization expectations, addressing RQ3a and RQ3b
respectively. Next, we conducted a comparison between individual visualizations
and dashboards to investigate their influence on user engagement. This comparison
prompted us to conduct a systematic literature review on dashboard principles,
culminating in the formulation of 16 design principles tailored to OGD dashboards.
Consequently, we proceeded to develop the Namur Budget Dashboard (NBDash)
and evaluated its impact in comparison to individual visualizations. Our findings
indicated that users showed a preference for using dashboards to engage with OGD,
effectively addressing RQ3d. Lastly, our focus is on creating a comprehensive end-
to-end tool that helps users transform data into compelling stories. We conducted
a literature review and engaged with potential users to gather 15 essential features
for a data storytelling tool in the open government data context. Implementing
the ODE prototype and evaluating it with 11 participants addressed a portion of
RQ3e. To fully tackle RQ3e, we identified 6 additional requirements through an
exploratory study and integrated them into StoryOGD prototype. The StoryOGD
prototype allows multiple dashboards to be grouped in a single interface, converting
conventional portals’ data into storytelling portals, thus fully addressing RQ3e for all
OGD stakeholders considered in this thesis.

In addition to the specific contributions presented in this thesis, all the data
collection instruments used throughout the research, including questionnaires, lit-
erature review protocol, and user testing procedure, are provided in full in the Part V
for the sake of transparency and to aid replication. This valuable resource can serve
as a foundation for other researchers embarking on similar investigations or seeking
to validate and extend the study’s findings. Moreover, the various requirements
proposed and validated in this thesis for different purposes can serve as a robust
framework for evaluating the suitability of specific tools. Researchers and practition-
ers in the field of open government data governance can use these requirements
to assess whether a particular tool aligns with their intended purpose, ensuring its
effectiveness in meeting specific needs. Additionally, these requirements offer a valu-
able means of comparison between different tools that cater to the same objectives.
By benchmarking tools against the established requirements, stakeholders can make
informed decisions on which solutions best align with their unique requirements
and goals.

8.3 Implications for Practice

The practical contributions made in this thesis have several implications for the
practice of OGD governance and usage:
Communication Methods for OGD Awareness: Public servants can utilize the litera-
ture review and recommended strategies to design more effective communication
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approaches, ensuring that users are well-informed about the existence and benefits
of OGD. This can lead to increased awareness and engagement with OGD initiatives.

CitizenApps: Developers and OGD managers can follow the guidelines provided by
the CitizenApps mobile application to implement various requirements effectively.
The federated nature of CitizenApps allows infomediairies to showcase their OGD
reuses, fostering greater visibility and understanding of the significance of OGD
through real-world examples. CitizenApps also plays a pivotal role in advancing
OGD goals. By raising awareness, it directly bolsters transparency, ensuring citizens
are informed and can hold governments accountable. This tool also acts as a catalyst
for economic growth, as informed individuals and businesses can leverage OGD for
innovation. Moreover, it enhances citizen engagement by highlighting the relevance
of OGD, and by doing so, helps refine public services through informed decision-
making based on open data insights.

ODEON: Infomediairies, particularly developers, can leverage the use case diagram
and source code of ODEON to facilitate collaboration among OGD stakeholders.
By using ODEON as a starting point, developers can create their own online tools
that promote cooperation and community involvement in OGD projects. This col-
laboration proposed in ODEON ensures government accountability, as consistent
feedback mechanisms hold data providers responsible for the quality and relevance
of their releases. By facilitating seamless interactions, the tool can stimulate eco-
nomic growth, enabling stakeholders to co-create innovative solutions leveraging
OGD. Citizen engagement is deepened as they actively participate in discussions and
contribute to the data ecosystem. Lastly, this synergy leads to the design and delivery
of public services that better cater to actual needs, making them more efficient and
user-centric.

QualityOGD: Practitioners, such as developers and publishers, can benefit from the
automation, integration of metadata and data quality dimensions, and customizable
user needs provided by QualityOGD to assess OGD quality effectively and efficiently.
This tool streamlines the assessment of OGD quality, leading to improved data relia-
bility and usability. It underscores the government’s commitment to accountability,
giving stakeholders confidence in the integrity of the data provided. Economic
growth benefits as businesses can reduce risks on relying only on high-quality data
to drive innovation. The tool fosters citizen engagement by ensuring that the public
accesses only the highest quality of data, enhancing their trust and participation.

Dashboard Design Principles: Dashboard designers and OGD managers can draw
valuable insights from the NBDash case study, which showcases the application
of design principles for OGD dashboards. This guidance enables the creation of
more effective and user-friendly dashboards, presenting OGD in a meaningful and
engaging manner to users.

ODE and StoryOGD: Infomediairies and publishers gain the ability to create dash-
boards with OGD and transform conventional portals into storytelling portals, en-
hancing user engagement with OGD. The availability of source code access encour-
ages continuous improvement and customization, empowering developers and
publishers to tailor these tools to specific needs. These tools significantly contribute
to advancing OGD objectives. Firstly, they enhance transparency by presenting
complex data in an accessible format, making government actions and data us-
age more comprehensible to the public. Secondly, they reinforce accountability
by simplifying data-driven narratives, aiding in tracking government performance
and expenditures, thus enabling better oversight. Thirdly, their capacity to convert
data into engaging stories fosters economic growth by providing businesses with
actionable insights, thereby stimulating innovation and productivity. Fourthly, they
aid in informed decision-making by offering intuitive data visualization, enabling
policymakers and citizens to make evidence-based choices. Fifthly, the tools boost
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citizen engagement by making OGD more engaging and relatable, thus encourag-
ing public participation and collaboration. Lastly, by offering narratives instead of
raw data, the tools improve public services by making information more accessible
and relevant to citizens, resulting in better service delivery and more responsive
governance.

Figure 8.1 showcases the integration and interoperability of the various tools
developed in this thesis, specifically focusing on ODEON, QualityOGD, ODE, and
CitizenApps. The process commences when a citizen introduces a service idea in
the ODEON platform (1). This idea is then refined and elaborated upon with the
assistance of other stakeholders such as fellow citizens and infomediaries, ensuring
the requirements for the service are precisely defined (2). Once the requirements
are well-articulated, an infomediary, such as a developer, may propose to build
the service utilizing the ODE prototype. As an initial step, the developer verifies
the quality of the datasets that would be used in the service implementation using
the QualityOGD tool (3). The outcome of this evaluation could reveal potential
issues with the data, which are then compiled and reported back in the ODEON
platform (4). The publisher who is responsible for these datasets can then address
these reported issues and make the necessary corrections (5). Once the quality of
the datasets is assured, the developer proceeds to construct the service as a dash-
board using the ODE tool (6). Upon its completion, the newly created service is
automatically posted on the CitizenApps platform, making it readily available to
a large audience of citizens (7). Regarding StoryOGD, it embodies a synthesis of
various dashboards created using the ODE tool, according to the outlined process
in Figure 8.1. Additionally, each of these applications can function independently.
For example, an OGD publisher might employ ODEON solely to gather information
about users’ data needs or to identify issues in their datasets. Subsequently, they can
utilize QualityOGD separately to assess their datasets’ quality before online upload-
ing. Similarly, ODE can be used in isolation to craft visualizations or dashboards,
enhancing dataset comprehension for citizens. Table 8.2 highlights some of the key
use cases of the developed tools, each aligned with a particular OGD stakeholder.

In summary, the practical contributions made throughout this thesis provide
tangible tools, implementations, and frameworks that can be leveraged by info-
mediairies, OGD managers, public servants, and researchers. These resources not
only improve OGD awareness and facilitate collaboration among stakeholders but
also enhance the quality assessment process and the presentation of OGD through
user-friendly dashboards and storytelling portals. The accessibility of source codes
further encourages customization and improvement, ensuring that the work pre-
sented in this thesis becomes a valuable resource for the broader open government
data community.
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Figure 8.1: Interoperability between the different tools.
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Table 8.2: Examples of how each OGD stakeholder can utilize the devel-
oped tools.

ODEON/CitizenApps QualityOGD ODE/StoryOGD

Citizens - Propose service idea
- Stay updated on service
development progress

Check the
(meta)data quality

Create
visualizations and
dashboards using
data

Infomediairies - Collect user service
needs
- Validate or collect
service idea

Check the
(meta)data quality

Create
visualizations and
dashboards using
data

Publishers - Collect user data needs
- Collect data issues

Check the
(meta)data quality

Create
visualizations and
dashboards using
data

8.4 Limitations and Future Research

The limitations of this thesis are primarily related to participant representativeness.
In several studies conducted within the thesis, the number of participants was
relatively small, which might impact the generalizability of the findings. While
the number of participants may be considered small, previous studies (Faulkner,
2003; Nielsen, 2000) suggest that a minimum of five participants for usability tests
is a good starting point, and Lallemand and Gronier, 2015 indicate that around 15
users is enough to study general tendency. To mitigate this limitation, future work
should focus on increasing the number of participants by employing alternative
communication channels or conducting on-site data collection at universities or
public spaces. Unfortunately, the COVID-19 pandemic constrained the feasibility of
such approaches during the research period.

Another limitation of this thesis is its limited focus on specific stakeholders,
which may inadvertently overlook the perspectives of other potential users. The
evaluation processes, including surveys and usability tests, were largely centered
around a predefined user set, which might not holistically encapsulate the diverse
range of stakeholders participating in OGD initiatives. Furthermore, in this thesis,
the demographic data of the participants are often underutilized or completely
disregarded. This could potentially omit valuable insights as demographic factors
like age, profession, educational background, or location can significantly influence
how different users perceive and utilize open government data. For future investi-
gations, it would be beneficial to encompass a broader spectrum of user profiles to
offer a more comprehensive understanding of user behavior and preferences. For
instance, private sector enterprises, non-profit organizations, researchers, students,
and citizens from varying socio-economic backgrounds could be included to ensure
a more representative study population. In addition, future research should look
into the implications of demographic factors on OGD usage. Understanding how
these elements play a role in shaping the user interaction with open government
data could yield valuable insights for tailoring data presentation and improving user
engagement. By considering these factors, future work can offer more personalized
and effective data delivery solutions, thus promoting wider and more efficient use
of OGD.

In some studies, the research focused on specific technical aspects, overlooking
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other crucial dimensions, such as social, motivational, and emotional aspects related
to the reuse of open government data. Addressing these non-technical aspects could
provide a more comprehensive understanding of the challenges and opportunities
in promoting open government data reuse. Future researchers should consider
integrating these dimensions to provide a holistic view of user engagement with
open government data.

Furthermore, many studies and evaluations in this thesis were specifically tai-
lored to Namur, Belgium. This regional focus might limit the broader applicability of
our results. For example, our study on identifying high-value datasets is rooted in the
Wallonia context, making it potentially less relevant in different cultural, social, or
governance settings. While the majority of our requirements were derived from a lit-
erature review, suggesting a certain level of generalizability, they would need further
validation in diverse contexts for a comprehensive generalization. Consequently,
future research should explore these solutions in varied regional or international
settings to confirm and refine their applicability, ensuring they remain pertinent
globally. Such endeavors would offer a more encompassing perspective on the
efficacy of our proposed methods across different scenarios.

In essence, this thesis offers crucial knowledge and practical tools to boost open
government data reuse, although its effectiveness could be further improved by
addressing the highlighted limitations. Future work can amplify the reach and prac-
ticality of this research by broadening participant representation, accommodating
varied user profiles, integrating non-technical aspects, and carrying out evalua-
tions in different settings. In addition to improving upon these limitations, further
research directions are proposed as follows.

Integration of tools with existing systems: The proposed prototypes within the
thesis have been evaluated in isolation without considering their integration with ex-
isting open government data systems or platforms. The integration of implemented
and other OGD tools with existing systems, such as OGD portals, is an essential
area of future research that can greatly enhance the accessibility and usability of
these tools. OGD portals serve as central repositories for government datasets (Er-
ickson et al., 2013; Lněnička et al., 2021), making them an ideal platform to host
and showcase collaboration, data quality, data analysis, visualization and other
tools. One key aspect of this research topic revolves around incorporating the tools
developed in this thesis directly into open government data portals. The specific
mechanics of this integration will depend on the portal’s existing infrastructure
and the tool in question. The insights gathered during this process would provide
valuable information on how such integrations could be made more efficient and
effective, potentially leading to best practices for future tool integration in OGD
portals. Moreover, research in this area should investigate user adoption and ac-
ceptance of integrated OGD tools. Understanding user needs, needs, and feedback
is crucial for designing effective integrations. User studies, surveys, and usability
testing can provide valuable insights into how well the integrated tools meet user
expectations and what improvements can be made. Additionally, future research
could explore the interoperability between the integrated OGD tools. As the volume
of OGD continues to grow, the tools must be capable of handling large datasets and
processing complex analyses efficiently. Research should focus on optimizing the
performance of integrated tools to ensure they can handle increasing data volumes
and user demands. In summary, future research could explore the technical and
usability challenges associated with integrating OGD tools into existing systems, as
well as the impacts of such integration on user engagement and data use. Studies
could also examine the specific features and design elements that make integrated
systems more user-friendly and effective. Moreover, researchers could investigate
how integrated systems are adopted and used by different stakeholder groups, and
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how they can be designed to meet the diverse needs of these groups.

Integration of Generative AI for tools: Generative AI refers to artificial intelligence
that can generate novel content, rather than simply analyzing or acting on existing
data like expert systems (Gozalo-Brizuela and Garrido-Merchan, 2023). A prominent
example is GPT-3, a language model developed by OpenAI, which generates human-
like text based on a provided prompt. In the context of this thesis, the integration of
Generative AI to the implemented tools can be detailed as below. Future research can
explore the application of Generative AI to enhance user experience and interaction
with the developed tools specially ODE and StoryOGD in several innovative ways.
One of the ways is by developing sophisticated Natural Language Processing (NLP)
interfaces that can understand and respond to user queries in natural language,
thereby making data exploration and interaction more intuitive and accessible
to non-technical users, which could potentially increase the range of data reuse.
Another way Generative AI can be harnessed is by enabling the auto-generation of
visualizations and insights based on user queries in ODE and StoryOGD prototypes.
This would remove the need for users to manually create visualizations, allowing
them to quickly gain insights from the data. Generative AI algorithms can also
be used to learn from each user’s interaction history and create personalized user
experiences. This might involve recommending datasets, visualizations, or potential
collaborations that align with a user’s interests and needs. Furthermore, Generative
AI could be employed to develop interactive tutorials and guidance for users of OGD
tools. This could assist new users in learning how to use the tools effectively and
provide ongoing support for all users. Lastly, the automatic generation of compelling
data stories based on selected datasets could be enabled by Generative AI. This
feature could significantly lower the barrier for users wanting to share their insights
with a broader audience. Despite the potential benefits of these developments,
future research would need to address several challenges. These include ensuring the
accuracy and relevance of AI-generated content, managing the complexity of natural
language interactions, and addressing privacy and security concerns associated with
personalized experiences. Nevertheless, these research endeavors could contribute
significantly to the creation of more user-friendly, powerful, and versatile OGD tools.

Gamification of Tools: Gamification refers to “a design approach of enhancing
services and systems with affordances for experiences similar to those created by
games” (Koivisto and Hamari, 2019). It mainly consists of the application of game-
design elements and game principles in non-game contexts. In the context of OGD
tools, the idea of gamification could introduce a whole new level of interaction and
engagement. Implementing gamification in OGD tools can make the experience of
using these tools more engaging and rewarding for users. By adding game-like ele-
ments such as points, levels, challenges, leaderboards, and rewards, users may feel
more motivated to engage with the tool (Simonofski et al., 2022; Blazhko et al., 2017).
This could increase usage and make users more likely to explore the full functionality
of the tool, potentially leading to higher levels of data reuse. For instance, in the
context of this thesis, users could be awarded points for interacting with different
datasets, proposing service ideas, solving issues raised by other users, creating visu-
alizations and dashboards, offering feedback on suggested visualizations or using
advanced features of the tool (Simonofski et al., 2022). They could earn badges for
reaching certain milestones, such as using the tool a certain number of times or
interacting with a specific number of dataset (Simonofski et al., 2022). A leaderboard
could display the users with the most points or badges, encouraging friendly com-
petition. However, it’s important to note that gamification isn’t just about adding
points and badges – it should be designed with the user’s needs and motivations in
mind. Understanding what motivates the tool’s users, what challenges they face, and
what they hope to achieve can inform the design of effective gamification strategies.
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8.4. Limitations and Future Research

Future research in this area could involve conducting user research to understand
these motivations and needs, developing and implementing gamification strategies,
and evaluating the impact of these strategies on user engagement and data reuse.
Moreover, the process of gamifying an OGD tool could offer insights for broader
applications of gamification in the field of data analysis and visualization. It could
help identify which types of game elements are most effective in this context, and
how gamification impacts the way users interact with data.
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CONCLUSION

This thesis investigates three key barriers to the reuse of Open Government Data
(OGD) - the lack of communication and collaboration among stakeholders, the
insufficient (meta)data quality on OGD portals, and the difficulty for users to turn
data into stories. These three barriers were handpicked based on a literature review
and their pertinence to the situation in Wallonia (Belgium). They were tackled in a
manner that ensured the research results held practical and theoretical value.

The first barrier tackled was the lack of communication and collaboration among
stakeholders involved in OGD reuse. Firstly, by combining a literature review and
an online survey of citizens, effective methods of raising OGD awareness were iden-
tified, underlining the potential of applications to convey its benefits. Secondly,
through in-depth interviews with citizens, essential requirements for an effective
awareness-raising application, termed CitizenApps, were outlined and evaluated,
providing crucial insights for future development and assessments of similar applica-
tions. Lastly, we addressed the technical dimensions of stakeholder communication
and collaboration. Employing a literature review, stakeholder interviews, and proto-
type development and evaluation, we offered a comprehensive list of requirements
and a detailed use case diagram for a tool aimed at bridging the communication
gap among stakeholders, thereby informing continuous improvement strategies.
By providing recommendations for communication methods and a user-friendly
application for OGD awareness and collaboration, this research has paved the way
for more efficient and effective interactions between citizens, infomediaries, and
OGD publishers.

The second barrier addressed was the insufficient (meta)data quality on OGD
portals. The importance of high-quality data cannot be overstated as it is a crit-
ical element for unlocking the full potential of OGD. This study embarked on a
comprehensive literature review to pinpoint the essential quality dimensions and
metrics, as well as initial user requirements that would help gauge and improve data
quality. These insights were then used to develop QualityOGD, a conversational
agent designed to evaluate both the metadata and the data content quality while
also considering user needs during the quality assessment procedure. By embed-
ding these critical quality dimensions and metrics into the assessment tool, this
research provides a dependable means for OGD stakeholders to accurately evaluate
the quality of their data.

The third barrier tackled was the difficulty for users to transform data into
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meaningful stories. Data storytelling is crucial for making informed decisions. We
addressed this objective from three angles. Initially, user needs for datasets and
visualizations on OGD portals were identified, offering infomediaries and OGD pub-
lishers valuable insights for application development and data publication. Next,
we distilled a comprehensive set of dashboard design principles to enhance citizen
engagement with OGD, demonstrating their effectiveness through a practical tool,
NBDash. Finally, we addressed the challenge of data storytelling by identifying the
essential features for a data storytelling tool and integrated them into the ODE pro-
totype and its extension, StoryOGD. These tools empower users to craft compelling
narratives, regardless of their level of technical expertise, and also aid publishers in
transforming their portals into storytelling platforms.

The contributions of this research encompass theoretical and practical aspects.
The theoretical contributions include the identification of communication methods
for OGD awareness, the requirements for OGD awareness applications, require-
ments for collaboration tools, metadata and data quality assessment dimensions
and metrics, data and visualization expectations for OGD, dashboard design princi-
ples, and requirements for end-to-end data storytelling tools. On the other hand, the
practical contributions consist of the development of CitizenApps, ODEON, Quali-
tyOGD, NBDash, ODE, and StoryOGD prototypes, serving as proxies for validating
the identified requirements.

The implications for research extend beyond the specific contributions, as
the findings have been disseminated through various channels, enabling other
researchers to build upon and extend this work. Moreover, the provided data collec-
tion instruments and requirements offer valuable resources for future investigations
in the realm of open government data governance. By utilizing these requirements,
stakeholders can evaluate the suitability of specific tools and benchmark them
against established standards to make informed decisions.

This thesis serves as a stepping stone towards a more transparent and account-
able government by addressing key barriers to OGD reuse. By promoting effective
communication and collaboration, ensuring data quality, and empowering users
to transform data into compelling stories, this research contributes to the advance-
ment of open government initiatives. However, the journey is far from over; there
are still abundant opportunities for further research and enhancement. This study,
although detailed, has limitations, both in terms of its overall approach and the
specifics of individual contributions. Possible ways to alleviate these limitations
have been discussed, along with the new research opportunities they present. In
addition, three other directions for future work have been identified, which were
not directly derived from the limitations: integration of tools with existing systems,
incorporation of Generative AI, and gamification of tools.
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR USER AWARENESS TO OGD

The purpose of these questions was to investigate the channels used and preferred
by users to be aware of the existence and usefulness of open (government) data.

Q1. Are you aware of the existence or usefulness of open (government) data?

O Yes
O No

If "Yes", how (or through what channels) did you hear about the existence or
usefulness of open (government) data?

Q2. How (or through what channels) would you have preferred to be informed

about the existence or usefulness of open (government) data?

Q3. How confident are you in computer science?

Not confident at all □ □ □ □ □ Very confident

Q4. How old are you?

O 18 - 29
O 30 - 49
O 50 +

Q5. What is your level of education?

O None
O Primary
O High School
O High Education
O PhD
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B
QUESTIONNAIRE FOR EVALUATION OF

CITIZENAPPS

The purpose of these questions was to evaluate the application CitizenApps.

Q1. What are your general impressions of CitizenApps? Does it meet your

expectations?

Q2. To what extent do you agree with the following statements?

-In my opinion, it is desirable to use CitizenApps
Strongly Disagree □ □ □ □ □ □ □ Strongly Agree
-I think it is good for me to use CitizenApps
Strongly Disagree □ □ □ □ □ □ □ Strongly Agree
-Overall, my attitude towards CitizenApps is favorable
Strongly Disagree □ □ □ □ □ □ □ Strongly Agree
-CitizenApps enhances effectiveness in understanding the existence of OGD and its
usefulness
Strongly Disagree □ □ □ □ □ □ □ Strongly Agree
-CitizenApps makes it easier to understand the existence of OGD and its usefulness
Strongly Disagree □ □ □ □ □ □ □ Strongly Agree
-CitizenApps enables me to understand more quickly the existence of OGD and its
usefulness
Strongly Disagree □ □ □ □ □ □ □ Strongly Agree
-Interacting with CitizenApps does not require a lot of mental effort
Strongly Disagree □ □ □ □ □ □ □ Strongly Agree
-I find CitizenApps to be easy to use
Strongly Disagree □ □ □ □ □ □ □ Strongly Agree
-I find it easy to get CitizenApps to do what I want to do
Strongly Disagree □ □ □ □ □ □ □ Strongly Agree
-I predict that I will use CitizenApps on a regular basis in the future
Strongly Disagree □ □ □ □ □ □ □ Strongly Agree
-I plan to use CitizenApps often
Strongly Disagree □ □ □ □ □ □ □ Strongly Agree
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Q3. Would you like to give some further explanation of your answers to the above

questions?

Q4. Do you have any other comments and/or suggestions regarding CitizenApps? If

so, can you write them down?

Q5. How confident are you in computer science?

Not confident at all □ □ □ □ □ Very confident

Q6. How old are you?

O 18 - 29
O 30 - 49
O 50 +

Q7. What is your level of education?

O None
O Primary
O High School
O High Education
O PhD
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QUESTIONNAIRE AND INTERVIEWS FOR

COMMUNICATION AMONG OGD STAKEHOLDERS

C.1 Interviews Questions during Requirements Validation

These questions served the purpose of validating the predefined requirements aimed
at overcoming the impediments that arise due to the technical aspects of the lack of
communication and collaboration among OGD stakeholders.

Collect user expectations
What are your expectations in terms of the functionalities to have in the OGD
repository?
Collect user feedback on the predefined requirements
On a scale of 1 (Totally irrelevant) to 5 (Totally relevant), how relevant are the
following requirements? And how to implement them?
Inform citizens of existing services based on OGD
Allow citizens to be involved in the service development process
Allow citizens to propose services
Allow developers to register existing services
Inform developers about existing services based on OGD
Allow developers to report issues related to the use of published datasets
Allow developers to request datasets that do not exist on the portals
Provide an open forum for discussion among OGD stakeholders
Inform developers about the datasets used in projects
Inform data providers about existing services based on OGD
Inform data providers of priority data to be published
Inform data providers of projects using their datasets

C.2 Survey Questions for Prototype Evaluation

These questions were utilized to assess the ease of use and effectiveness of the
CitizenApps prototype in addressing the impediments that arise due to the technical
aspects of the lack of communication and collaboration among OGD stakeholders,
as well as to collect suggestions for additional features to be included in future
versions.
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APPENDIX C. QUESTIONNAIRE AND INTERVIEWS FOR COMMUNICATION AMONG

OGD STAKEHOLDERS

What are your general impressions of the prototype presented?
Does it meet your expectations?

Evaluation of the usability of the prototype features
To what extent do you agree with the following statements?
Extremely Disagree □ □ □ □ □ □ □ Extremely
Agree
As a citizen, this prototype is easy to
Discover existing and requested services using OGD
Suggest a project idea to develop
Follow the evolution of a service implementation
Give my feedback on project
Request access to a dataset
Give my general opinion or report a problem on a dataset
Register an existing project using OGD
As a developer, this prototype is easy to
Register an existing project using OGD
Suggest a service idea to get feedback from end users
Discover existing and requested services using OGD
Inform users on the evolution of the implementation of a service
Give my feedback on project
Know the datasets used in project
Request access to a dataset
Give my general opinion or report a problem on a dataset
As a publisher, this prototype is easy to
Discover existing and requested services using OGD
Know the projects using my datasets
Know the datasets requested by the users
Know the problems reported on a dataset
Respond to a reported problem
Would you like to give some further explanation of your answers to the above
questions?
Evaluation of the usability of the prototype
To what extent do you agree with the following statements?
Extremely Disagree □ □ □ □ □ □ □ Extremely
Agree
Learning how to use this prototype was easy for me
I find it easy to get this prototype to do what I want it to do
My interaction with this prototype is clear and understandable
I find this prototype clear and understandable
It would be easy for me to become skillful a of this prototype
Overall, I think this prototype is easy to use
Would you like to give some further explanation of your answers to the above
questions?
Evaluation of the usefulness of the prototype features
To what extent do you agree with the following statements?
Extremely Disagree □ □ □ □ □ □ □ Extremely
Agree
As a citizen, this prototype is useful for
Understanding the usefulness of OGD
Know the existing services using OGD
Participate in the development of new services
Communicate with other OGD stakeholders
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C.2. Survey Questions for Prototype Evaluation

As a developer, this prototype is useful for
Have ideas on projects to develop
Know the services using OGD and the datasets used in these services
Get feedback from users on an implemented or proposed service
Communicate with other OGD stakeholders
As a data provider, this prototype is useful for
Know which datasets to publish in order of relevance
Know the problems reported on a dataset
Know the projects using a dataset
Communicate with other OGD stakeholders
Evaluation of the usefulness of the prototype
To what extent do you agree with the following statements?
Extremely Disagree □ □ □ □ □ □ □ Extremely
Agree
Overall, I think this prototype is useful in facilitating communication between OGD
stakeholders

Would you like to give some further explanation of your answer to the above
questions?
Do you have any other comments and/or suggestions regarding the presented
prototype? If so, can you write them down?
Demographic Information
How old are you? [18 - 29 / 30 - 49 / 50 +]
What is your gender? [Female / Male / Other]
What is your level of education? [None / Primary / High School / High Education

/ PhD]
Indicate your occupation [Student / Employed / Self-employed / Retired /

Unemployed]
Indicate your organization type [Public / Private / University]
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR EVALUATION OF A

CONVERSATIONAL AGENT FOR OGD QUALITY

ASSESSMENT

The aim of these questions was to evaluate the conversational agent developed to
assess the (meta)data quality of OGD.

Q1. What are your general impressions of the prototype presented?

Q2. Evaluation of the usability of the prototype: To what extent do you agree with

the following statements?
-I think that I would like to use this prototype frequently when working with OGD
Strongly Disagree □ □ □ □ □ Strongly Agree
-I found the prototype unnecessarily complex
Strongly Disagree □ □ □ □ □ Strongly Agree
-I thought the prototype was easy to use
Strongly Disagree □ □ □ □ □ Strongly Agree
-I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this
prototype
Strongly Disagree □ □ □ □ □ Strongly Agree
-I found the various functions in this prototype were well integrated
Strongly Disagree □ □ □ □ □ Strongly Agree
-I thought there was too much inconsistency in this prototype
Strongly Disagree □ □ □ □ □ Strongly Agree
-I imagine that most people would learn to use this prototype very quickly
Strongly Disagree □ □ □ □ □ Strongly Agree
-I found the prototype very cumbersome to use
Strongly Disagree □ □ □ □ □ Strongly Agree
-I felt very confident using the prototype
Strongly Disagree □ □ □ □ □ Strongly Agree
-I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this prototype
Strongly Disagree □ □ □ □ □ Strongly Agree
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APPENDIX D. QUESTIONNAIRE FOR EVALUATION OF A CONVERSATIONAL AGENT FOR

OGD QUALITY ASSESSMENT

Q3. Evaluation of the usefulness of the prototype: To what extent do you agree with

the following statements?
-This prototype is useful to evaluate the overall quality of a dataset (content +
metadata)
Strongly Disagree □ □ □ □ □ Strongly Agree
-This prototype is useful for evaluating the quality of the metadata associated with a
dataset
Strongly Disagree □ □ □ □ □ Strongly Agree
-This prototype is useful to evaluate the quality of the content of a dataset
Strongly Disagree □ □ □ □ □ Strongly Agree
-This prototype is useful to better highlight errors related to a dataset
Strongly Disagree □ □ □ □ □ Strongly Agree
-This prototype is useful to take into account the user’s preferences when evaluating
the quality of a dataset
Strongly Disagree □ □ □ □ □ Strongly Agree
Q4. Would you like to give some further explanation of your answers to the above

questions?

Q5. Do you have any other comments and/or suggestions regarding the presented

prototype? If so, can you write them down?

Q6. How confident are you in your data handling expertise?

Not confident at all □ □ □ □ □ Very confident

Q7. How old are you?

O 18 - 29
O 30 - 49
O 50 +

Q8. What is your level of education?

O None
O Primary
O High School
O High Education
O PhD
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR DATA EXPECTATIONS ON

OGD PORTALS

The purpose of these questions was to understand the open (government) datasets
that users are interested in.

Q1. Have you ever heard of Open Government Data?

O Yes
O No

Q2. Have you ever used an Open Government Data website? An OGD portal is a

website where the municipality makes useful data available to all citizens.
O Yes
O No

Q3. What municipal data would you like to consult on an Open Government Data

website?
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Q4. Please indicate the level of importance of the data you would like to see open to

the public on a website.
-Communal Council reports
Not at all important □ □ □ □ Very important
-Current and past legislation
Not at all important □ □ □ □ Very important
-Municipal address guide
Not at all important □ □ □ □ Very important
-Overview of organized events
Not at all important □ □ □ □ Very important
-Restaurants and shopping places
Not at all important □ □ □ □ Very important
-Sports facilities
Not at all important □ □ □ □ Very important
-Location of public art
Not at all important □ □ □ □ Very important
-Historical archives
Not at all important □ □ □ □ Very important
-List of historical monuments
Not at all important □ □ □ □ Very important
-Grants and budget
Not at all important □ □ □ □ Very important
-Waste containers
Not at all important □ □ □ □ Very important
-Waste calendar
Not at all important □ □ □ □ Very important
-Tree information
Not at all important □ □ □ □ Very important
-Teaching quality
Not at all important □ □ □ □ Very important
-Safety information
Not at all important □ □ □ □ Very important
-Public toilets
Not at all important □ □ □ □ Very important
-Dog-walking areas
Not at all important □ □ □ □ Very important
-Spreading itineraries
Not at all important □ □ □ □ Very important
-Parking spaces
Not at all important □ □ □ □ Very important
-Street lighting
Not at all important □ □ □ □ Very important
-Mobility information (traffic, roadworks)
Not at all important □ □ □ □ Very important
-Information about COVID
Not at all important □ □ □ □ Very important
-Health care facilities
Not at all important □ □ □ □ Very important
Q5. How confident are you in computer science?

Not confident at all □ □ □ □ □ Very confident
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Appendix E. Questionnaire for Data Expectations on OGD Portals

Q6. Would you like to take part in the next phase of this project via a 30-minute

interview? The purpose of this interview will be to better understand how you
would like your data to be presented on the Open Data site.

O Yes
O No

If yes, please enter your e-mail address
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QUESTIONNAIRE FOR EVALUATION OF ODE

The purpose of these questions was to evaluate the application ODE (Open Data
Explorer).

Q1. What are your general impressions of the prototype presented? Does it meet

your expectations?

Q2. Evaluation of the usability of the prototype: To what extent do you agree with

the following statements?
-Learning how to use this prototype was easy for me
Strongly Disagree □ □ □ □ □ □ □ Strongly Agree
-I find it easy to make this prototype do what I want it to do
Strongly Disagree □ □ □ □ □ □ □ Strongly Agree
-My interaction with this prototype is clear and understandable
Strongly Disagree □ □ □ □ □ □ □ Strongly Agree
-I find this prototype clear and understandable
Strongly Disagree □ □ □ □ □ □ □ Strongly Agree
-It would be easy for me to become proficient in the use of this prototype
Strongly Disagree □ □ □ □ □ □ □ Strongly Agree
-Overall, I think this prototype is easy to use
Strongly Disagree □ □ □ □ □ □ □ Strongly Agree
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APPENDIX F. QUESTIONNAIRE FOR EVALUATION OF ODE

Q3. Evaluation of the usefulness of the prototype: To what extent do you agree with

the following statements? This prototype is useful for
-Have direct access to open data without access to portals
Strongly Disagree □ □ □ □ □ □ □ Strongly Agree
-Integrate multiple open data directly into a visualization or dashboard
Strongly Disagree □ □ □ □ □ □ □ Strongly Agree
-Have a general view on the content of an open data
Strongly Disagree □ □ □ □ □ □ □ Strongly Agree
-To have an estimation of the quality of an open data
Strongly Disagree □ □ □ □ □ □ □ Strongly Agree
-Pre-processing of open data (e.g. deleting columns, grouping several open data)
Strongly Disagree □ □ □ □ □ □ □ Strongly Agree
-Create a visualization with open data
Strongly Disagree □ □ □ □ □ □ □ Strongly Agree
-Export a visualization
Strongly Disagree □ □ □ □ □ □ □ Strongly Agree
-Have visualization recommendations on an open data
Strongly Disagree □ □ □ □ □ □ □ Strongly Agree
-Share or export a dashboard
Strongly Disagree □ □ □ □ □ □ □ Strongly Agree
-Collect user feedback or give feedback on a dashboard
Strongly Disagree □ □ □ □ □ □ □ Strongly Agree
-Overall, I think this prototype is useful for manipulating open data and also turning
it into visualizations and dashboards
Strongly Disagree □ □ □ □ □ □ □ Strongly Agree
Q4. Would you like to give some further explanation of your answers to the above

questions?

Q5. Do you have any other comments and/or suggestions regarding CitizenApps? If

so, can you write them down?

Q6. How confident are you in manipulating data?

Not confident at all □ □ □ □ □ Very confident

Q7. How old are you?

O 18 - 29
O 30 - 49
O 50 +

Q8. What is your level of education?

O None
O Primary
O High School
O High Education
O PhD
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REPLICATION PACKAGE

This section presents a replication package, designed to guide researchers in repro-
ducing the array of studies featured in this thesis. Alongside methodologies detailed
in earlier sections (5.2.1, 5.4.2, 6.3, 7.3.1.1, and 7.4.2), and the source codes for the
developed prototypes (accessible at https://github.com/chokkipaterne), as well as
previously mentioned questionnaires in Part V, additional resources are provided.
These resources encompass a protocol for literature reviews and a standard pro-
cedure for user testing during prototype evaluations. Subsequent sections further
elaborate on these added materials.

G.1 Literature Review Protocol

The protocol for the literature reviews conducted in this thesis encompasses the
subsequent steps.
Search Strategy: For each literature review in this thesis, we start by selecting appro-
priate keywords and databases for the search. Keywords are chosen based on their
relevance to the research question. We primarily rely on databases such as "Scopus",
"Science Direct", "Association for Computing Machinery", and "Google Scholar".
After defining our primary search string using the selected keywords, we modify it
to fit the specific criteria of each database, ensuring a comprehensive automated
search.
Article Identification Process: Articles identified through our search will be assessed
for relevancy across a three-tiered evaluation system:
Preliminary Screening: At this stage, articles are evaluated based on their publi-
cation type, domain specificity, and title. Exclusion criteria encompass: duplicate
articles, titles bearing no direct correlation to our key search terms, studies an-
chored in domains not germane to our research focus (e.g., healthcare or advanced
mathematics), and articles not penned in English.
Abstract Evaluation: Articles clearing the initial screening are then assessed by
examining their abstracts. We filter out those whose abstracts diverge significantly
from our primary keywords or research objectives.
In-depth Content Examination: Subsequent to the abstract evaluation, we conduct
a thorough assessment of the full content of the remaining articles. This deeper dive
helps in weeding out publications that, despite having relevant abstracts, do not
align holistically with our study’s objectives.
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APPENDIX G. REPLICATION PACKAGE

Iterative Search Approach: To bolster the comprehensiveness of our literature
review, we employ the forward and backward search method as elucidated by Web-
ster and Watson (2002). This entails inspecting references and citations within our
primary set of articles to uncover additional germane publications.
Incorporation of Grey Literature: Recognizing the value of non-traditional sources,
we supplement our core set of articles by delving into the grey literature. We utilize
the Google search engine to identify pertinent reports, theses, and white papers not
found in conventional academic repositories.

This rigorous, multi-pronged approach ensures a holistic and comprehensive
review of the available literature pertinent to our study.

G.2 User Testing Protocol

Before conducting user testing, we engaged participants primarily via Facebook,
emails, and by liaising with students across different faculties at the University of
Namur. Our selection was influenced by the specific participant profiles we needed
for evaluating the prototype. Additionally, we designed questionnaires for post-test
feedback, ensuring they were clear and easy to understand. We also outlined clear
tasks and guidelines for participants to follow during the assessment.

With these preliminary steps in place, our main user testing unfolded in these
key phases:
Execution Phase:sEach session commenced with a succinct orientation, highlighting the test’s

goals and ensuring participants that the evaluation was product-centric.sParticipants were directed to execute the tasks, simultaneously verbalizing
their thought process.sWe meticulously observed and documented their interactions, pinpointing
any hurdles or issues encountered.

Feedback Collection:sPost task completion, we facilitated open discussions and provided our pre-
designed questionnaire to garner their feedback.sWe emphasized the value of transparent, both affirmative and critical, feed-
back.

Debrief:sPost-test, participants were encouraged to offer any additional thoughts or
feedback.

Data Analysis:sWe thoroughly evaluated the amassed notes, recordings, and other data. For
metrics like Likert scale responses, we computed the median, mean, and
standard deviation (SD). For subjective data, like spoken reflections and open-
ended query responses, we summarized them into succinct descriptions,
maintaining their original context and meaning.sThis analysis aided in identifying prevalent patterns, pain points, and areas
for optimization.
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